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Associative Massively Parallel Computers 

R.M. liea, I.IV .lalowiecki 
Brunei University 

.1. Ilogdany, and (!. Vesztergombi 
МТЛ KFKI* 

Introduction 

Massively Parallel Computers (MPC's) are playing an important role in providing powerful 
computing environments for a wide variety of computationally intensive applications requiring 
up to Тега (1К12) operations per second (TOPS) performance levels. The breadth of this 
application range, illustrated in Table 1, indicates a large potential market for MPC's within 
the aerospace, telecommunications, automobile, and manufacturing industries as well as the 
commercial, defense, and research sectors. 

Many of these applications cant ot be considered as isolated tasks, but rather as part of 
a coiitimio;.- process flow. Indeed, for real-time applications, MPC's must be embedded in 
integrated computer systems, supporting continuous data input and a variety of tasks from 
numeric to symbolic computation resulting in decision-making in order to determine an ap
propriate action or response. 

For such a demanding process flow, the MPC must operate efficiently on a wide range of 
data structures (including sets, arrays, tables, trees, and graphs) that implies the need for a 
fully reconfignrable interproccssor communication network. Similarly, the continual evolution 
of parallel algorithms calls for MPC's with high levels of programmability. 

In summary, some of the architectural features which ideal MPC's must offer, include 

1) TOPS performance; 
„) applications flexibility; 

• scalability; 
- programmability; 

3) computational and communications efficiency; 
- pipeline buffering of data input-output; 
- overlapping of sequential processing and interproccssor data transfer with parallel pro

cessing, 
- minimizing redundant processing and initialization/synchronization overheads due to 

mismatch of natural (application) parallelism and applied (machine) parallelism; 
• reconfigurablc intcrprocessor communication network; 
- task-oriented optimization. 

MPC's must address the engineering issues of size, weight, and power dissipation, com
bined with the equally important factors of cost, reliability, maintenance, and environmental 
restrictions. 

While first-generation MPC's are already addressing the range of applications itemized 
in Table 1, many lack a clear path \x> achieving the degree of scalability required for TOPS 
performance, and most, have ignored the engineering issues. 

* supported by Hungarian research fund ОТКЛ-.Ч271 
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Ibb lc 1 Representative Applications fivr a TOPS Machine 

Special-purpose applications 

Nonnumerical information processing 
'lV*xt processing, <!at abase management, ollice systems, ami information management 
Information (document) retricval for information, legal, and pat outs services 
Intelligent knowledge-based (exjiert) .systems (e.g., medical and automotive systems) 

Numerical information processing 
Digital Signal Processing (DSP) in aerospace, military, and telivoimnunication 
systems 
Speech recognition in military, business, and automotive systems 

Image-relal^l proc<-ssing 
Computerized Tomography (CT) for medical, industrial, and geophysical image 
reconstruction 
Image clarification, scene analysis awl patient recognition in support of remote sensing (for satellites 
and siirveyance) and artificial vision (for roliotics and automation) 
Computerize»! Image Generation (CK!) for graphic arts and sj>t4-ial television effects and CAD/CAM 
(i.e. 3D image generation and associated database management) 

General-pnrpw applications 

Vector processing for scientific чги1 engineering research modeling and design simulation 
Symbolic processing for compilation, translation, and tlieorem proving 
Л1 processing for lifth generation (i.e., ileclarative) programming language (e.g. functional (like LISP) 
und logic-based (like PROIXX!) languages) support. 

In contrast, не<-ond-generation MPC's aim to achieve a cost-effective solution to such prob
lems with integrated md-to-end applications-oriented computational systems. Indeed, wPhin 
the research endeavour, stimulated by the second-generation MI'C challenge, there is a notice
able resurgence of interest in associative processing architectures. 

This paper outlines I he principle of operations of associative processors, then goes on to 
explore the Associative String Processor (ASP) architecture, as a representative case study in 
the development of a second-g<!tieraf ion M P C 

Associative Process ing 

Л common feature «if many information processing applications »; the requirement for a 
set of data elements, associated with a common key to be referenced by the value of an 
associated key (rather than by their physical location-address within some storage structure) 
for subsequent processing. 

With traditional (von Neumann) computers, such data access requires repeated (sequential) 
navigation through some tree-structured (possibly complex) indirect-addressing mechanism to 
unique storage locations (where the sought data may or may not exist), with consequent loss 
of accessing eireciency and much redundant processing. 

In contrast., with associative processing, the desired set of data element» is accessed in 
parallel by content-adressing and simple association-linking. Indeed, the location-addresses of 
data have no logical significance and only relevant data are accessed. Moreover, the additional 
overheads of sequentially transferting data to an external processor are avoided by (parallel) 
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hi-.tihi processing. 

In siiiniiiaiy, associative processing involves a particularly flexible and naturally parallel 
form of symbolic representation and manipulation of .slrnctmed ilala (viz. sets, airav.s, tables, 
trees, and graphs) proo-ssing with potential henelils in simplicity of expression, storage ca
pacity, and speed of execution over a wide range of nounumerical and miuirrical information 
processing applications. 

Associative String Processor (ASP) 

Kmcrging from long-term research at Itruncl University (II.K.) and luting develop«! by 
Aspex Microsystems (П.К.), ASP modules (and support software) comprise highly-versatile 
ami fault-tolerant building-blocks for the simple construction of dynamic ally-reconligiirablc 
hw-MIMI)/high-SIMD second-generation MI'C systems. 

In terms of architectural classification, tin? ASI* is a hybrid that has been specifically 
designed to exploit the advantages and avoid the constraints of state-of-the-art microelectronics 
and packaging technologies. Indeed, thi: ASI' integrates tint beneficial results of two associative 
processor research tracks. At the logical ievel, the ASP constitutes a high performance cellular 
string associative prwrcssor, whereas, at the physical level, the ASP is implemented as a bit-
parallel word-parallel Associative Parallel Processor (ЛРР). 

As a result, the ASP olfers sleibfnnclion improvements in the size, weight, power consump
tion, reliability, and implementation cost of numeric and symbolic information processing 
.systems. 

The potential offered by the ASI' architecture stems from the recognition Ihat dynamically 
reconligurable heterogeneous low-MIMD/high-SMD architecture» could offer the most cost-
effective solution for second-generation MPC's. 

Ideally, each processing node of such a heterogeneous MPC would comprise; a medium-grain 
microprocessor which would be tightly coupled to a line-grain ASP-based SIMl) processor. 
Kach node could execute a different task, thereby achieving the maximum MIMI) processing 
power. However, in operation, virtual nodes comprising dynamically rcconligurable clusters 
of physical processing nodes (each executing the same task) would be formed to match the 
natural parallelism of the application. 

A simplified schematic of a dynamically reconligurablc low-MIMD/high-SIMD second-
generation MI'C that could be attached to an appropriate, data source (via data interface 
1)1) and a host computer (via control interface CI) is shown in h'ig.1. In operation, the global 
controller Cg could configure this heterogeneous MPC, either as a purely SIMl) machine or as 
many low-MIMD/high-SIMI) variants, by allocating local controllers (7, to the same or dif
ferent tasks. Communication between the SIMI) processors could be achieved via the shared 
memory Мя. 

ASP M o d u l a r Sys tems 

According to applicat ion requirements, an appropriate combination of ASP modules would 
be attached to the control bus and the Data Communications Network t ч indicated in Fig.2. 

The Data Communications Network could be constructed so as to implement any general-
purpose network topology (e.g., cross-bar, mesh/torus or binary n-cube) or application-specific 
topology (e.g., shu/ilc, exchange or butterfly) to enable data transfer between pairs of selected 
ASP modules. 
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Fig. 1. Low-MIMD/high-SIMD configuration. M/: local 
memory. Q: local control. M,: global memory. C/: 
global control. DI: data interface. CI: control interface. 

ASP modules can be assembled from up to six different component types; these being the 
Mf, Cg, and ASP substring (SIMD) with or without JW/ and ('; components shown in Fig.l. 

Although a single ASP module could implement, a self-contained MPC (as shown in Pig.l.), 
more powerful module variants can be assembled. Por example, (М/С) interface modules (see 
Fig.2.) incorporating M9 and/or Cs components can be share«) by a number of processor 
intensive modules. 

System variants could be construct«! (whereby each ASP control unit Ci in an autonomous 
microcontroller) under the coordination of a single high-level control unit (C, (e.g. low-
MIMD/high-SIMI) configuration). Alternatively, the system may comprise no local controllers, 
but rather a 1)1 to a global controller Ся which will provide all the system control (e.g. SIMD 
configuration). 

The ASP Module offering the highest performance corresponds to the configuration indi
cated in Fig.3. This module represents an optimal balance between low-MIMD/high-SIMD 
parallel processing power data input-out piil, bandwidth, a single CI and multiple DI's. 
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Fig. 2. Modular MPC system. 

An ASP substring is a programmable, homogeneous, and fault-tolerant fine-grain SIMD 
MPP incorporating a string of identical Associative Processing Elements (APE's), a rcconfig-
urable interprocessor communications network, and a Vector Data Buffer (VDB) for overlapped 
data input-output, as indicated in Fig.4. 

As shown in Fig.i). each APE incorporates a 64-bit Data Register and a 6-bit Activity 
Register, a 7(Vbit parallel comparator, a single-bit full-adder, 4 single-bit registers, representing 
сапу (С), Matching and Destination APE's (M к D) and Active APE'» (A), and control logic 
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Fig. 3 . ASP module example with .single CI ami multiple DI. 

for local practising ami communication with other APK's. 

In operation, «lata item» are distributed over the Л I'M Data Registers. Kadi ASP substring 
iterforms a from of set processing, in which a subset of active APJ'.'s may be programmed to 
perform scalar-vector (i.e. between a scalar and items in the Data Registers) and vector-vector 
(i.e. within the Data Registers) operations. 

Active APK's (i.e. denoted by the single-bit A-rcgister) are either directly activated (i.e. 
as a function of those AI'K's that match data and activity values broadcast from the controller 
on the relevant, buses) or are indirectly activated as a result of an inter-APK communication 
initialed by some other matching APK(s). 

The Match Reply (MR) line provides the control interface with an indication as to whether 
any APK's have matched. 

. 'The I nter-Л PK communications network implements a simply scalable, fault-tolerant. APR 
interconnect inn strategy that supports cost-elrect ive emulation of common network topologies. 

The network support s simple modular extension via the lank I,eft (l,KL) ami the Link Right 
(LKR) ports, as indicated in Fig.1., enabling the n.wr to simply extend the string length. The 
network supports circuit-switched asynchronous communication, as well as more conventional 
synchronous bidirectional multibit communication. 
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Fig. 4. ASP substring schematic. 

At an abstract, level, a circularly-linked ASP substring can be considered as a hierarchical 
chotilal-ring structure with the chords bypassing Л PK blocks (and groups of ЛРК blocks), 
thereby accelerating. inter-APK communications signals. 
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Fig. 5. Associative Processing Klcmeiit (APE). 

The upfier levels of the input-output hierarchy consist «if pacing information between ex
ternal global memory (Л/ у) store and the local memories (Л/(), a.s indicated in Fig. 1. 

At the lowest, level of »he data buffering hierarchy, the Vector Data Buffer (Fig. 4.) supports 
a dual-port exchange of vector-data with the APE Data Registers (primary data exchange 
PDX) and with th • local memories (Mi) (secondary data exchange SDX). 

The bit-serial (APE-parallel) PDX is a very high bandwidth exchange. The lower band
width bit-parallel (APB-seqncntial) SDX provides a slower data exchange between the VDB 
and the M/, but may be fully overlapped with parallel processing and so does not necessarily 
present a sequential overhead. 

The ASP concept has been specifically developed to exploit the opportunities presented 
by the latest advances in the VLSI-to-WSI technological trend, high-density system assembly 
techniques, and state-of-the-art packaging technologies. 

VLSI Development Program 

The key processing component of an ASP is the ASP substring, shown in Fig.4. In practice, 
the Data and Activity registers of an APE are implemented as a field«! memory word in a bit-
parallel word-parallel A PP. When implemented as a VLSI memory structure, this results in a 
very dense and regular implementation. Indeed, research into VLSI and WSI implementations 
in exploiting this opportunity to produce high-performance (i.e., high APE count) devices that 
offer the potential of coet-cncctivc MPC's. 

Following extensive research prototyping, a commercial 64-APE VLSI ASP chip has been 
developed by Aspex Microsystems for fabrication (2-/im CMOS with 2-layer metal) by ES2 
(France). Incorporating 61-bit data register» and 6 activity bits, the device is the first example 
of a family of devices intended to benefit from rapid scaling down to near l-fim feature sizes. 

Based on the commercial 64-ЛРЕ VLSI ASP chip, а 16К-ЛРК computer vision workstation 
has been developed by Aspex Microsystems in collaboration with the European Organization 
for Nuclear Research (CERN, (íeriova). 

Known as TRAX-1, this workstation is configured around standard VME and VSB bus 
technologies as well as a proprietary ASP Substring Bus. Supported by a Sun workstation 
host, the system incorporates a 68020-based global control unit (i» e), and a custom designed 
local control unit (Ci). Individual processor array cards implement, a single 4K-APE ASP 
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Ц Ц AMociatív« Sirín« 

Ш WSI Aiwociative String Proemor (WASP) represents a ctalknging and innovative 
aVetinf of implementing ASP roodufc» by rwlhtrng an ASP Bubetriog on a riagkt aadked 

of a «ilicrm wafer. 
A» indicated in Fig.6., a WASP device m composed from three different roodeb» impfe» 

ятбащ Data Router» (DR'a), ASP Mbetrinjot, and Control Routen (CR'»). The DR and CR 
t j » ^ incorporate mntíng to connect ASP »wfctrmg row* to a common Dl and a common CI, 

Each of the DR, ASP »ttbetring, and CR blocke integrate* a defect/fault tolerant 
ми* that АРБ Ыоек* within the ASP avbetring Wocta, individual ASP nibetring Ыоек» and 

i ASP imbetring row« (and, hence, entire WASP device*) can be hypaand. 
Tims, ASF module» ran be amemUed with WASP devke* interfaced to local or global 

mtrmorfen and local eontrotlera or directly to the Data Communication* Network and control 
bus, »town in Fig.2., via their DlV/Cl'e. 

J* practice, WASP device form factor* depend on the packaging atandafdt adopted (for 
partJceler application errviroment») for ASP modale comtructkm. Of the packaging ftaadtfdf 
developed for aeroepwre applicatiorw, a light-weight SBM-R compatible modile k* Bammed for 
the WJowing projection*. 
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SEM-K module» are baited on a 6.4 in x 5.88 in thermal conduction plate with a substrate, 
supporting tnicroekx:tronic circuitry, attached to each skle. Overall thickness of the package 
«mciomirc is 0.6 in. One such substrate supports four WASP devices, where a fully developed 
target WASP device can comprise a 15360 APE's array in a 6 cm x 6 cm chip (see Pig. 7). 

wi/n 

а/я 

0 D D • 
W / M ИГ ТтЩ П/Vf 

Fig. 6. WASP schematic. Fig. 7.1 The 6 cm x 6 cm monolithic-WSI 
ASP device. 

Allowing for the expected loss of processing elements through defects, a SEM-E compat
ible package can therefore support a 65536-APB WSI ASP module with eight (32-bit) dnta 
channels. 

In the longer term, 3D-WASP architectures can provide even more attractive performance 
(see Pig. 8). 

Conclusions 

Associative processors, in general, and particular ASP modules, offer considerable applica
tion flexibility, maintaining high efficiency (in computation and communication) over a par
ticularly wide range of signal and data processing applications, due to the following: 

1) simple configuration of ASP modules to simplify the development of low-MlMD/high-
SIMD second-generation MPC systems which are well matched to functional application 
requirements; 

2) pipelining and overlapping input-output data transfers (via the Data Communications 
Network) with parallel processing (within ASP substrings), by separating input-output 
from processing with local and global memories and Vector Data Buffers; 

3) overlapping sequential (scalar) processing (in local and global ASP control unit*) with 
parallel processing (in ASP substrings); 

4) mapping different application data structures to a common string representation within 
ASP substrings); 

5) elimination of processor (location) addressing, for the purposes of: 
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300 pin, 2.5" x 2.5" x 0.25" package 
64K APE's harvested / stack 
1-64 Data I/O channels 
> 100 TOPS/ft* 
>0.1TOPS/lb 
> 1 GOPS/W 
> 10 MOPS/$ 

Fig. 8. 3D-WASP Architecture 
I 

a) achieving unlimited architectural »ratability; 
b) implementing cost-effective fault-tolerance with simple (hierarchical) bypassing of 

faulty processor substrings, that, until failure occure, are available for parallel pro-
ccHeing; 

c) further minimization of sequential processing overheads; 
6) minimization of interprocessor data movement with high-speed activity between pro

cessor subsets and in-айн processing. 
In contrast to first-generation MPC's, the ASP hau been specifically developed an a Silicon-

efficient parallel architecture. Indeed, the ASP architecture is particularly well matched to 
the exciting opportunities and exacting conetrainte of WSI fabrication. Moreover, the ASP 
is highly amenable to defect/fault tolerance: owing to it« construction from a large number 
of identical APE's, lack of location-dependent addressing, and simple inter-APE intercon
nection. < Vmscquently, as reducing feature-sizes and increasing chip sizes drive VLSI chip 
fabrication technology toward« WSI devices, the ASP architecture offers consistency and be
come» increasingly more cost-effective. Accordingly, the ASP architecture has been designed 
to be technology-independent such that it can benefit from the inevitable improvement in 
microelectronic« technology without modification. 
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ASP modules provide considerable application flexibility and simple scalability. The ap-
ptfcalion range of embedded MPC's based on ASP modules is shown in Pig. 9 white module 
scaling requirement« are listed in Table .1. 

l&Ol f 

•e« 

bpet Data Rale СШр-рЬеЬАес) 
» i •w»i 

I 10op/px —-lOOops/px -«>-1,000 opVpx — - КЦЮОорт/рх | 

Fig. 9. Embcdded-MPC Application Range 
n*n pixel sensor array 

Table 3 ASP module scaling requirement!» , 

Performance: 0.1 GOPS to 10 TOPS 
Input data rate: 0.1 Mega-SPS to 1 Giga-SPS 
Reliability: up to 10 year life-span 
Size: 1 in3 to 1 ft3 => 10 TOPS/ft3 

Weight: 0.1 to 100 lb» => 0.1 TOPS/Ib 
Power: 10 W to WO kW => 1 GOPS/W 
Cost: Ilk to $1M => 10 MOPS/S 

In condition, ASP modules offer the prospect of breaking through the awt-effectiveness 
barrier currently impeding the wider commercial exploitation of massively parallel computing 
systems. 

It can be predicted that traditional supercomputers will be superseded by mamively parallel 
computers. (íost-effective embedded MPC's could stimulate a much larger supercomputer 
market, than that estimated to reach $1 billion by 1096. 
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ABSTRACT 

It is a fact mat almost all sciences requir? a continuous improvement of ar«alysis power. Real tfcne 
род Hing bccoines a need ma large immbcr of donate 

foj^Jnergy Pliysics, for the hadron colliders of the futureiin particular for the LHC Project 
i Europe) there_willjbe a strong; ncedjfar^^gme sophisticated triggering systems. The task of the 

IriggeffsysternlivíirbVto^trrt 
Inforniarkm (many Megabytes) delivered at a high rate (many tens of Megahertz) by all the 
detector modules surrounding particle collision areas. 

SRD (Single Instruction Single Data) Von Neumann computers begin to reach a physical wafl: 
Ike Hmiting factors of integrated circuit techno ogy due to both the speed limit of light (time slot 
limit for micro-instructions) and the finite wavelength of light (sub-micron limit of the mkroctocuH 
technology). 

Prom those difficulties and needs a golden age of computer architecture innovation emerges: the 
advent of massively parallel processing SIMD and MIMD computers (respectively SjnfdeZMultipje 
Instruction Multiplejtato architectures). It has already produced maiwjniejvstmg^xämples of new 
environments andmethodologies. \F?t.* f-^v p<-:lPe's'Y ^—"" _'" 'jBte 
> Aa an example oHhege efforts/an ambitious project of affiMD)architecture is describedjjfjhe 
MPPC Project* (Massively Parallel PröcessjnejCpJJaboraHon) which was launched by CERN In 1990 
between nine Institutes from which the main partners are : ASPEX (UK), CEA/CEN-Seday (F), 
CERN (CH) and CNRS/IN2P3-LAtL-Orsay (F). The Collaboration has cortcentrated its effort on rot 
development and applications ofaT16K-processor machine based on the ASP concept (Associative 
String Processor architecture) devised by ASPEX); thousands of integrated processing dements, 
arranged in strings. This is a flexible ind scalable architecture endowed with an intelligent «id 
powerfu1 communication network. The construction of the machine is based on new chips and hybrid 
modules built in Europe and the USA. A prototype is now working/it is called the ASTRA. 

A friendly software envirnnmonTha« htm 1тр1отспиД"ы nuke -the ASTRA machinen&w 
installed at CERN easy tausiün^tualj^UcaUojis, The ASP architecture looks very promising for 
real time algorithms. y | 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Every day, we may experience the need for high performance real time computing. Without 

effort, thanks to the brain, a human being is able to solve difficult problems involving millions of 
bits of information in a few milliseconds: for example, fast decision making when driving a car in a 
heavy traffic. Following Carver Mead HI, we can say that "our visual system does more image 
processing than do the entire world's supply of supercomputers". There are more and more examples 
of detectors used in sciences from which we want to extract information from a large amount of signals 
arriving in a short lime window. The most simple detector of this kind is a CCD camera containing 
typically half a million pixels. Medical imaging, robotics, space exploration, nuclear physics, and 
high energy physics arc examples of sciences where real time processing ot Megabytes of data is 
required tot ím extraction of features. At present, the fastest processors cannot solve this class of 
problems if the information is analysed sequentially, 

* This paper was previously presented by F. Rohrbach as an invited talk at the Fifth Asia 
Pacific Physics Conference, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, 11 August 1992. It is presently updated 
according to the ASTRA machine now available for users at CERN. 
* supported by Hungarian rewarch fund OTKA-3271 
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2. THE NEED TOR REAL TIME COMPUTING IN HIGH ENERGY PHYSICS 

2.1. The quest for new discoveries 
History of the discoveries in high energy physics has shown several times that new particles 

were found when increasing the center-of-mass (cms.) energy available in interactions (sec reference 
Щ far a good introduction to High Energy Physics). The most recent outstanding examples are: 

- The JW (3.1 CeV) meson in 1974, and the t (1J CcV) lepton at SPEAR (up to 8 GeV e n « , 
electron-positron collider), in1975, 

- Y <95 GeV) meson at FNALOOCeV cms., proton on proton at rest) in 1977, 
- Z (92.4 CeV) and W (81Л CeV) bosons at CERN (540 CeV cms., proton-antiproton collider), 

in 1983. 
This explains the general consensus today reached among High Energy Physicists: "new physics* 

should show up if the next energy domain is made accessible for experiments. Presently the next goal 
is to reach cms. energies in the multi-TeV energy region. This could make it possible to discover the 
heavy boson predicted by the Standard Model theory - the neutral Higgs particle - and should open 
a new era for fundamental physics, allowing us to penetrate deeper into the matter (size -
wavelength which is inversely proportional to energy) |3|. 

1Л. Projected hadron collide» 
The hadron colliders which were under construction or design over the world in 1993 are the 

LHC(14 TcVM4| and ELOISATRON<200 TcV) |5| in Europe and the SSC(40 TeV) (6) in USA. 
The aim is to produce not only higher energies but also a higher luminosity "L "(= 1.0 x l(r* on"' 

•"' for LHC), in order to keep "n" at a reasonable rate for the production of interesting events per 
collision: n=L.o\At, where о is the cross section for the physics process (total cross section at LHC is -
100 mb) and At the time between two bunch crossings in the collider (25 ns for LHC). A high value of 
the luminosity is required because interesting physics is expected at a very low cross section (bdow « 
1 nb). Each collision will produce a very large number of particles (average * 80), For the LHC these 
figures give a total of - (25 x 80) = 2000 particles flowing inside the detector every 15 ns. LHC can 
also accelerate heavy ions in view of studying a new phase of matter : the quark-gluon plasma 
which could have been the state of the matter at the origin of universe. With heavy ions, the LHC 
will produce even more particles in the detector than using protons but at a much lower rate. 

The LHC parameters imply that both the amount of data and the collision rate will reach 
gigantic values. Potentially, tens of Megabytes of data will be produced at rates (40 MHz) that are 
beyond the performance of todays modern data transmission and storage technology. It will no longer 
be possible to register all the signals delivered by the detectors and to analyse the data quietly 
wing off-line computers. Consequently, the high luminosity hadronic colliders under development 
will require novel detectors, both highly time-sensitive and on-line selective. A high selectivity of 
tfie detectors will be imposed because the new "interesting" physics is expected to be very rare and 
will be covered by a very high background. In order to reach the required detection level, it will be 
necessary, at some level of triggering, to take ultra-fast decisions after a detailed analysis similar to 
what is done today in off-line programming. 

h will be a fantastic task: the minimum rejection factor required will be 108 (1 nb/100inb).Th,* 
ultimate goal is to reach the absolute experimental limit of detection: a new discovery at the level 
of one event observed per year of running (at 10"* cm"̂  s'* luminosity), corresponding to one event 
over 10 1 6 interactions! 

1Л The challenge for the detectors 
All discoveries mentioned in § 2.1 were made by looking at the leptonic decay (muons and 

electrons) of the new particles. This underlines the importance of the identification of charged 
particles like muons and electrons in High Energy Physics experiments: it can give л dear signature 
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of new states of matter through invariant mass reconstruction. For each collision, fine-grain sensors 
will generate an electronic image of the charged particles produced from which physics objects 
should be recognised, i.e. : tracks, energy deposit, particle identification (e, u, y, jet, Z,...). For most 
bunch crossings, the interactions will not be interesting. A goi»d event will always be accompanied by 
a lot o/ background interactions, making the identification of the good events even топ difficult. 
Consequently, a massive amount of data will have to pass through triggering filters to get rid of 
unwanted data sets. This problem is a typical sensor/ response paradigm which consists of a 
numeric/iconic-to-symbolic transformation (fig.l): 

Signals 
•tectronic cnannata, 
1пма* pixel» 

^ Megabytes 

Features 
tracks, • , Mt О. И . ... 

Multiple Data 
iconic 

observation" 

• Massive data reductÍQn 
* Feature extraction 
f*Wf vУ'У.>*4í** *: :;'-M*-W r - ' v V M w ^ j p « : 

- f j / O b i e c t V ^ 
»»I Observable* i — 

TO 

One Decision 
symbolic 

representation 

Fig. 1 - The Trigger-decision paradigm 

Such decisions, based on a huge amount of digitised local or global data coming in parallel in a 
narrow time window, will require the fast execution of precisely tuned algorithms in extremely fast 
computer-like devices. It is not possible to solve this parallel input data loading and drastic 
selection problem using present sequential machines and storage possibilities. New and rather 
unfamiliar techniques are needed to extract the physics content from the data. 

2.4. Ultra-fast real time processing 
A potential match was identified between future High Knergy Physics needs and industrial 

efforts to solve much more general classes of computing problems in other domains where the amount 
of data to be treated and the time available for processing are not compatible. The present limits arc 
due to fundamental laws of physics: signals in computers cannot propagate faster than the speed of 
light. Taking into account VLSI construction constraints, it will never be possible to execute an 
instruction in less than a few nanoseconds. Control speed and communication time between computer 
elements can be improved by making the size of the circuitry smaller and smaller. However, this 
technology is now limited to around 0.1 urn by physical and technological barriers: light wavelength 
for circuit fabrication and power dissipation. The most promising strategy to date for overcoming 
these limits is parallelism, i.e. the simultaneous execution of different instructions, or of the same 
instructions on different data (MIMD ami SIMD machines respectively |7|). This is a very general 
base for obtaining the necessary speed of execution. Parallel architectures opened a golden age in the 
computing industry and, at present, industry and computer science arc making serious efforts in this 
field. Such massively parallel machines operate with thousands of processing elements, all highly 
integrated, and controlled by a single controller. The key elements of the SIMD processor 
architecture arc: the data flow (I/O rate), and communication between processors. The trigger* 
decision problems to be faced by High Energy Physics should benefit from the potentially massive 
parallelism achievable in the loading and processing of data with the SIMD architecture. 
However, the requirements of basic research are beyond the industrial needs and the motivation of 
the physicists must already drive industry at the design level. 
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1Л. SIMD architecture 
In a SIMD architecture, a single controller sequentially fetches and decodes instructions given by 

a Host computer and broadcasts the instructions to a number of processing elements (PE) operating 
synchronously but on different local data stored in the PEs. Many projects have been generated along 
this line, which are characterised by the connectivity between Ihc PEs (string, ring, mesh, cube, 
tree,...), the structure and size of the processor memories (shared or distributed), the number of PEs, 
the individual processing power of the PF.s and the structure of the input/output (I/O) data 
channels. In order to compare the results obtained by different systems, dedicated benchmarks have 
been used. A machine can be very good for a given task and poor for another. What is important is the 
overall efficiency obtained for an application. Consequently the major factor in comparing parallel 
machines is to look carefully at what the machine does worst. Any program will consist of a 
sequential and a parallelisable part leading to Amdahl's law |8|: Speed-up = (execution time on one 
processor) / (execution time on n processors) = n/(1-»(n-1).n), where a is the time fraction spent in 
sequential analysis. Even with an infinite number of processors, Ihc speed-up cannot be better than 
I /o . As an example, if o=l%, the maximum gain can be 100 and (1- o)/a=99 processors are required 
for a speed-up of 50 (half the possible maximum). This is true only if the parallelisable fraction of 
the program does not change with the number of available processors, which fortunately is not 
always the case. Consequently, the speed-up of a machine equipped with n processors lies between 
Amdahl's law and the naive linear throughput; the speed-up of a machine for a given algorithm 
gives a criterion for comparison. It is also essential to include the I/O capability of the architecture 
for a fair comparison in view of performing a given task. 

2.7. The MPPC Project 
Since Ihc sixties, many SIMD projects ha«.e been launched around the world to study possible fine 

grain parallel computers: IlliacIV, MPP, DAP, Connection Machines, etc... Recently, more dedicated 
projects for fast on line processing needs have started. Among them, a new project, initiated by 
CERN, was set up: 'The Massively Parallel Processing Collaboration (МРРСГ, a Research and 
Development project. Taking advantage of contemporary technological opportunities offered by a 
new kind of a massively parallel scalable SIMD architecture developed by ASPEX Microsystems 
(UK) — the ASP (Associative String Processor) |9| — and the continuous improvement in silicon 
integration, we made the choice of this new architecture particularly attractive as a R & D 
platform for MPPC. This selection was based on application benchmark results which showed that 
the overall ASP performance, by 1989, came out on top when compared with other parallel systems. 

The participating Institutes in the MPPC project are ASPI-X (UK), CERN (CH), CEA/CEN-
Saclay (F) and CNRS/IN2P3-LAL-Orsay (F), as main partners for the development of the 
Hardware/Software and of the applications of ASPs, ami EPFL-Lausanne (CH), KFKI of Budapest 
(H), University of Uruncl (UK), University of Geneva (CH) and Thomson-TMS (F), as associated 
partner», contributing to the applications. 

In the MPCC collaboration, the overall architecture is defined and implemented by a group 
consisting of both application-oriented physicists and computer scientists. The applications are 
dominated, but not exclusively driven, by the problem of tiiggering events for High Energy Physics 
experiments. EPFL, as MPPC partner, is indeed working on a first application of imaf;c processing for 
HDTV. More generally, it can be expected that the basic processing elements will find their way into 
quite different application fields. 

The MPPC project started in July 1990 |10|. The project provided a final pofiive assessment of 
ASP potentiality for High Energy Physics with high luminosity colliders by the end of 1992 f27J. 

3. MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ASP 
The ASP consists of a string of Associative Processing Elements (APE). Each clement possesses 

its own local memory and is able to perform elementary instructions. The elements all share the same 
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bus, and «re inter-connected together with high efficiency in order to transfer flags and data. ASP 
ar > the basic blocks for the constructir of programmable, scalable fine-grain SIMD 
(see fig. 2). 

(Data Transtar ) • • (Data Transfer ) • • • 

у J • • \ \ \ 
Intar • APE Communication Network 
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Data bua. Activity bus, and Control tntarfaea 

Fig. 2 • Basic ASP/SIMD configuration 

More precisely, each APE (see fig. 3) has a 64-bit associative memory cell, 4 flags and a tertiary 
6 bit-activity register, a comparator for scalar-vector content matching operations and a single 

bit adder. All APEs share common 32-bit Data, 12-bit Activity and 32-bit Control busses. APEs are 
addressed by content through the common bus, minimising data movement. 
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Fig. Э - Schematic of the Associative Processing Element 

A match reply (MR) line always informs the controller about the presence of any matching 
Clements for subsequent operations. Synchronous and asynchronous communication between APEs is 
provided through a dynamically reconfigurable inter-APE communications network. Parallel 
processing is performed on active subsets of APEs, preselected in order to run the steps of dedicated 
algorithms. The architecture is reconfigurable by programmation. The string can be arranged in a 
loop through the controller and segmented with by-pass possibilities. It is fault tolerant: blocks of 
faulty APEs may be disactivated without breaking the string. 

The basic cycle of the machine consists of four phases. The first and second are л search then a tag 
for matching APEs, with a possible shift of the tag along the string, followed by a clear of bits, bytes 
or words. The third is an operation which activates specific APEs and the fourth executes a Read or 
Write operation in the activated elements. Loading and unloading data in the string is done on a 
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word or byte exchange basis. 
The architecture is scalable up to hundreds of thousands of APEs, due to high integration 

(VLSI/WSI) and low power consumption (- mW/APE). The target cost is low (1$ per APE) leading to 
the possibility of massive integration. The system has maximum application flexibility and 
computational efficiency. 

«. HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT 

4.1. ASTtiardwar 
Four ASP machines (one for every main partner) tvive been designed and built within the МГТС 

prefect with the possibility to put them together to make a 16'384 AOEs ASP machine. They are now 
naming end a socalled ASTRA platform has been installed at ASPEX and CERN for ASP users. At 
CERN, the ASTRA machine is presently a 4K machine; it will soon be upgraded for 8K. The basic 
component of the machine is a VLSI/ASP chip integrating 64 APEs. The first working chip was built 
fat ES2(FXthe VASP-64/E1) and validated in 1990. A radiation hard version of the chip, working at 
25 ж Iwne slots, the VASP-64/H1 from the Hughes Aircraft Company (111 (Carlsbad-CA/USA) has 
been developed and is presently under test in ASPEX. lb obtain dense packaging up to 8K APEs per 
VME board, hybrid modules have been designed and are under construction; they incorporate 16 
chips. Each 16K MPPC machine will have eight I/O ports, giving a high parallel I/O capability (5 
Gbit/s). 

The MPPC machines will be used for studying the basic ASP hardware and software concepts. In 
order It» test fast processing algorithms on a large amount of data, MPI"C is developing dedicated 
hardware interfaces (in particular a CCD interface) which could be fed with simulated or real data. 

4X ASP Software 
The baste system software (logic, relational, arithmetic and general utilities) and primary 

application software have been developed by ASPEX. ASP programmes are written in Module 2, 
though programmes can be written in other block-structured language. The machine has three levels 
of programmation: high, intermediate and low. Compilers and operating systems have been written 
by ASPEX for a SUN/3 environment and are presently being upgraded for SUN/4. An ASP simulator 
has been written by ASPEX: the VASP-SIM package, which is working on SUN stations. It allows us 
to develop parallel algorithms for dedicated applications, gives timing estimations and provides 
elementary programme debugging facilities. A large coordinated effort was m*4 on the software by 
the MPPC partners: a software Graphic User Interface has been written as an extension for the VASP 
simulator and the ASP machine. This extension is running under the X window system and provides a 
friendly and interactive access to the ASP |I2|. 

5. ASP EVALUATION 
MPPC machines will be used for the on-line and off-line software development of real time 

parallel algorithms for different kinds of applications. The evaluation of the feasibility and power 
of ASP» will be performed on real time lest benches which will be used as benchmarks for the 
applications. The first real time demonstration is proposed for October 1992 at CERN. Until now, 
most of the application work has been .ichieved on ASP simulators. 

M. Some algorithms used in physics experiment» 
This is where the genius of the ASP user has to show up: the algorithms have to be optimised by 

taking advantage of all the possibilities given by the architecture. It usually takes some time U> 
reach optimal solutions and a learning delay must be accepted (few weeks). 

Many steps arc usually needed to extract relevant information from the signals. Usually, the first 
operation is the data correction. A linear correction is enough in most of the cases, followed by data 
tagging, thresholding, masking and smoothing for background suppression. This local treatment of 
individual signals is performed in parallel. The next step is the analysis of correlation between the 
data. It is essential to underline the importance of performing a clever mapping of the information 
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Inside Ute string of APEs during the loading of the data. The processing time will strongly depend on 
the distribution of the data within the AI'Es: the shorter the connection between correlating data, 
the foster the algorithm. Then follows the feature extraction algorithms like: clustering, peak 
{folding, tracking, connected component labelling, .... These are achieved using specific algorithms or 
conventional ones known in image processing like convolutions, histogramming, skeletization 
procedures, .... Final results are obtained by labelling and counting identified objects, making 
topological correlations, performing position and characteristics calculations: this last phase allows 
oSe extraction of all the results necessary for building the final triggering decision. 

5wZ Data flow and trigger systems for future colliders 
Large detectors-as big as 20m in diameter, ?0m long and weighing 30000 tons- are surrounding the 

СОЙЫоп points where the proton-proton interactions take place. Thousands of particles will cross 
the detectors which will deliver fine grain sampling information about charged particle trajectories 
end characteristics. The purpose of the trigger is to use the detector signals for the extraction of the 
physics features (energy, tracks, particle specks, charge, topology, etc..) in order to test, validate or 
discard an event. Present technology docs not allow us to perform on-line digital processing directly 
in the front end of the detectors út the collider frequency. The data flow schematic is shown in fig.4: 
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Fig. 4 • Data Flow at colliders with typical timings and triggering levels 

Within 25 ns (the duration between two bunch crossings at LHC) only the raw analogue data can 
be used by the l.evrl-1 trigger for ultra-fast local filtering, tike signal thresholding or hit pattern 
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matching. Simultaneously, all data, for every event, must be digitised, buffered and pipelined at the 
collider rate during the first level decision time duration (a few microseconds). Accepted events from 
fcvet-1 then enter a level-2 trigger system. At this level, a complex analyst:, must be performed on 
all — or a subset of — the event data accepted by level-1. For a fast decision (a few tens of 
microseconds should be allowed), level-2 should identify (using programmable parallel algorithms) 
objects like leptons and jets of particles, and should perform topological correlations between these 
objects. Filtered events from level-2 could then be passed, if needed, to a levcl-3 global system, 
merging scattered data from the various detector partitions into a single global view of the event. At 
Ms higher level, ore would use data from the full event (taking into account the levcl-2 results from 
аИ the detector modules) in order to flag isolated physics candidates. At the very least, МГТС-like 
machines could be integrated at level-2. 

53. ASF implementation for level-2 triggering 
The ASP as a level-2 hadron collider trigger can be seen as a typical example of fast decision 

processes. This was evaluated through a detailed analysis and modelling of characteristic particle 
detectors for event selection. 

It is possible to define a general strategy of using ASPs for triggering purposes: 
• Define one or more APEs for every detector cell, 
- Map the full detector along the string, keeping the detector topology, in order to minimise 

processing tin*«, 
- Load events in the ASPs, using the multi-ports facility and the associativity provided by 

the architecture, minimising loading time, 
• Search for interesting cells and extract the wanted physics objects, using dedicated parallel 

algorithms, 
• Taking advantage of the inter APE communication network, correlate the various physics 

objects identified in the event and match candidates, 
- Build up the physics trigger-decision, or pass the relevant results to higher trigger levels. 

6. DEDICATED APPLICATIONS 
At present in МРГС nine applications arc under detailed study from which four arc collider-

physics oriented, two are for fixed target physics, two for astrophysics and one for High Definition 
Television (HDTV). 

6.1. Collider experiments 
For hadron colliders, it was proposed to use ASPs for several level-2 triggers when large amounts 

of data must be processed with rather complicated algorithms in a few lens of us. 

6.11, Muon selection (CMS detector) 
A krvel-2 trigger for high pj muons- p^ is the transverse value of the momentum with respect to 

the beam direction - has been proposed and worked out for the CMS detector model |13,14| proposed 
for LHC. The parallel algorithm developed for tracking makes full use of »he rotational symmetry 
of the detector. All tracks can be found simultaneously with charge and transverse momentum. This is 
achieved by using the binary information ptoviding a hit pattern of the muon tracks within the 
detectors. A trigger can be generated when muons are found above a prefixed threshold value of p^. 
The processing time does not depend upon the Ir.ick mulliplicily or the number of detector channels 
but only upon the value of the chosen p^ threshold. The results of the simulation show that the 
trigger can be worked out within about 20ns: 5us for loading, 5us (or preprocessing and 10)i» for 
tracking. These results fit the requirements imposed by the expected first level trigger rate. 

6.1.2. Electron selection (TRD detector) 
ASPs arc also envisaged at CERN for tracking electrons in a transition radiation detector: the 

transition radiation detector TRD |15| ami charged particle tracker arc proposed for a LHC detector 
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m Older to improve t»" • identification of electrons beyond the level of electromagnetic calorimetry. 
The TRD tracker w ' ave about 5W000 channels (so-called straws) put inside a cylinder installed 
•round the beam ахь. Electron candidates will be tagged by a calorimeter surrounding the TRD and 
the information will be used to define planes cutting the tracker detector and defining candidate 
roads inside the TRD. The basis of discriminating electrons from hadrons in the TRD tracker lies in 
the statistical analysis of pulse heights of all straw hits belonging to a track candidate. As for the 
moons, an ASP implementation has been studied with three phases (loading, preprocessing and 
tracking), but each of them is being implemented on a different type of hardware tor optimising the 
running of the dedicated algorithms. The results of the simulation |16) show that the trigger 
algorithm can be executed out within about 20us. 

Ш . Calorimetric on-line analysis 
LAL-Orsay is engaged in the detailed study of the fine grain calorimelric information which 

should be obtained from the LUC with large barrel cak>rimetcr (under development) f 17J: it includes 
the determination of the topology of electron, photon and hadronXjrts) showers. Special care is put on 
the study of mapping the calorimeter cells into the ASP (patching optimisation). The basic 
procedure is to associate one APE to each cell. A fast refection of each event detected inside the 
calorimeter should be done in an average lime of 50us. Jet energy, isolated electrons, missing energy, 
shower shape and position are the essential event features extracted from the calorimetry. Various 
•election algorithms are under detailed study. They are based on analysis of the energy deposited in 
neighbouring cells, and making correlations between the information coming from the 
electromagnetic and hadronic parts of the calorimeter. As a result, a 20 to 30us processing time is 
obtained. The work is still very preliminary, but it already gives evidence that isolated electrons, 
fete and shower determination can be implemented in an ASP based second-level trigger for LHC. 

6.1.1. Global second level trigger at SSC (SDC defector) 
CEN-Saclay has proposed a complete local and global trigger scheme for the SDC (Solenoidal 

Detector Collaboration) detector at SSC |18,19|. The measurement of jet energies is essential for the 
detection of neutrinos and other unseen particles. The SDC detector is based on a (*, t|J tower 
segmentation where • is the azimuth angle and rj the pseudo-rapidity (rj»- In lgö/2 where 0 is the 
polar angle). Each tower is logically divided into five layers providing the symbolic information 
which will give the necessary event topology and e/h/u particle identification used for triggering. 
Starting from the vertex, the five layers of detectors give the following information: tracking 
(hits/track), answer for isolated electron, number of electron clusters, number of hadron jets and moon 
trite. The basic principle of using the ASP in a second-level trigger is to associate one APE for each 
calorimeter cell and to load into this APE all the information about the five layers contained within 
• corresponding tower. Inside each APE, the 64 bit data register is enough for storing all this 
information. For the detection of missing energy, the calculation of the transverse energy E t is done by 
summing E.sinO, calculated simultaneously in the APEs for each cell. Preliminary results ot 
algorithm simulation using the VASP-Simulator give 7 us for the detection of isolated electrons and 
• 20Ц* average time for missing energy (dependent on cluster numbers and geometry). The overall 
rejection processing time would be less than 50us including loading of data. These results are very 
encouraging. More work in optimising parallel algorithms and system integration is being pursued. 

6.2. Fixed target experiments 
In fixed target experiments a beam of high energy particles bombards a target at rest. The timing 

constraints are very different than for a collider. The cycle of the machine allows long periods of off
line computing time (typically «10s) between two bursts, which can be used for data storage and 
analysis. However, during the burst (which can last from rm up to more than a second) a high rate of 
interactions requires (for some experiments, as for the high luminosity hadron colliders) a fast on
line elaborated triggering system. Two applications of the ASP machine are studied: 

6.2.1. 
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K°rYompt trigger <NA48 experiment) 
CEN-Saclay has proposed the use of ASP* for the prompt trigger of the NA48 СГ violation 

experiment |20). The data coming from an electromagnetic calorimeter must be used in real time in 
older to identify the decay of K° particles. For this application, a dedicated ASP Embedded Node 
(ASPEN) is under development at Saclay: an ASP string controlled by a Digital Signal Processor 
(DSP) which should give optimal ASP performance for dedicated algorithms and simplify the 
controller when a modest amount of data (a few thousand items) and a large amount of floating point 
calculations have to be performed by an algorithm (21 J. 

6JJ. Track hit finding application (WA93 experiment) 
Geneva University studies the possible use of ASP machines for fast event selection in an 

approved experiment for heavy ion physics (WA93), where it is required (to obtain essential space-
lime characteristics of the interacting quark gliion plasma volume) to measure the momentum of all 
the tracks of the charged particles emitted in each collision. This is done using CCD cameras for 
imaging new types of light emitting chambers |22| installed perpendicularly to the shower of 
produced particles. When a charged particle crosses the plane of this kind of chamber, Cerennkov 
right is emitted; it is converted and produces a visible spot in the plane of the chamber which can be 
recorded. The computational task in this kind of application is to process the image in order to 
determine the position of all the hits. The ntimK'r of pixels is 384x256 per image and there are 8 
images per event: conventional computers take too much time for processing a single event (135 s on a 
SPARC SLC SUN station), making the analysis of an experiment difficult where high statistics arc 
required. The results from ASP simulation show that 1588ns are used for loading and processing a 
single image using one APE per data. The processing time with ASPs does not depend on the size of 
the image if one can use one APE per pixel: a 4K patch of the image takes 1359 us. The speed-up 
compared to fast sequential computers is about 3 orders of magnitude. For this application, one would 
need a large ASP machine of at least 96K APEs. 

6.3. Astrophysics experiments 
Two applications are under study for special experiments and detectors in relation to two 

astrophysics projects: 

6ЛЛ. Large image processing (MACHOS experiment) ^ 
CEN-Saclay are making an analysis of the star patterns in the MACHOS |23| experiment as a 

search for dark matter in the Milky Way. For this experiment, one wants to look at the variation of 
the luminosity of the star. The image processing involved is quite long on conventional computers 
because of the huge size of images to be processed: 1.225 x 104 pixels of 12 bits. On an IBM 3090, it 
takes 50 hours for a single image. The algorithms developed consist of image filtering, thresholding 
and peak finding to identify the stars, and calculation of light flux and star position. With a 4K ASP 
machine, results of a simulation for the full image have given 35 minutes. Due to the very high 
parallelism achieved in the algorithms, the performance should improve almost linearly with the 
number of APEs, allowing speed-up factors above Ю'ООО if very large ASP machines (>100K) with 
multi-parallel I/O become available. This is a typical example of the potential interest of SIMD 
machines in off-line applications. 

6.3.2. Fast tracking (ICARUS detector) 
The task is to identify and trigger in less than a microsecond on solar neutrino interactions in a 

large liquid Argon detector (ICARUS |24| detector for the Gran Sasso Laboratory in Italy). One must 
identify short tracks of the low energy electrons (20 to 50 mm long in liquid Argon), produced in the 
neutrino Interactions. An algorithm, based on the binary information (binary image) delivered by 
the front-end electronics of the detector, has been developed. It showed that an on-line trigger 
algorithm can be implemented which is fas» enough to follow the drifting of the tracks inside the 
calorimeter: it fits a one microsecond time window, corresponding to a 2mm drift of events in the 
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dumber. The algorithm is based on a continuous determination of the length of the tracks detected in 
parallel over the full volume of the detector. It offers a very fast on-line trigger which is able lo 
cope with the resolution of this detector with no dead time. 

*.*, Application for High Definition Television 
Finally, ASPS arc used by EPFL for an application outside the domain of High Energy Physics: 

image sequence compaction and restoration for HDTV and videophone using two different methods, 
the Gabor transform |25) and non linear neural networks |26| .For this application, fast algorithms for 
large size matrix multiplication have been developed on the ASP simulator giving excellent 
potential speed-up values above Э orders of magnitude (157 ms for a 256x256 matrix multiplication). 
Using 16 bit data, one APE per pixel, and characteristics of the Gabor matrices, the main result of 
the work showed that compression factors up to a ratio of 200:1 on a 256x256 image could be done at 
video rate (25 images per second). 

7. FIRSTTESTS ON A 2K ASP MACHINE 
The first ASP prototype machine has been built by the MPPC collaboration and is presently used 

to test parallel algorithms in real time. The machine consists of two extended VME boards coupled 
through VME to a SUN host, a Low level ASP Controller (LAC) and an ASP array card (ASPA). The 
ASPA is equipped with 2048 associative processing elements installed on a single VME board. The 
Ж processors are made of 16 VASP-64/E1 chips. This machine has been used since February 1992 m 
aH main partners Institutes. It has now been upgrade to 4096 APEs, using two ASPA boards. It wiB 
upgraded to 8192 APES in early 1994 at CERN. This machine is called the ASTRA machine and is 
supported for the software by ASPEX Microsystems Ltd. Among the work performed on this 
prototype we find the Abingdon Cross algorithm (a standard benchmark in image processing which 
consists of a 512x512 8 bit image of a cross with low contrast and high background), the Peak Finding 
algorithm used in the analysis of track point position (§ 6.1.4) and an algorithm to detect isolated 
electrons in a calorimeter (§ 5.3.2). The three examples worked correctly, and accorded to the results 
of the simulation. The Peak finding algoritm is under demonstration with the ASTRA machine at 
the CERN Exhibition in Budapest (January 29 till February 24,1994); it runs on real data coming from 
the WA93 CERN Experiment. 

tV CONCLUSION 

SIMD architectures, like the ASP machine, should play a major role in the development of 
sciences where experiments require the on-line processing of large amounts of data. 

As a summary we can say that the simulation results achieved for the applications under 
detailed study for high energy physics and astrophysics, (based on the ASP machines developed m 
the MPPC project) make this new kind of SIMD machine very attractive. Elaborate on-line 
triggering at lcvel-2 could be performed in less than 20 us on future high luminosity hadron colliders, 
and large image processing is feasible with large speed-up factors. 

For the other applications under study, excellent results have also been obtained. One can 
underline the fact that on-line video image compression could be obtained with ASP using the Gabor 
transform. When the parallelism is very high the speed-up factor can be very high; this is the case 
in image processing. The fantastic world-wide market for the HDTV may be a chance for 
development and commercialisation of this kind of SIMD machine. 

There is still a rather large effort to be made for both dedicated hardware and software before 
the use of this kind of machine becomes widely spread. It should also be stressed that ASPEX is 
investing a lot in the development of hardware and software. Higher integration (including new 
features like vector data exchange and improved communications) is expected in the near future. 

Transition between the computer research and general public use of applications also requires a 
strong commercial effort. The industry should be interested but may still be scared to make the major 
step forward fast enough for scientists involved in the most advanced domains. This is why large 
Organizations and Laboratories naturally help and support research and development in this field: 
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they can play a pioneer role providing advanced application test platforms for the industry. At the 
same time it provides a possible way for ambitious physics experiments (in particular in high energy 
physics) to perform the most difficult experiments in order to achieve fantastic goals. 

A complete report on the MPPC Project is now available from CERN |27J. 
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Analogie Cellular Neural Network 
Processing 

T. Roska, P. Szolgay, T. Ko/ok 
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Sanirrs, Bwlaprst 

Extended Abstract 
The rrliiilar neiiral network (CNN) paradigm, ill«* ('NN Universal Machine anil ana
logic algoritlnns ar«* «h-scrib«*«! first. Л CNN is a regular, analog, nonlinear prnr.«*ssor 
array place«! on а 'Л I) geometrical gr'nl, where tin* interactions between the prores-
sors are local within a finite neighborhood. The CNN arr;»y performs ronipntation 
in л fully parallel way on tin* input signal array, defined by the processor interaction 
pattern, called cloning template. Several useful templates were developed for im
age processing, partial differential equation«, vtc. Form, shape, color, niotioi: depth 
information can be computed. 

. The CNN Universal Machine architecture, the first stored program analog com
puting array is described briclly as a workhorse for our new type of algorithm, the 
nnnlogir CNN algorithm. Л single unnlotj instruction, a cloning template, may execute 
the integration of ten thousand nonlinear differential equations. Such instructions are 
combine«! with hflic. Л local logic block is incorporate«! in «*v«'ry proccss«>r in the array, 
and the control «>f th«' instruction se«pien«-c is «leliue«! by the logic of the "analogic" 
CNN algorithm, a new type of algorithm just emerging. 

The r«'al adveiitag«! «>f CNN is in silicon VI>SI implementations. The first tested 
chips exhibit enormous computing power, for the problems best, suitable f«>r «>ur com
puting parailigm. It is about T«*ra (Wu) anal«»g operations per seeon«! «>r about a 
million frame per s«4*oii«l for processing gray seal«' images with 100x100 resolution. 
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Applications in layout error detection and optical path trcking of a robot were 
presented. It was shown how the CNN can be used in solution of partial differential 
equations. Different motion detection applications and the CNN model of the retina 
were shown. 
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Legeméi 

Cellprocessor 

R&D, applications 

The first generation of cellprocessors 

Cellprocessors are homogeneous» highly parallel, vector 
processor class accelator systems. 

Their first generation consists of IBM compatible personal 
computer accelators (PC accelators). 

Cellprocessors are interfaced to the AT-bus. Data are 
transferred through a two port fast local memory reachable for 
the PC as well as for the cellprocessor. The cellprocessor uses this 
RAM area at 40-1-40 Mbyte/sec read-write rate the PC handles it 
as a part of its extended memory. 

The base software of the cellprocessor can be regarded as an 
extension of the DOS operating system. Cellprocessor programs 
are also available from С language environment through special 
С language functions (in this case the cellprocessor is hidden 
from the user). 

How much does a cellprocessor accelerate? ...How much does 
1ШИ12 

Recent cellprocessors ensure a speed-up ratio of several 
thousands on bit-matrix operations and a few hundreds on fixed 
point operations with short word length. 

The Price/Performance ratio of the cellprocessor is excellent. 
The processing speed mentioned above is available for the price 
of a few PCs, which allows wide-range application. 
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Legendi 

Recent fields of application 

•digital image processing 
- elementary operator sets for visual inspection, quality 

control 
- digital cartography, especially generation of 3 dimensional 

terrain maps from contour maps 
- digitalization of maps 
- process control, noise diagnostics, nuclear power station 

applications 
- optical character recognition - OCR applications for 

digitalizution and processing, particularly in case of low 
quality documents 

- special portrait, graphics and caricature maker system 

Our main recent partners arc military and civil cartographic 
institutions, hanks und insurance companies, nuclear power 
stations, and educational institutions (who use our products both 
for education and R&D). 

JEMIIherappl ica ti ons 

- problems based on vector and matrix operations 
• massive data processing, data base processing, finite clement 

method 
- digital signal processing 
- medical image processing systems, tomography 
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MgffMK 

The next generation of ceilprocessors 
16K - I M processor workstation accelerators 

Vectorprocessors based on TT+ VLSI cell processor-slice 
(friste building Mock) chip 

Tile basic structure of our hardware architecture is cellular field: 
("ALU") fully homogeneous structure, cellular CPU, I/O 
processor, high speed local memory. 

In this structure the heart of the system is the repetitive cellular 
field involving relatively cheap PGA, ASIC realization 
techniques and together with our very effective 
cellprogramming methodology ( and realized effective 
cellprograms) ensure the very good price/performance ratio of 
the system. 

However, a big proportion of the system ( CCPU, I/O ) is less 
homogeneous and needs a lot of separate design work and 
reprogramming of the above mentioned usual and cellular 
programcomponents for each new model. 

Our marketed systems are PC-accelerators - as it was a technical 
need to start with smaller systems and the PC market is quite 
wide (however the prices and their gradient are also pushing us 
towards greater models). 
According to the homogeneity it was all the time our goal to 
make bigger and much bigger systems with relatively low 
efforts. 
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All our earlier experience and expertise shows: 

- own ASIC chip based systems are mögt flexj_j>jgf easier 
programmable (although NRE costs are higher) 

- using the above architecture and cellprocessor field-slice chips 
we can build each new generation 4 times bigger as the earlier 
and with a lot of redesign. 

- the profit will be much higher with bigger systems than in the 
PC-world 

- the first next target host machine class should be workstations 

According to these premissae we have started our first 
experiments with workstation interfacing. 
( Mainly specific workstation buses; in parallel taking into 
account other considerations as SCt)SY-2f too). 

The most important design breakthrough is the TT+ cellprocessor 
chip-slice that makes possible 80-85% homogeneity in the full 
fyitejQf thus reducing architecture,hardware design NRE and 
time ( nearly order of magnitude ) and partially eliminating 
usual and cellular software re programming. These are huge 
advantages! 
At the same time we suppose that the earlier 4 times increments 
In the system family may be 16 times - using this same chip in 
systems from 1 $K to 1M processor systems. 
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Legendi 

The smallest member of the family will be the TT1+ one card 
16K processor SUN accelerator with computational power in the 
Terabool op/sec range» 

At the moment we imagine those application classes where we 
have already experience; the application areas in bit - pixel -
fixed point vector and matrix application world may be. of 
course, much wider. However floating-point applications are 
not recommended for this smallest model, but for bigger ones are 
not excluded. 

After some experience gained with TT1+ decisions can be made 
on the next step - 64K and/or 128K model (we would prefer the 
second version) and we can foresee now up to the IM model 
(max. 20 cards, possibly yet one rack, "desk-top like" 
construction) architecture and programming. 

For the bigger models we will need higher level cellular 
programming than until now, a graph-language is defined, its 
compiler seems to be realisable; a specification language and its 
program generator are in research phase. 
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Legendi 

Presentation of CELLWARE 

CELL WARE Ltd. is a Hungarian start-up R&D company. It 
has been founded in 1987, its capital is (about) 300.000 $, 
workforce is about 20 persons. 

Based on internationally recognized earlier own research 
results we developed cellprocessor systems (massively parallel, 
microhomogencous, vector processor class, similar to but 
stronger of systolic systems). CELLWARE developed prototypes 
on different technological basis (simple of-the-shelf, PGA, ASIC 
chips) planned for different markets. 

Demo programs and first applications are operational 
(image processing, digital map generation, test generation for 
memory tester, subsystem for the diagnostic system of an 
automatic power station). 

Computational power is excellent on bit-matrix operations 
(-2 GOPS, 3-8000 times faster than the host PC: marketniche, 
"bit cruncher"), good on fixed point operations on 1-2 byte data 
massives (in avarage 100 times faster than the host PC). 

CELLWARE plans 
- to develop more applications for the existing systems 
- to continue marketing for the existing (and for the next) 

systems 
- to develop workstation accelerators (16.000-128.000 

processors) 
- to develop the MEGACELL machine 
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Legeméi 

CELLWARE seeks for 
- applications (especially image processing, G1S, OCR, data 

base operations, FEM...) 
- cooperation (with computer manufacturers, software 

houses...) 
• trade partners (distributors, dealers, agents...) 
-venture capital. 
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Abstract: The paper deals with the digital hardware implementation of neural networks. Two different network 
architectures are studied. The first one it an extended version of Ac CMAC neural network 11 J, the second is 
• single layer linear network for principal component extraction using the Generalized Hehbian Algorithm 
(GHA) [2|. Concerning the hardware implementation difficulties the two networks are rather different; the 
extended CMAC network does not need multipliers, its structure is especially suitable for digital VLSI 
realization, however, the GHA needs multiplications both in the training and in die recall phases. The common 
feature of the two networks is that none of them uses nonlinear activation function. The paper analyses the 
possibilities of hardware implementations; it shows the details of the realized extended CMAC network and 
•emmarites some design considerations of the principal component analysis (PCA) network. The 
implementations of the networks are based on XC 4000 series Xilinx FPGA Logic Cell Arrays. 

1. Introduction 

The applicability of neural nets in real time adaptive signal processing depends mainly on the speed of the 
networks. Really high speed operation can be achieved only if the networks are implemented using parallel 
hardware architectures. The paper deals with the possibilities of digital hardware implementation of two rather 
different neural networks. The first one is an extended version of the CMAC network which can be applied 
successfully in nonlinear dynamic system modelling, identification and control; the second one is a linear data 
compression network, which extracts the principal components of a multidimensional stochastic process. 

Recently there are an increasing number of VLSI neural nets and one can find some implementations based 
on FPGAs (I3| , {14). This paper also deals with XILINX-based hardware implementations of the two networks. 
In the case of the first network on line training is possible, in the second case two versions of the network 
are consideied. The first version is a pretrained network, where the weight vectors are determined off line 
using software simulation. Here the weight values • as constants - can be built into the hardware, this means 
that multiplications only by constants are needed. The second version of the network can be trained online, the 
hardware network is able to leam from the input signal itself. 

All implementations are using the elements of the XC 4000 series Xilinx FPGA Logic Cell Arrays. While 
the FPGA elements offer a good possibility to implement CMAC/exlended CMAC networks, the application 
of such elements for implementing computation intensive PCA networks is more questionable. 

A max. 4-input one output extended CMAC network can he built using XILINX 4005 logic cell arrays. The 
implemented hardware is a partly parallel, partly serial architecture. One training step takes about 25-50 
microseconds depending on the complexity of the network. Because of the difficulties of the implementation of 
multipliers only limited size and moderate speed online trainable FPGA based networks can be realized 
economically. The speed-price parameters of this implementations are comparable to the DSP-based realizations. 

2. The CMAC network and its extensions 

Recently many neural network structures have been suggested to model nonlinear dynamic systems or to apply 
them in lime series analysis. In these applications the output to be determined depends not only on the current 
input but on the previous input and/or output values too. Many networks use time history of the input data | 3 | , 
others use local or global feedback |4| , |5 |; in some cases the combination of linear dynamic and nonlinear static 
system« are employed |6|, |7). The suggested various neural structures are mainly based on error-backpropaga-
lion multilayer networks. The main drawback of these approaches is the extreme.y slow learning capability. This 
slow trainability is the most serious obstacle against the use nf these networks in real time adaptive applications. 

CMAC neural network is a real alternative to backpropagated multilayer networks in static nonlinear 
function approximation. CMAC (Cerebellar Model Articulation Controller) was originally developed by J. Albus 
ín 1975 f l j , but until the latest years it has not aroused much interest. Recently many extensions have been 
proposed e.g.(8J,l9), and an increasing number of applications shows that in some fields, especially in the area 
of learning control it can be applied successfully (10). 

CMAC network can be considered as an associative memory which performs two subsequent mappings. 
The first one • referred to as memory addressing scheme • projects an input space point into a set of memory 
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в. This set of internal addresses can he considered as a binary association vector with active bits at the 
I locations, zeros elsewhere (the terms аштлгпм vector and memory midrexs set will both be used). 

The association vector» always have С active elements, so every point in the input space selects С weights, 
stored m the addressed The second mapping calculates the output of the network by summing up the 
selected С weights. In the association vector nótát« . the output is calculated by a linear combiner with binary 

The first mapping should have the following characteristics: 
- It should map two neighbouring input points into sets of memory locations, where only a few 

addresses - i.e. few weights - are different. 
- As the distance between two input points grows, the number of the addresses in their address 

sets decreases. The inpHt points far enough from each other should not have any common addresses to avoid 
undesirable interference. 

- This mapping is responsible for the nonlinear property of the whole system. 
The second or output mapping is a linear function of the association vector. 
I« practical applications the two mappings are implemented by a two-layer network. The first layer is 

responsible for mapping the input points to the association vectors; this mapping is fixed (can be wired in 
hardware). The second layer implements the linear combination where the weights can he modified during 
training. This is the only trainable layer of the CM AC networks; the weights are updated using LMS nde. 

To implement the first mapping the input variables are divided into ovcrlappc) regions where every region 
ix subdivided into quantization levels. This quantization determines the resolution of the network and the shift 
position* of the overlapping regions. A given value of an input variable activates all regions where the input 
is within a quantization interval of the given region. To ensure С active bits in the association vectors С 
quantization intervals have to be used in every region. If the distance between two input points is not more then 
С quantization intervals then the corresponding regions will have common quantization intervals, thus there 
swefy are common bits in their association vectors. As in this case local generalization takes place, the 
parameter С is often called the generalization factor. This local generalization means that the training of a point 
has not any or has only a weak effect on training of a different point if these points are far enough from each 
nth». The consequence of this property is the incremental learning capability, a feature which cannot be found 
it* backpropagation nets. Global generalization does not exist in this network. 

The size of the necessary weight-memory can be very large in case of a multi-input network. Memory size 
reduction can be achieved by a random compression technique. The basic idea is to project the original address 
range into a smaller one. This means that all the elements of the address sets have to be hash-coded. This 
coding can be realized for example with dividing the addresses with an appropriate polynomial. The applied 
coding should be uniform and suitably random. 

Extended CMAC networks and its tannine rule 

To form a dynamic net from the CMAC network some time dependence have to be built into it. FIR or HR 
filters can be used in the output layer of the modified CMAC network instead of single weights; the input layer 
in not changed. The structure of the FIR-CM AC network is shown in Fig. I. 
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Г«. 1 FIR-CMAC network 
Supposing thai a single input single output FIR-CM AC network is used the operation of the network is described 
by: 
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у(*) У. W*Z <(*) № (i) 

where Л,(*)=|х((к),х;(к-1 >....х ;(к-Ц)|т is a vector »f the delayed binary «nitputs of the first layer of the CMAC 
network, W,(ic)=|wi(0)>wi( •).••.w^N^I' is the i-th filter coefficient vector and z,{k) is the output of the »*-th FIR 
filter; yik) is the output of the network and к is the discrete time index. 

Because of the nonlinear mapping of the first layer, in spile of using linear FIR filters in the output layer, 
the whole network operates as a piecewise linear filter. Every time instant different bits will be active in the 
association vector which means that the filters that contribute to the rwlnut may be different from step to step. 
The inputs of the FIR filters иге binary vectors consequently the rmilliplicrless structure of the original CMAC 
network is maintained. The only price for this time-dependent operation is a moderate increase of the size of 
the mapping memory. The increase of the memory mainly depends im the order of the filter paths. 

The learning rule of the FIR-CM AC network is achieved by applying the LMS algorithm to the modified 
structure. The weight updating equation will be 1111: 

Wfk*iy-Wfk)-v^$-* НДО*2цс(*)Х,(*) (2) 
owt{k) 

Similar learning rules were derived lor FIK havkpronagafion networks |4J, however, in that case such simple 
equation can be obtained only lor the last layer, the learning rules for the hidden layers are much more 
complex. 

Ihr possibilities of the IIR extensions 

When a system output depends on both the previous inputs and the previous outputs IIR structure ruts to be 
used for modelling the dynamic behaviour of the system. In these applications FIR-CM AC networks result in 
rather poor solutions. IIR extension of the CMAC network is also possible, however, in this case many 
advantageous properties of the CMAC/FIR-CMAC networks will be lost. Applying IIR structures instead of 
FIR elements the whole network cannot be built without multipliers. What is more, because of the feedback 
paths at every branch of the output layer, after a few steps of operation, most of the IIR filters will be working, 
highly increasing the computational burden. One of the best features of the CMAC network, that - because of 
the sparse coding of the association vector - only a few weight values have to be summed up to get the output, 
will also be lost. Instead of using IIR filters in every branch of the output layer there are two other possibilities 
to get IIR behaviour. 

In the first case global feedback can he used where JelayeJ output values are fed hack to the input of the 
CMAC network. The drawback of this approach comes from the increased number of the input variables of the 
network, greatly increasing the size of the mapping memory. This unwanted effect can be reduced using 
address-compressing hash-coding. The possible address compression is limited by the learning interference 
which means that even such input points which are far enough in the input space will he mapped into 
overlapping association vectors, making the learning of these points more difficult. The effect of learning 
interference can partly be overcome by repealed training of the given points. More economical solution can be 
obtained if only a single global feedback path is used extending the modelling capability of the FIR-CMAC 
network. 

Secondly, a single IIR filter can be added to the output of the network. This means that a FIR-CMAC 
network is followed by a filter where the feedback weights q(m) are also trainable. In this case, however, the 
multiplierless structure of the original CMAC and the FIR-CMAC will he lost which means that from the 
viewpoint of hardware realization this extension is not preferable. 

77ie- hardware architecture of the FIR-CMAC network 

The basic building blocks of the network are: the Mock responsible (от mapping of the quantized input into 
the association vectors, this block contains the address compression part as well; the memory block which will 
store both the addresses of the weight values and the weights; and the block which will add up the selected 
weight values. (Fig. 2). The last block will he responsible for the weight updating process loo during training 
using the current output and the desired response of the network. 

Two blocks are implemented using two XILINX 4005 FPGA elements. These are: the block which 
generates the association vectors and the compressed addresses, and the block which is responsible for the 
summation and error calculation/weight modification. For storing the addresses and the weight values FIFOs 
and high speed RAMs are used. 

The speed and the complexity of the network are mainly determined by the amount of the applied parallel
ism. Essentially there are three possible ways of the parallel implementation: the С addresses, the addresses of 
the FIR filter paths or both address groups can be formed and modified in parallel. The third case is the total 
parallel solution which results in very high speed operaiion, but because of the too large hardware requirement 
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of this version it was out of our investigation. The choice between the two other possibilities is influenced by 
the applied hardware elements and the achievable performance of the network. The approach of our 
implementation was to define such building blocks from which - within some limitations - Fl R-ГМ AC networks 
with different parameters can be built. The parameters are the number and the resolution of the input variables, 
the value of the generalization factor, С and the order of the FIR filters. At the same time we supposed that 
the order of the FIR filters is much less then the maximal value of C. 
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Fig. 2. The basic blocks of the FIR-CMAC network 
Using the basic building blocks a FIR-CMAC network with the following parameters was designed: the number 
of input variables is max. 8, the resolution of the input variables is 10 bits, the generalization factor is C=2\ 
where i= I...8, the order of the FIR filter is between I and 16 and the address bits oCtbe weight-memory can 
be chosen out of 16, 20 and 24. In this implementation the max. 256 weight values of an association vector is 
generated serially and only the weights of the FIR Tiller paths are summed up in гик step. This means that С 
steps are necessary to get an output. 

The architecture of the input luycr 

The first part of the input layer maps every input vector into С different addresses. These addresses are 
formed from n address segments where the address-segments correspond to the components of the input vectors. 
The second part of the input layer reduces the number of address bits using hash coding, where combinational 
circuit implemented polynomial division is applied for hash coding. The Г addresses are generated by this 
network sequentially. The architecture of the input layer is shown in Fig. 3. 

The V-A modules map the input components into mlilrrss-xepmnts. tivery module will sequentially generate 
С address-segments using modulo arithmetic controlled by the Controller module The address bus is formed 
by the concatenation of the address-segments. The address compressing p;irt is also implemented in modular 
form. The address compressing is implemented by proper polynomial divisions, where the polynomial divider 
is a modular combinational circuit. Every module determines one output hit of the compressed addresses using 
AND XOR gates. The combinational circuit modules depend on the divider polynomial; only the XOR part has 
to be realized using gates of the XILINX elements, the AND functions need only proper wiring. 

The FIR filter part 

Because of the partly serial operation of the network not only the weights but temporarily the addresses of 
the weights have to he stored. Every input vector is mapped sequentially into С addresses and in every step N 
weights -the coefficients of a FIR path - are summed up in parallel. This means that two sets of N independent 
memories have to be used. The first set is used to store the weight-addresses, the second set will store the 
addressed weights. While the size of the address memories is determined by »be value of C, Ihc capacity of the 
weight memories depends on the length of the compressed addresses. The architecture of the storage block is 
shown in Fig. 4. The addresses generated by the input layer are stored in the address-memories. The weight 
memories are read two times during an operating cycle. First the outputs of the Л' memories are summed up 
in the summation and error calculation black of Ihr network. Alter Г such steps an output value is obtained. 
Then new reading steps are needed, and in every Г steps the addressed weights are modified and written back 
into the memories. During this read-write operation the addresses are shilted further by one position in the 
address-memories. 
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SmmmUkm and error caUuhuion hlmk 

Una block will sum up the N FIR coefficients in one step. After С steps an output value is obtained. It is 
compered with the desired response of the network to pet the error. The error is directly used to modify the 
corresponding weight values. The architecture of the adder tree can he seen in Fig. S. 
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Fig. 3 Schematic of the input layer 

Fig.4 Schematic of the FIR Mock 

The parameters of the network 

Using two XC4005 elements the speed of the implemented 4-input single output network with 10-bit input 
resolution and with 8-order FIR filters corresponds to 20 kHz sampling frequency if C=256. This means that 
even during training the input vectors can be applied to the input of the network with this rale. This operating 
•peed can be achieved if we use RAMs with max. 45 ns access time. The modular architecture of the network 
makes it possible to realize larger networks easily, however, in that case larger elements of the series 4000 have 
to he used (e.g. я similar but 8-inpul network can he realized by ХГ 4006 elements). 

3 . Possibilities of the implementation of a PC A network 

Principal component analysis or Karhunen-Loeve Transformation (KLT) plays important role in data 
compression. It has optimal properties among the linear orthogonal transforms. The drawback of KLT 
is the difficulty of its realization. The KLT depends directly on the autocorrelation of the input signal, 
because the basis system of the KLT is formed by the eigenvectors of the autocorrelation matrix of the signal 
lob» analyzed. What is more, there is no fast transform algorithm to compute the principal components 
of a signal. In the last decade, however some results of the neural network research proved, that rather 
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simple singfe-layer network* using Hehhwm learning ism he used h> determine llu- primipal eigenvectors and 
Ihr transform of the signal as well. The parallel sin*lure of these, network«, ensures Ihe possibility of 
htph-spved ttmiputatton if the networks are implemented in really parallel hardware form. 

In I9H2 Ой» 1I2| suggested я recursive algorithm lo exlraet the largest principal component of Ihe input. I V 
algorithm can he realized by a linear neuron which has и input lines each with a weight factor n\. The output 
(Ihe largest primipal component of Ihe input) is the weighted linear sum of the inputs: 
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The weight vector is updated according to the Oja inle wbiib is я modified version of the llehhian learning 
algoiilhm. 

»•/A* I) -*,<*> >y<k)ytk)[xjlk) wfk)yik)\ M) 

where 7(k) is Ihe learning rate, r,(k) is Ihe »lb componenl of the input vector, v'k) is the output (the largest 
principal component) anil к is the discrete time in<Kx. 

Tb«' Oja rule was extended lo get all principal eomponenls. One of Ihe extended algorithms i* Ihe 
Generati/ed Ikbbian Algorithm (ОНА) which was developed by Sanger |?.|. ll can be realized using • neural 
network which determines the eigenvectors of Ihe correlation matrix o | ihe input distribution. GH A is given hy: 

»%(*• •)%<*) чИЩЩк) y,(*)£ wjKhfM (5) 
ил 

where y t is the flh output of the network. Sanger suggested a version of this algorithm where nnly local 
operations are neciled. This means that updating weight «•,, requires information that is available al input/ and 
output i. Fig. ft. shows Ihe si hi twin of the locally-lrainable version of (Я1Л. Л1 present this version seems 
lo he the most suitable algorithm for hardware realization. However, there are much more difficulties in Ihe 
implementation of the ОНА network than in tin: case of HIR-СМЛГ. Multiplications are required both in the 
training and in Ihe recall phases if un online trainable network has to be n alized. Although я pretrained network 
can he realized with special multipliers | \S\, where the weight values are hard wired into Ibc logic, in real-lime 
adaptive applications such special multipliers cannot be used. The planned version of the network will implement 
Ihe local ОНА algorithm using bit-serial multipliers, where in every signal path only one basic element in 
tealized and Ihe different outputs are calculated step by step. This means that Ihe complexity of the network 
mainly depends on Ihe number of input variables anil only the operating speed depends on Ihe number of 
outputs. The first experiment» show that in one chip of the XC 4000 family - depending of Ihe size of Ihe FPGA 
- a GHA network with V10 inputs can be realized ami one output calculation needs approximately 10ря. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper the possibilities of the realization of neural networks were studied. Two different network« were 
considered, A medium speed version of the modified ('MAC network - which is especially suitable for hardware 
realization because of its mulliplicrlcss architecture - were implemented HI modular form. The defined modules 
make il easy to generate such nc'works with different parameters. The nelwoik urn be used in signal pn>ce.s.sing 
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appücariun» where Ine »при» vectors are applied lo the network with 20-50 Khz rate. Increasing die 

x,-y,w„ jt̂ Eynm, * . - ¥ • * > . 

x.-y,«t. vEy.* 

F%. é Schematic of the Sanger algorithm; the locally trainable version 
of the hardware much higher speed could he achieved . In the case of the PCA network the FPGA-

NnjpteMcntaticin is more questionable esptvially if online training is required. HiKwever, the flint 
show that a network, with 5-30 inputs where an operating cycle lakes approximately 10 an/output, 

CM be achieved using XC4000 elements. 
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bjtToductton 

In a large number of complex systems - where events and procedures occur 
in parallel • race conditions may result in conflicts the outcome of which is 
undetermined. Fields of great importance are information processing and 
transmission systems where data and messages change their location. The 
undetermined sequence in which the moving entities may access some 
resource or transfer from one place to an other can result in modifying 
throughput and transfer time rates and might also cause deadlocks, i.e., 
modify the operation of the system entirely. 

General methods for detecting and signalizing such indeterminacies have been 
developed [1] \7\ Their main philosophy is based on the fact that the reason 
for the indeterminacies caused by conflict situations is a consequence of the 
explicit or implicit feedback loops in the system. In case of mobile entity 
transfers implicit feedbacks are always present since a module object of the 
model may offer a moving entity to an other that indicates whether it is 
ready to accept it. (Obviously the active initiating object may also be the 
accepting one.) 

The basic idea can be formulated as follows. A connection in an entity type 
network of an entity emitting donor (D) and receiving acceptor (A) is 
equivalent to a pair of level type input (I) and output (O) points (see Figure 
1). If there is an active donor - passive acceptor (DgAp) pair; the donor 
intends to transfer an entity and the acceptor signalizes back its readiness to 
accept. In the other case (DpAa), the acceptor tries to get an entity and the 
donor's response shows whether it is capable of giving one. 
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An example of hazardous race conditions where two units intend to transfer 
simultaneously to a third is shown in Figure 2/a. At a first glance one may 
think that such a hazardous situation may be a special subject matter 
phenomenon in such a straight "feedback-bop-frcc" network, but the 
transformations show clearly the presence of the hidden feedback-loop system. 
The transformation and redrawing according to Figure 2/b and с show that 
the three units form a connected feedback-loop system. 
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Conflicts in Petri Nets 

c) 

Figure 2 

A widely used and effective modeling technique in the simulation of the 
above mentioned - and other similar - problems is the application of high 
level (delayed, stochastic, colored, numerical [3] and knowledge attributed [4]) 
Petri Nets, that have also been used in the CASSANDRA (Cognizant Adaptive 
Simulation System for Applications in Numerous Different Relevant Areas) [5] 
[6] system equipped with AI and applied already in various fields. The 
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Simulator transforms the Petri Net models into a DEVS formalism [7J. The 
conflict handling method described below has been implemented in this 
Simulation system. 

The philosophy for handling conflicts 1ч the following, (i) Determination of 
network segments which are potential sources of conflicts, (ii) in case these 
segments are effected by events during dynamic simulation; determine 
whether an undetermined situation occurs. In case of indeterminacy, one 
possible solution is chosen and a signalization given [1] [2\ This approach 
meets the requirements posed by simulating real systems having inherent 
indeterminacics, since the model will operate in the same way and provide 
additional information by detecting the occurrence of conflicts. 

The conflict handling procedure implemented deals with input and output 
conflicts. Input conflicts may occur if the inputs of more transitions are 
connected to the same place (see Fig. 3/a). Output conflicts may arise if 
outputs of different transitions are connected to the same place with limited 
capacity (see Fig. 3/b). 

a) b) 

Figure 3 

The implementation of the principles in the CASSANDRA 3.0 simulation 
system is illustrated on the famous example of the "dining philosophers'* of 
Dijkstra. In Figure 4/a a part of the internal Petri Net structure of the model 
is shown while in Figure 4/b a snapshot during simulation run showing the 
user level external form of the model (where the individual blocks are built 
from Petri Nets internally) can be seen. During simulation run the rectangles 
after the word "conflict" change their colour to red; indicating the occurrence 
of a conflict in case the philosophers want to take the same chopstick at the 
same time. 

The methodology developed and its implementation provide for the automatic 
detection and indication of conflict situations during simulation. This can be 
of great importance in investigating parallel processes. 
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Figure 4 
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ABSTRACT 

The different virtual times play an important role in the 
Statistical Synchronisation Method (SSM) which is a 
novel approach of the parallel discrete event simulation. 
SSM uses no event by event synchronisation and the 
segments of the model, simulated on separate processors, 
may have different virtual times, or, with other words, 
model times. This paper introduces the multiple virtual 
model limes then shows their effect on the performance 
of parallel discrete event simulation. 
A unique feature of the SSM is. that in some special 
cases, the sccd-up due to parallel execution can be higher 
than the number of processors used for the simulation. 

INTRODUCTION 

The short summary of the Statistical Synchronisation 
Method follows. Similarly to other parallel discrete event 
sinn lion methods, the model to be simulated - which is 
a more or less precise representation of a real system - is 
divided into segments, where the segments usually 
describe the behaviour of functional units of the real 
system. The communication of the segments can be 
represented by sending and receiving different messages. 
The simulators of the segments are executed by separate 
processors. The communication of these segments is 
simulated with appropriate interfaces (Figure I). The 
messages generated in a given segment and to be 
processed in a different segment are not transmitted 
there, but the output inter/aces collect the statistical data 
of them. I f the input interfaces generate messages for the 

segments according to the statistical characteristics of the 
messages collected by the proper output interfaces, the 
segments with their input- and output interfaces can be 
simulated separately, giving statistically correct results. 
The events in one segment have not the same effect in 
other segments as in the original model, so the results 
collected during the SSM arc not exact. The precision 
depends on the segmentation, on the accuracy of the 
statistics collection, and on the frequency of the statistics 
exchange among the processors. A more detailed 
description of the method can be found in 11), the 
convergence of similar parallel algorithms is evaluated in 
,2)and|3). 

MULTIPLE VIRTUAL MODEL TIMES 

Virtual time in DES denotes the modelled time of the 
original system, as it changes in the simulated system. In 
time-driven systems it is incremented by a properly 
selected time unit, then all the events are processed, 
which have to take place since the last change in lime. 
This means, (hat the change in the modelled time makes 
the events (activities which modify the state of the 
system) happen. 
Most of the discrete event simulators use the other 
approach: the event driven simulation. Here (he events 
govern the leaps in modelled lime; the event with the 
lowest time stamp is taken from the future event set 
(FES), the model time is set to this lime stamp, the 
changes due to this next event яге performed on the stale 
of the simulated model. This changes may lead to the 
scheduling of other future events, which arc stored in the 
FES. 
In both cases the modelled lime represents the time in the 
original system simulated, and it is called the virtual 
time, because it has no connection to the actual "real" 
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time of execution, or to the CPU time used for the 
computer simulation. 
Using the statistical synchronisation method, the separate 
processors have independent future event sets, so they 
have normally independent virtual model times. 
This may make the SSM more efficient than the more 
conventional "conservative" and "optimistic'' parallel 
discrete event simulation methods. (4) 

AUTOMATIC IMPORTANCE SAMPLING 

At the virtual times of the simulated segments proceed 
independently, a special case of the importance sampling 
may take place. If we monitor the CPU lime used for the 
simulation of different parts of a model, we will find, that 
я м е segments of the model have higher activities than 
others, Le. higher number of events have to be processed 
in them during a given amount of virtual time, than in 
others. If the processing time required for the processing 
of the events is about the same for each event, then most 
of the CPU time used for the simulation is spent in the 
high-activity segments. As a result, the initial transients 
of the simulation is finished relatively faster in these 
segments, than in those, in which the frequency of events 
is lower. 
Because in most of the cases we want to estimate the 
steady-state behaviour of the system, this unbalanced 
activity yields delayed transients and higher CPU time 
requirements. 
Using SSM however, because the virtual limes of the 
segments arc independent, if we execute the simulation 
of the high-activity and low-activity segments on separate 
processors, approximately same number of events can be 
processed in the dilTcrcnt segments during a given CPU 
time, so the transients of the segments are over at about 
the same CPU times. 
This can be considered as a special case of importance 
sampling, because the frequency of the relatively rare 
events increases, compared to the originally frequent 
ones. 
An other, but similar automatic importance sampling can 
be delected in the steady-state phase of the simulation. If 
we want to estimate some parameters with prescribed 
accuracy, we have to collect the parameters of given 
number of events. In the case of unbalanced activity in 
the different segments of the system, one can finish the 
estimation only if the proper number of values were 
collected in the lowest activity paris as well, if there is 
only one processor used for the simulation, it can easily 
happen, that the estimation of most of the parameters 
could be finished well before the ones in the low-activity 
segments. In case of SSM, if »he low- and high activity 

parts are simulated on separate processors, the estimation 
can be finished at about the same CPU time, which yields 
a better CPU time utilisation. 

SUPER-OPTIMAL SPEED-UP 

There are some special oases, when the unbalanced 
activities in the different parts of the simulated model 
lead to. super-optimal speed-up of the SSM. Let T ^ 
mean the CPU time required for the parallel simulation 
using n processors and SSM for the estimation of some 
parameters of the system with a given accuracy, and let 
T, mean the CPU time required for the same estimation 
using conventional simulation on I processor. Than, in 
some cases T^,^ < T, / n 
This can lead to interesting consequences. If we simulate 
the parallel SSM on one processor, thus the parallel 
simulation is performed on virtual processors, sharing 
the computing resources of one processor, 
the execu'ion time T S S M J can be less, than on one 
processor: T 5 S M , < f, 
This can be observed in some cases, despite the 
additional administrative tasks of statistics collection in 
the output interfaces, of the message regeneration in the 
input interfaces and of the software overhead required for 
the implementation of the virtual processors. 
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Original model, simulated on 1 processor: 

SSM model, simulated on 3 processors: 

Processor 3 

Figure 1: Segments, proceuors «ml iirterfaces in SiaiiMkal Synchronization Method 
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Akstrmct - An abstract design methodology applicable to general distributed system 
design pnthlems is presented based on the notions of causality, logical clock system 
and wvllnlefined incomplete hierarchical system structure. The methodology outlined 
makes ptxssible the formal proof of the correctness of the algorithmic solution, thus 
testing the final system verifies tlte correct implementation of the algorithm proved to 
he correct already. The method is illustrated by the design of an operation and 
maintenance subsystem for optical анптттошт network with arbitrary static and 
dynamn structure. 

Keywords: distributed systems, logical clocks, abstract model, dala flow 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The structure of a sophisticated communication system can be arbitrary in static sense, 
consisting of linear, tree and ring subsections in any arrangement. Because of failures 
and/or modifications this structure may change dynamically. Such a system is a fully 
distributed system, consisting of logical entities with finite, upper bounded and variable 
message transfer delays between the various entity pairs. 

Л system is fj-distributcd if Vlkf j(i) such that Sj, (the states of the entities 
participating in fj) is known for the entity с* Л system is (fully) distributed if it is fj-
distributcd for Vi € I. Under such circumstances it is evident that the order of messages 
arriving to a given entity is in general different For each entity, i.c in other words: for 
systems having variable message transfer delays no two entities will necessarily see the 
same picture on the states of the entities. 

The traditional state-machine based or data flow models cannot handle property the 
design problems of such systems because of the possibly different partial ordering of 
events observable by the entities in case of failures and/or modifications. 

However, this feature leads to the lack of the absolute time reference as well [1]. All 
physical clocks have some running speed tolerances and they cannot be synchronized 
precisely to each other, since the only way to do it is through sending synchronizing 
messages with variable (unknown) delays To have a single clock in the system is also 
useless in this respect, since its timing messages will arrive to the entities only after 
unknown delays. An entity in a distributed system can only get information upon the 
state of another (e.g. the operating condition of a repeater in a transmission network) 
through a message. However, the necessary condition to determine whether an entity 
is good or failed is to have time periods For example, if a, e A is a status request sent 
by node i to node j and b ( <= В is the activity to gather the operational status of node j , 
then a local timer can check by waiting for an acknowledgment message fj whether 
node j is operational or not. 
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vffoeAbfoc-BMf^F)) 
T= W . 

a,^ftb,|(T>h)]v[m,KT<h)]l 
(The timer entity is preset to a certain timer value, defined by the content of the 
message aj. If the timer does not receive within this period the acknowledgment then 
sends out a special alarm message m;). As a consequence a set of local clocks must be 
included in the formal design model [2], 'which are synchronized either by the 
information-carrying messages only (logical clocks) or by special (but not precise) tim
ing messages (physical docks). The classical mathematical models must be modified 
accordingly, to take into account both the finite operation time and the partial ordering 
and knowledge of the entities participating. For example, the (finite) set of the state 
transition functions in a state-m >chine model: 

»< / i\>>'{,) и )l J^JelV' , i , )- ,*»V" < , ) feil'"''*) fciV*« 0 

M-{m,'J , where т . ' ^ ф . Ч / хЩ >•-*№} 
i.e. the new state an entity enters eventually (cusality instead of mapping) is determined 
by the state of the entity itself and the state informations arrived from the other entities 
participating in the implementation of the function fj until the instant of the control 
decision (as described by the knowledge function g) [2]. 

A fundamental, but still generally unsolved question is the correspondence of reel life 
and of the abstract model, in other words, the generation of formal specifications from 
an informal, incomplete and inconsistent problem description. There is evidently a 
serious gap in the design procedure. From the moment we have a formal model 
generalized in the way described above, formal methods are available to verify, refine 
and implement the algorithm. However, in the very beginning we have only informal, 
inconsistent and incomplete specifications of the problem to be solved. From those we 
must construct somehow the formal, consistent and complete specifications. A possible 
and promising way is to create a language simple enough to avoid the errors from its 
own usage, which is offering direct executability of the specifications written in this 
language. Such a language is the SXL [3]. The SXL is a very simple declarative 
language, by which in the first phase the informal, incomplete and inconsistent 
specifications are transformed to formal, but still incomplete and inconsiste.it 
specifications. Obviously, for the incomplete to complete transformation some user 
interaction is required, and for the inconsistent to consistent model transformation the 
decidability and executability of the model must be ensured [4]. This feature makes 
difficult to write abstract specifications (which are nonoperational because of their very 
nature), however, ensures that everything expressed by the language is either 
executable or explicitly nonexecutable because of logical inconsistency. This feature is 
especially important, since helps the designer in finding the inconsistencies inherent in 
his/her original informal problem definition 

2. CONSTRUCTION OF THE FORMAL DESIGN MODEL 

If we want to design a system providing some functions then the following design 
steps could be applied: 
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1. The ASSUMPTIONS must be defined (limitations imposed upon the system; the 
system must operate correctly only under these circumstances). 

2. The SPECIFICATIONS of the system must be established (the criteria of the 
correct operation of the system must be defined so that using them the correct 
solution of the problem can be checked). 

3. The MODEL of the system must be derived (representing the algorithmic 
solution). 

4. The correctness of the solution must be PROVEd (based upon the assumptions 
and the specifications). 

A unified approach starting from the SXL language description and direct execution of 
the preliminary specifications leading to a data flow/finite-state model including the 
timing aspects is presented 

From the user's point of view a system is a black box communicating with its 
environment through a port (Fig. I). Theoretically the system model shown in Fig. I. 

ENVIRONMENT 

ESSAGES 
PORT Si 

SYSTEM 
М М И М И 

Щ 

Figure I. 'Ibc system model from the user's point of view. 

can be used for the formal specification of the problem to be solved, but in practice it is 
desirable to refine it because of two reasons: 

1. During the design procedure the system is partitioned into communicating 
subsystems (entity-relationship model), thus the structure of the initial and the 
subsequent refinement levels would be different 

2. In a particular design problem only a subset of the events possibly occuring in 
the environment are handled. 

As a consequence the environment is considered also as an entity, having a port to its 
"environment" (i.e to the system), making visible only a subset of its internal events 
for the system (Fig. 2). 

The SXL language constructs used in the initial design phase must correspond to the 
behavioral structure of the problem. In system design based on such a modeling the 
system development is baset! on composition. The development phases of the 
traditional purely top-down design procedures, on the contrary, can be described as ill« 
defined complete systems. The execution must be interactive, since the original 
informal, incomplete and inconsistent specifications do not provide in general a well« 
defined directed state transition graph. 
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SYSTEM 

Figure 2. 1Ъе mixfífiedsystem design model. 

The granularity is limited to the level of events. The pre- and postcondition based 
event rules of the SXL very naturally fit the partial ordering concept of the logical 
clocks, however, to make total ordering an ordering function must be introduced [5]: 

a => b iff either 
C,<a><C,<b>,or 

(с,<а>=С,<Ь>)л(р^Р (), 
where > is an arbitrary ordering function establishing a certain priority among the 
entities. 

The incompleteness and inconsistency possible throughout the intermediate phases of 
the development process theoretically prevents the application of such a total ordering 
in general and severely limits its practical application, eg. real-time problems or tightly 
coupled multiprocessor systems cannot be modelled. 

The model specifying the behavior of the system by its very concept does not give any 
hint for its realization Take as an example the election of a new coordinator node in a 
transmission system, responsible for the reorganization of the system in case of failures 
and/or modifications. Stated informally: 

If the active configuration of the system changes 
then 

1. the normal operation of the system is suspended to elect a coordinator 
node in each network island; 

2. the coordinator will control the reorganization of the respective island. 

The SXL language handles particular instances of objects from predefined object 
classes. Each object may have any number of properties (attributes) from a predefined 
property set of the relevant object class. The value of an attribute must fall into a 
predefined domain. The relations are represented by the concept of facts, having 
arbitrary arities In our example: 

event configurationchange 
before status (N, awakes) 
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or status (N, introduced) 
after status (N, candidate). 

event reorganization 
before status (N, coordinator) 
after new message (Msgid. Destiny, assignment). 

(If there is any node N sensing the failure in the system or a new node (reintroduced 
into the system then these nodes will become candidates for becoming a new 
coordinator) To take into account the physical reality that a message is sent by an 
entity, then travels through some media for some finite time, then it is received by 
another entity (if no failuic happened), a message is considered as an object (entity), 
having an instantiation of its own The model'merely formalizes the fragments of 
behavior as they arc individually described, leaving for the user 'he generation of event 
sequences consistent with the original informal problem formulation. 

Naturally, at the very beginning of the design procedure we have the conceptual model 
as in Fig. 2. However, this model implcs that the specifications of the environment are 
inherited as assumptions (constraints) for the system [2]. This means that they must be 
automatically enforced during the execution of the formal specification model of the 
system. These arc handled by the so called absolute constraints in SXL. The 
assumptions inherited arc supplemented by designer's choices (Assumptions 8-10 in the 
following example) Because of space limitations the assumptions on the highest 
abstraction level arc given only in their final formal form. 

1. The communication susbsystem docs not fail: 
/* I. I: no messages are lost during transmission*/ 

У(аеА)я(ЬеВ) 
a>—>b; 

/* 1.2: the messages received by a node had been sent by another node*/ 
v(bcB)3(acA) 
a>-~;b; 

/* 1.3: there is no message-duplication*/ 
V[(aeA),(b„b 2 e B)] 

[(a>->Ь,)л(а:—>b,)]>(b, = b 2), 
/*I4: the message contents are preserved*/ 

v[(aeA),(bGB)] 
fjOn/a),?—>(out/b),; 

2. The nodes are identified by integers different from each other: 
/* h = hierarchy level, b •- branch number of the node*/ 

i = h*b, i e l ; 

3. The message delay times between any pairs of nodes are upper bounded: 
/*sec Assumptions 5,6 and 7*/ 

Cb(m,)<Ch(m„) + d; 
4. Node b accepts the messages sent by node a in the same order as they were sent 

by node a: 
v[(a„a 2 eA), (b„b 2 eB)] 
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[(а,>->Ь,)л(а :>->b,)]>-
{[(a,->a ;)A(b,-*b,)]v 
[(a,-a,)A(b,=b 2)]v 
[(а,-»а,)л(Ь ;-*.Ь,)]}; 

5. Node a sends back an acknowledgment immediately for a message received from 
nodeb 

C . W C(m h ) ; 

6. If event a is the sending of a message m from node i then the message contains a 
time stamp: 

Tm - C,(a); 

7. Each node has its own local logical clock satisfying: 
V[(aeA),(beB)] 
(a~>b)^C(a)<C(b); 

8. Each node executes the same election algorithm: 
/*I =•• set of possible input messages, S = set of states of the node, M = transition 
function*/ 

M:I*S>-»S. 
9. If a node fails then becomes inactive: 

i =i*(-icrror,); 

10. Each node has a timer entity, the timers are completely asynchronous: 
V[(aGA).(beB)] 

t-f,(a), 
e=f,(b). 
a>->[m,|(t<e)]; 

In the design procedure step-wise refinement is employed with strict inheritence rules, 
namely, the specifications of level i are inherited as assumptions on level i+land are 
supplemented some designer's decisions. For example, the event configurationchange 
is refined into three (sub)events. 

event active node 
before status (N, active) 

and status (N, timerawakes) 
after status (N, candidate) 

event not candidate 
before status (N, -.candidate) 

and status (N, timerawakes) 
after status (N, candidate). 

(This subevent deals with the situation when an election procedure had already been 
started by another node which may also fail during the finite time period an election 
procedure requires. Note that the handling of this situation implies a candidate must 
signal to the other nodes that an election procedure had been started; this must be 
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taken into account by constructing a suitable event and message object class, not 
treated here.) 

event insert node 
before status ( N , introduced) 
after status (N , candidate). 

In an optical transmission system the operating and maintenance subsystem is using the 
same fibers for its own messages as for the information transmission thus the possible 
failures and/or modifications of this physical medium must also be taken into account. 
It can be done in the form of relations. For example, 

(act transmits (node, message). 

With such relations the model is further refined, e g the refinement of the first 
subevent: 

event activenode 
before status (N, active) 

and status (N , timer awakes) 
and transmits (N , Message) 

after status (N, candidate) 
and new message (Msgid, Destination, candidate message). 

The model created through the subsequent refinement steps is checked by the 
interactive execution, however, two major problems still remain. 

t. The design procedure outlined so far deals with an incomplete graph in every 
step, making impossible the exhaustive checking of the concurrent events. 

2. The formal model docs not give a directly implementablc solution. 

These problems may be tackled by transforming the SXL description into an extended 
uninterpreted data flow model [4] 

D-(P^L.B), 
where 

P={p„}n N set of entities providing functions (finite), 
L= { l m } m i M set of coupler containing ekens (finite), 
Bc(Px L )u (L У P) set of edges, i.e. communication channels (finite). 

Entity p operates (fires) in marking M if 

[M(l)= I, V F , ( P , M ) ] A [M(l)=0, VF2(p,M)], 

where 

F,(p,M)cl(p),l(p)={leL|(l,p) eB} 

The entities are defined as the instantiations of the respective object classes (which can 
be directly derived from the interactive execution of the informal description), and the 
firing semantic sets Fj and ?2 c a n be directly derived from the events. There are ways 
to introduce hierarchical structure into the data flow graph, facilitating the 
transformation from the abstract model to a physical implementation. However, it must 
be taken into consideration that any hierarchy introduced will influence the designer to 
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some particular implementation choice, which is not necessarily desirable. Associative 
processor based tool had Keen developed for the automatic construction of the formal 
proofs verifying the correctness of the algorithm developed From the uninterpreted 
data flow graph an interpreter assigning algebraically defined functions to the nodes 
constructs the implementation of the algorithm developed in and ADA-like 
hypothetical language (not treated here). 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

A unified design system for handling distributed systems can be developed based on 
the principles of directly executable specification language and extended data flow 
graph models (handling the causality and logical clock system), employing step-wise 
refinement and algebraic specification methods 

An operation and maintenance subsystem for an 8/32/140 Mbit/s optical transmission 
system had been designed and implemented using the procedures outlined with 
automatic reconfigurability in case of cold start, failure of system modification. The 
design could handle any static or dynamic structure, however, in case of very simple 
networks (linear arrangements, for example) the election/reorganization procedure 
needed rather high channel capacity for the maintenance messages. 

Numerous questions are still open requiring rigorous study, especially in handling time 
for real time systems and tightly coupled multiprocessor systems. Another problem to 
be investigated is the fact that the gencrati/ed design procedure does not give an 
optimal solution in the sense of minimal hardware or software, since the notions and 
relations employed arc general and not directed to conform to a particular 
programming language, for example 
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Abstract 
This |>а|нг d'-st-ril» S two related formal approarhes to parallel program design. Both models are 

related to l<>iii|N>ral logics and the results are used in our computer srirmrc education in thr .rith awl 
in lb»* Kth semester res|wtive|y. We introtluee the basic rom-ept.«« of a relational modrl of |Ktralellistn 
in the first part. 'Пи* second part is devoted to an object-oriented approach. Kxainples are given for 
better understanding. The applicability of results is investigated for parallel architectures Mich as 
for transputer networks. 

Introduction 
We introduce the basic concepts of a relational model of paralellism in the first part. Our model is an 
extension of a powefnl and well-developed relational model of programming, which formalizes the notion 
of state space, problem, sequential program, solution, weakest precondition, specification, programming 
theorem, etc. [Fót 88, FólllorOl], 

The second part is devoted to an object-oriented approach of parallelism. Objects have an advantage 
of dealing with states and processes. The behavioural characteristics of the object can be described using 
temporal formula. Section 2 describes a specification method based on temporal logic. 

1 A relational model of parallel programs 
We take the specification as the starting point for program design. We use a model of program
ming which supports the top-down refinement of specifications (Var 81, Fót 88, Ног 90, Fót Ног 91, 
(-ha Mis ЯМ]. The proof of Ihr correctness of the solution is developed parallel to the refinement of the spe
cification of the problem. We formalize the main concepts of UNITY [ChaMie 88] in an alterna
tive way. We use a relatively simple mathematical machinery [Fót 88, Ног 93]. The result is an exp-
resssive model, which is related to branching time temporal logics. 

We give a brief survey of the main concepts and apply the methodology to solve the problem of 
parallel asynchronous computation of the values of an associative function. The result is a programming 
theorem, which is wide applicable for different problems. The abstract program is easy to implement 
effectively on several architectures. 

1.1 Preliminary notion» ' 

In the following we use the terminology used in [Par 79, Fót 88, Ног 90, Fót Ног 91]. 
The binary relation И С Л х И is a function, if Vn € Л : ( Я(я)| = 1. 
/ С А х С is a logical function, if il is a function, where £::={t, 1} i» the set of the logical values. 

We use the words predicate and condition as synonyms for logical function. [/]::={o € /t|/(«) = ft}} 

'Supported by the Ннпкяпал National Science Research fWanl (OTKA), Grant Nr. 2045 
Section 1 by Z. Horváth, Sertion 2 by L. К zma 
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is called the truth-sot of the logicn! function / . The operations U,H,.4\ correspond to the function 
couipositons Л, V, -i. => corresponds to C. P -* Q is an abbreviation of ->P V Q. 

The set of the subsets of the set A is called the powr>rspt of A and denotwl by V{ A). 
I С -V. Vt'j € / : Aif is a finite or numerable set. The set A::=, ̂ , At) is called state space, the sets 

Ai are called typo value sets . /I* is the set of the finite sequences of the points of the state space and 
A** the set оГ the infinite om-s. Let A*' = A* U A 0 0 . 

We can imagine a statement (a sequential program) as a relation, which associates a sequence of 
points of the state space to the points of the state space, i.e. s C A x A". A full formal definition of 
statement is Riven in [Főt 8X]. 

The effect relation of the statementяis the relation р(з) С А x A, which express the functionality 
of the statement я: V^t) - {a 6 Л | я(в) С Л*} 

Ve € Т>р(,) : p(<)(a) = {b 6 A | 3o € s{a) : r(o) = b) where г : А' -* A is a function, which 
associates its last clement to the sequence о = (п|,....,о„), i.e. r(a) = on. 

The logical function wpf«, R) is called the weakest precondition of the postcondition R in respect 
of the statement я, if [wp{s, R)] = {я € Prf*)|jH*M") Q U4)- The logical function *p(*,Q) is called the 
strongest postcondition of Q in respect of я if \»p\*,Q)} = p( *)([(?]). 

If we use the notation (n := F{a), ii ») for я, then ((P, = A)A(Vo € [-•*]: р(я)(в) - {n}))A(Vn G 
[ж]: р(«)(я) = /•'(«))). This kind of assignment is called conditional. 

Л function / ' : Ä"(A) — Rn(A) is monotone if А* С V => FIX) С F(Y). As it is well known every 
monotone function has a minimal (least) and a maximal (greatest) fixpoint. The minimal fixpoint of 
the monotone function F is ftp = f~|{-*!'(•*) Q A'}, and the maximal fixpoint of F is »/•' = \J[\'\X С 
F(A'))[Par7«)). 

1.2 The concepts of problem, parallel program and solution 
The specification of a problem and its solution, the abstract program is independent of architectures, 
scheduling and programing language. The abstract program is regarded as a relation generated by a set 
of deterministic (мпшПлгкчм!*) conditional assignments siiniliar to the concept of abstract program in 
UNITY [ChaMis 8H]. The conditions of the assignments encode the necesary synchronisation restrictions 
explicitly. Some assignment is selected nondetcrminislically and executed in each step of execution of the 
abstract program. Kvery statement is executed infinitely often, i.e. an unconditionally fair scheduling is 
postulated. If more than one processor selects statements for execution, then the executions of different 
processors are fairly interleaved. A fixed point is said to be reached in a state, if any statement in that 
state leaves the state unchanged (ChaMis Щ. 

1.2.1 The specification of a problem 

The problem is defined as a set of properties. Every property is a relation over the powerset of the 
sate space. Let P,Q, R,U : A •—> С be logical functions. We define >,»-,'"•€ V{V(A) x V{A)), and 
FP,INJT,inv CV{A). 
We introduce the following infix notations: 

r>Q::=WAQ))Z r>, P~ Q::=[\P],[Q])^, P - <?::=(('Ш1) € - , 
FP => Ä::=(Ä] € FP, Q € JNIT.:=[(?J 6 lNIT, inv /':;=[/'] € inv . 

The P t> Q,P *-* Q, etc. formulas are called specification properties or shortly properties. The 
fr,»-+,«-»,inv relations define transition properties, the FP.INIT relations define boundary properties. 
The transition relations >,inv express so called safety properties, while the relations »-*,•-• express 
progress properties. The definition of solution gives an interpretation for the introduced concepts. 

Definition 1.1 Let А к a slate space and let fí bt a finite or numerable net. Two boundary pro
perties and four transition properties is associated to every point of the set B, The relation F С 
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Wx(^ t5;_.,|Г('Г(.'1) - Г ( .» ) ) ,ф .,,Г(Р(.1))) is atllrd a pmblrm drfinal orr r thr stair spier A. It is rut-
Inl Ihr i*nwm h r sjmo of Ihr problem. Thr rompanrnls nf thr r lements of Ihr dirrel prutlnrls 
fcf.-.jfT'T-'M / V D ) and . ^ . . » / ' ( Т Ы ) ) on dinotrd by t>h,~b,^h »ml by INI'l'», IT*,inv * IT*-
inrlirt 1ц. 

Л program satisfies Ihr safely property /* K ^ , if and only if Пито is no direct transition from Pr\->Q 
to ->/*Л - ^ »»lily through Q if any. Л program satisfies the progress properties /'•-» Q or / ' t — Q if the 
program starting from / ' inevitably reaches a slate, in which 0 holds. P *~* Q ild'tins further restriction 
fi>r the direction of »he pn»«ress. The fixpoint prop»'rly I P =•> It. «felines necessary condition for the case 
when tin» program is in one of its lixpoint. The Q С INI Г property defines sufficient condition for the 
initial states of th" program. / ' is stable if and only if l'l> [. If / ' holds initially and / ' is stable, then 
/* is an invariant, denoted hy inv P. 

1.2.2 The definition of parallel program 

Let ,S' he an orih'reil pair of a conditional assignment anil a nonempty, finite set, nf conditional assign
ments, such that A --- (*,,, \s, | i e / Л 7 > r ( í | ) - Л Л V« г- Л : (|.%,(")| < "))) 

The program VPG[S) is a binary relation which associates eqiivivalencc classes of graphs gene-
rateil hy the effect relation of л» and by disjoint union of the effect relations of conditional assign
ments {.S|,...,.s„} to the points of the stale space. The formal definition of parallel program is gi
ven in [llor !Ma). The program VP(!(S) generated by the ordered pair .V - ('"II,{*I,....«„}) is deno
ted shortly by A'. The conditional assignment sn is railed the initialization in A'and л; : i f- [\..n] is said 
to he an element of the program S. 

1.2.3 The formal definition of solution 

The program A' solves the problem /•' if A satisfies all the properties given in F. The justification of 
the following definitions and the proofs of the theorems is given in [llor !)3, Hor 91a]. 

Definition 1.2 Irt S hr an nbslnirt program, A = ("о, {яi, ..."„}), V.<, € A' is a conditional assignment 
drfinrd as (« := /••(«), ii jr,). A satisfirs (\-P => It) if , e l i „ ] i > . - я = ВД) => II. 

Definition 1.3 Li I S br an abstract program, A = t>o, {••»»., ...••<„})• «'/KA. /i)::=V.* e A': wp(s, It). 
wpn[S, H)::-~3s 6 A : w/if*. It) (wpa(S\ It.) is rallrd "angrlic" wrakesl precondition (Мог 90}). 

Definition 1.4 Thr program A satisfies the property V t> Q if mid only f /( / 'A ->Q => wj>(S,P\/ Q)). 

Definition 1.5 Thr program S satisfies Hie pntjterlies Q 6 /;V IT and inv P if and only if sp(si).Q) =>• 
P and V is slahlr. 

Definition 1.6 
GIT, Y, X)::=l> V i(wpn{S, Y) Л wj*S, X V Y)), 
F(P,Y)::=nX:G(P,YX) 
~/ ' : :=/< V :F(P,Y) 
Remark: Sinn G is monotone in P,Y,X, VP,Y : т/А' : G(P,Y,X) exists, moreover F{P,Y) is 
monotonr in P,Y and-^P is monotone, in P. 

Definition 1.7 (ensures) The program S satisfies the specification (Q »-»• / ' ) if and only if (Q => 
( / ' V (( í ipnfí , P) Л wjiS, Q V / '))) i.e. (Q => G( /', P, Q)) 

Definition 1.8 (leads-ln, inevitable) Thr. program S satisfies the specification (Q <-* P) if and only if 
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I Л RELATIONAL MODEL OF PAP ALLEL PROGRAMS 

Theorem 1.1 // und only if (-^P) holds for a € A, the scheduling is unconditionally fair and the 
program S is in the stale a, then S inevitable reaches a state, for which P holds. 

We can prove the following theorems corresponding to the properties used in the definition of leads-
to in UNITY [ChaMis XS]. The proof of progress properties is supported by the introduction of so 
railed variant functions [Kót 83, ChaMis 88]. 

Theorem 1.2 For arhilmry program S, 
-i/P-*Q thenP^Q, 
-if P^Q and Q — ft, then P <- ft. 
- Ut he I an arbitrary finite set. if Vt € / : (Pi • - Q) then (3t: Л,) *-» Q. 
• tetW be a well-ordered set in respect of the. relation <. //Vm ? W : : (Phv - m) «-• ((/*Л» < m)VQ), 
then P^Q. 

A new specification is called a refinement of a previous one, if any solution for the new specification 
is a solution for the problem specified originally. 

1.3 Computation the values of an associative function 

Let И be a set. Let о : II X И •—» И denote an arbitrary associative binary operator over И. 
f : H* i—• // is a function describing the single or multiple application of the о operator. Since о 

is associative, for any arbitrary sequence x 6 H* of length at least three 
/ ( « *i *w » = / ( < / ( « * I , . . , * H - I >)»XM » = / « * i » / « »a.«.*w » > ) • W e w r i t e 

/ ( < A|,Ä2 > ) instead of the infix notation (ft) о ft2) in the following. We extend / for sequences of 
length one: / ( < h > ) = /». 

Let a finite sequence a € //* of the elements of И be given. The indices are associated to the 
elements of the sequence a in the reverse order i.e. the last element is denoted by a\. If the length of 
the sequence is n, then the first element is denoted by a„. a = < an,...,a\ > , (n > 1). Let us com put 
the value of the function <7 : [1 ..n] •—• / / for all t € [l..n], where n > 1 and (?(t) = / ( < щ, ....,«i > ) . 

Remark: We use a similiar train of thought to those presented in the cases of parallel synchronous 
computation of th«1 sum of binary numbers and of the asynrhronuos computation of the shortest path 
[ChaMis 88]. Detailed proof of lemmas and theorems is given in [Ног 94b]. 

1.3.1 The formal specification of the problem 

We specify the program inevitably reaches a fix point and the array a contains the values of / in any 
fixpoint. 

A = 6*, where (} = ve.ktor[\\..n), / /) , n > I; g:G 

I ^ F P (1) 
( IP => (Vt 6 [I..nJ: .9(1) = / « a a, » (2) 

Let us observe that the computation of the values of Q at place i is made easier with the knowledge of 
the value of/for subsequences / ( < а„,...,я„ > ) indexed by the elements of any arbitrary [u..v] С [i..\\ 
interval. Moreover the result computed for a subsequence is useful in the computation of the value of 
/ for any sequence which includes the subsequence. 

From the above line of reasoning, we extend the state space and refine the specification of the 
problem. Let us introduce the auxiliary function h. Let h(i,k) denote the value of / for the sequence 
of which the first element is o, and length of it is 2* or the last element is a\, if i < 2*. The two-
dimensional array gs is introduced to store the known values of h. This method is called the substitution 
of a function by a variable [Fót 86]. The connection between the variables gs, k, t and function h is given 
by the invariants (4-6). 
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Д'= (?x GSx Ax T G = vektor([\..n\,H), 
g gs к t GS = vektor({l..n,l..(\log(n)])),H) 

A" = vritor([l..n],Ab), 
Г = от*1ог((1..п),Л/0). 11 > 1 

The precise definition of the partial function h : [l..n] x Л/о —• Я is: 

hi 1Л - i Я * e « " ' > ) f ha t - 2* + 1 < 1 
« l« ,M- | / ( < e i , . . . , n ( j _ 2 4 l ) » , ha , - 2* + 1 > 1 

Lemma 1.1 
/ / ( » - 2 * > I), lAcn / ( < A(t,*),fc(i-2*,/t) » = A(i,* + 1). 

Let us choose the variant function г : Л *—> Л/о the following way: 

v =; -I • » • и - £ > ( , ) + \(*(») = riog(i)l Л g(i) = *я(|,*(|)))) 
••=1 

Lemma 1.2 7'ЛР sptcifirnlion below is a njinemcnl of thr specification 1-2. 

(-.И» л t> = tO ^ (-.FP Л » < v* - 1) V IT (3) 
Fl» => Vi € 11-«]: (*(•) = ГМ01) Л (9(f) = И«, ÍMOD) (4) 

inv (Vi € [I..ni: *(í) < [log(i)l Л VÄr: к < k(i): gs(i% к) = A(i, к)) (5) 
inv (Vi€[l..n):<(i) = 2*W) (6) 

1.3.2 A solution 

Theorem 1.3 Thr obstruct program brlow is a solution for Ihr problem specified by S-6, i.e. a solution 
for Ihr problem of thr computation the valurs of an associative function. 

"о : <»°..)И»\0М(0,*(«) := / « «. »), 1,0 

*'••( isl?..nlff*(*'.*(*')+ l),<(i).*(0:= 
Í / « *Ф ' , *(»')), .<И(«' - / ( * ) ) , *« ) )» ,2* <(t),*(i)+ 1, 

i / ( í -2» í ( i )> l )A ( / k ( í - í ( i ) )> lb ( i ) ) 
/ (««И«, *( ')), . ^ ( i - / ( i ) , A ( i - i ( i ) ) ) » , 

2*/( i ) , fc( i )+l , 
i / ( í - / ( t ) > l ) A ( í - 2 * / ( í ) < 1) 

A(* ( i - l ( i ) )=Pog( i - í ( i ) )1 
НТ.И]»(0'.= И«',*(«))«7(*('') = ÍMOl) 

} 

where ,_!, . t« wed for the abbreviation of n stair tnrnls. Each Matemr.nl is ins tan tir ted from the 
general form by substituting Ihr dummy variable i with a concrete value. 

Let us suppose the abstraft program is implemented on a parallel computer containing 0(n) pro
cesszor«. If the left side of an assignment refers to an array component indexed by », then the assign
ment in mapped to the ith (logical) processor. Easy to sec, that the program reaches one of it's fix-
point in at most Oflogf»)] state transforming steps. The logical processors may work asynchro
nously. 
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2 A METHOD FOR SPECIFYING SHARED OBJECTS CLASSES 

1.3.3 Transformation o f iho program 

Thr program does in »I correspond tu the nil«* of fine-grain atomicity nor to the shared variable shema 
[ChaMis SSj. IV. ensure effective asynchronous rompn»alio» we have to transform the program by 
introducing new variables ;m<l using the method of substitution of a function by a variable for the 
function log. глегу assignment of the transformed program will refer to at most one nonlocal variable. 
The transformed program and the corresponding formal refinement of the specification is given in 
[llor «Mb]. 

1.3.4 Discussion 

The program is easy |o implement on synchron, asynchron and on distributed architectures, such as for 
TiHMW transputer networks, where implementation nf()( [log(»»)]) communication channels is supported 
by the concepts of logical links. Л solution is developed in [I,oyVor!M)| for pipeline architectures. 

The introduced relational model provides elfért ive t«M»ls for the stepwise development of a paral
lel M»hition as illustrated by the chosen example. The theorem |..'| may called a programming theo
rem [Kőt я:{). With it's help we can solve a class of classical problems. For example parallel addi
tion, romparision of ascending sequences [('ha Mis SS], etc. are easy to formalise by the help of associa
tive functions. 

2 A method for specifying shared objects classes 
There are several met bods for specifying abstract data types [VarK7. SpiWeg75, Ko/.82] etc., but prob
lems of object specifications are much more complex than in the case of data specifications. Ob
jects havean advantage of dealing with stales and processes, lor that reason the object specifications be
come more complicated. Л methodology for the development of shared object classes is presented in 
[KozVar'WJ, where predicate logic is extended for specifying shared objects. The paper (SeFiSeEh87] 
presents an approach to I be algebraic specification of objects. Kach object, is described as a tempo
ral entity. The interaction between objects is reduced to the simple mechanism of event sharing. The li
near tense logic is used In outline the objects and events. In the above sense an object is a temporal en
tity that preserves ils own identity throughout lime, so an object has a time-varying state. An ob
ject has some attributes, which can be state-dependent or state-independent. The behavioural cha
racteristics of tin« object can be described using temporal formula. This paper proposes a specifica
tion method based on temporal logic. 

2.1 T h e t o o l s of specif icat ion 

In our approach an object is regarded as a componet of a network of objects, which are connected by 
named communication channels. Л channel is unidirectional and owned by two objects, one at each 
end. At the highest abstraction level a specification of a system of ibis type is lo describe its behaviour 
to the outside. In behaviour specification an object is viewed as a black box. An object affects its 
outside only by conimiiiiicaliotis. We use the specification technique developed by Chaochen [Oha87] 
to specify Hie behaviour of an object. 

We will use some notions introduced in his paper [ChaST]. The following temporal logic operators 
are used: 

0/1 A is true now and in future; 
0/1 ---•> /1 is true now or sometime in future; 
0/1 — A is true at next, moment; 
ox — the value of .r at. next moment. 
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2 A METHOD FOR SPECIFYING SHARED OBJECTS CLASSES 

l<et с denote a channel, то a message where m element of Af and M is the message type of channel 
r. Some primitive predicates arc defined on channels. 

Predicate: PASS(e. m) denotes the occurence of an event of passing message m along channel c. 
PASS(e) = lm e Af : PASSfam). 
INT(e) means the intention to output message on с. ( 

IST(c') means the input end of с intending to get message. 
CLD{e) denotes that the output end of с is closed. 
('LD(e') denotes that the input end of e is closed. 
OI'N{c) denotes that the output end of с is opened. 
Ü/'JV(c') denotes that the input end of e is opened. 

Let he IM* a temporal variable (auxiliary) to record the communication history of channel с Initially 
he is the empty sequence, that is he =<C>. 

The formula he = < > Л П3х( PASS(e,x) Л ohc = kekx) Л (->PASS(c)/\ one - he) can be a 
definition of the history of c, denoted by DEF he. 

For a channel r the fairness means that a communication that is infinitely ready to happen eventually 
must happen. 

i,et Rity(r) = lNT(e)A INT[e*). So lldy(c) indicates that a communication over both ends of 
channel r is ready to happen. Fairness for channel r can then be specified as 
Pair{e) ~ -. oO(oÄrfjrtr)A ->PASS(c)). 

In our (mint of view an object for the outside world is a black box having some communication 
channels. An object can get some messages from other objects and send some messages to them. An 
object can change its stale when it sends or gets messages. So we must specify the events causing the 
changes of object states. The behaviour of an object to the outside is very important as well. The 
temporal logic seems to be very useful tool to describe the behaviour of an object to the outside world. 

2.2 Unbounded buffer - an example 

At first step a passive object, the unbounded buffer, is specified to introduce some notions. 

Object type HUPFKR 
Key attribute 

name : string 
channels: in', out 

M - {int} 
object : buffer: sequence of message 

buffer = < » ЛОЭ*(PASS[in.r) Л ->PASS(ont) Л obnffer = bufferkx) 
V{iPASS{in) Л PASS{oui) Л obuffer = tail(buffcr)) 
V(/M.S'.S*(Jn,x)A PASS{mit)r\obuffrr = lail(buffer)kx) 
V{obnffer = buffer) 

Events 
birth : ajirn 
update : НгрояН 

remove 
death : elose. 

Valuation 

Behaviour 

{ } nvrv {OPN[M)AOPN{out)A hin = < > Л honi = < > Л buffer = < > } 
{ } rime {CI,l){in')ACLD{mi)} 
{ / M 5 . V ( I H , / ) J Hepn*il{in,x) {ohin = hinkx) 
{PASS{oul)} re,vttwe{nvt,y) {ohowf. - hmitky} 
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safety 
D{PASS(aut,y) => buffer j i < > Л у = hcnd(buffer)) 

liveness 
(QlNTiin) => Do PASS(in))b(alNT(out') =>• a(buffer , i < > =» iM55(oitl))). 

fairness 
fetr(tn)A Fetr(ottl) 

Where the key attribute name maps each such buffer to the corresponding string (its name), the key 
attribute channels defines the communication channels for the outside. Finally the last key attribute 
object specifies the abstract object named buffer in this case. The variable buffer is a temporal variable 
and its contents can be defined by a temporal formula. The notation obuffer denotes the value of 
buffer at next momen*. The events part is further subdivided into three parts according to the three 
main event generators. The event generator birth names the action open, creating a new object with its 
channels and opening them. The event generator update names the actions updating the object. The 
event generator death names the action destroying the object and closing its channels. The valuation 
part of the specification defines the effect of event generators with their pre- and post-conditions. Note: 
the names deposit and remove arc private ones for the object. They are not function or procedure names 
as in the case of abstract data types [Koz82] and they ran not be called from outside of the object, as the 
object BUFFER communicates to the outside only through it* channels. The behaviour part is further 
subdivided into three parts. The safety part is a constraint, which вауз that the buffer object can send 
a message through its channel out only if the buffer is not empty. The liveness property specifies that 
if the user object wants to communicate with the buffer object, the communication eventually happens 
in the future (if the buffer is not empty in the case of remove using cannel out). This means that the 
buffer object is a passive object as the communication is always initiated by the user end of its channels. 
The fairness propety tells us that a communication that is infinitely ready to happen eventually must 
happen. 

2.3 Discussion 

In the above example a scheme is given to specify a passive object. A network of objects can be 
specified using communication channels therefore all objects are concurrent. An example of an active 
object specification is presented in [Koz90]. What about type inheritance? Every object can inherit its 
parents' channels using inherit key word. An object can use its inherited channels as its parents use or 
can redefine them. Brand new channels can be defined in an inherited object. 

Open questions are as follows: 
• Implementation of a specification must be studied as well together with the correctness proofs. 
- It is supposed in this model that the channels are synchronized. Further investigation is necessary if 
the channels are asynchronous [Agh86]. 
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Abstract 

PACVIS is a graphical display system for visualizing the behavior and performance of 
parallel programs on shared-memory multiporcessor architectures. The PACVI.S program 
receives as its input a profiling file that was generated during the run of a parallel PACLIB 
program. In interaction with the user, PACVIS visualizes these profiling data such that 
the user understands the dynamic behavior of the corresponding program and is able to 
improve its performance. 

1 Introduction 

Although the program can be used as a general visualizing tool, to date PACVIS has been 
used to analyse the behavior of programs written by the help of PACLIB. 

PACLIB is a library for parallel algebraic compulation on shared memory computers. It 
has been developed as a professional tool for the simple design and efficient implemen
tation of parallel algorithms in computer algebra and related scientific areas. РАСЫ В is 
a combination and extension of two public domain software packages: SACLIB and the 
/iSYSTEM. 

• SACLIB [1] is a library of С functions which supports all fundamental objects and 
methods of computer algebra: arbitrary precision interger and rational arithmetic, 
polynomial arithmetic, linear algebra, polynomial gcd and resultant computation, 
polynomial factorization, real root, calculation and algebraic number arithmetic. Se
veral powerful! problemsolvers have been also implemented in this library. 

• /ÍSYSTEM [2] is a library of С functions that supports concurrency on shared me
mory multiprocessors running under /ÍSYSTKM. The central concept is the task, a 
light weight parallel process. The /(SYSTEM kernel distributes tasks among virtual 
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processors which are implemented as /ISYSTEM processes and scheduled by the ope
rating system. On a multiprocessor, virtual processors are therefore executed by 
different hardware processors truly in parallel. The /ISYSTEM task management is 
very efficient and allows the utilization of rather fine-grained parallelism. 

The PACVIS program visualizes the run of а РАСЫ в program, but the information dis
played by PACVIS are enthely related to the concurrent or parallel behavior of a program 
and doesn't show information with direct algebraic meaning. So, to explain PACVIS we 
don't need a detailed insight into SACUB, the agebraic part of РАСЫВ. The ^SYSTEM, 
the concurrent part is explained in [2]. 
Based on the /ISYSTEM the РАСЫ В library established a functional model of parallelism: 
tasks launch other tasks which receives on its creations some arguments and return on their 
termination results. Synchronization is entirely based on the availability of task results. 
Tasks may be also prematurely terminated if their result is not required any more. The 
programming model is based on several functions with the following abstract syntax: 

• task - start(/tin, args); spawns a new task and returns the task handle. 

• result — v&it(task,tasks); This is the function to perform communication and 
synchronization. It returns the result of some of the tasks. The task is the handle 
of the task which delivers the result. 

• Btop(tasks); terminates the execution of the tasks and all subtasks created by these 
tasks. It is a tool to get rid of superfluous tasks. Because of the non-determinism 
it may happen that a task returns a result which indicates that the results of some 
other - still working - tasks are out of interest. 

During the execution of a PACLIB program a profile is written which contains the events 
in separate records. The events belong to the /ISYSTEM or Рлсыв actions which are 
explained in the next section. After the run, the PACVIS program displays the behavior 
of the execution by the help of the profile in a 'postmortem' way. 
There is two different technics to display the profile. The first uses a replaying or simu
lating technic, where the events are displayed one after the other automatically with a 
controllable speed. See for example ParaGraph [3]. 
The second uses the time axis to display the events of different time stamps. This lays out 
the events on a large sheet of paper and the user can scroll or zoom a window to show the 
events of interest. PACVIS uses the second technic, because it allows to the user to have a 
more detailed insight into the program execution. 

2 The Profiling Format 

The intent of this section to give a brief overview of the events what PACVIS can handle. 
The detailed file format can be found in the technica, report of PACVIS (RISC-KFKI 1994). 
The profiling file created during the execution consists of 20 bytes (5 words) records 
constructed as follows: 
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2 THE PROFILING FORMAT 

I p\™ I «I ft 1 / Т И П 

The first word contains in its more significant halfword the number of the processor ((0..P-
1]) that created the record, the less signficant halfword contains a marker m that describes 
the interpretation of the fields ft, fa and /3. I is a unsigned integer that denotes the time 
in ms when the record was created. 

The records created by a processor p are strictly ordered according to the time sequence. 
However, among processors records are not necessarily ordered according to the time 
sequence. 

The remaining fields / ь /2 , /3 are interpreted as follows according to the value of the 
marker m: 

• Init(O): This record is written (only) as the first record of the file on the start of 
the program. f\ is the number of processors ([1..P]). /2 is an unsigned integer that 
identifies the main task (i.e. the only task that has no parent task and therefore no 
corresponding Start record). /3 denotes the total number of list cells in the heap. 
РАС Vis sets up the basic tabellas, bufTersizes and scales based on this record. 

• Stari(l): This record is written if a task creates a another task. To avoid ambigui
ties PACVIS gives its own unique identifier to each task when it reads the profile: it 
is the number of the horizontal level where the task appears. Thus each horizontal 
level is uniquely dedicated to a task. 

• Wait(2): This record is written if a task is going to wait for the result of another 
task. The existence of a Wait record does not yet imply that the corresponding task 
i» already blocked. This fart is signalled by a succeeding Slice record. 

• Slice(3): This record is written if a task is descheduled from execution. A task may 
be descheduled either hecaii.se it waits for the result of another task (in this case, 
there are some preceding Wait rerords) or because its time slice has run out (and 
the task was put back into the ready queue). Due to the task switch administration 
there may be a gap between the execution of successive tasks on a processor. 

• Restilt(4): This record is written if a task is going to awake another task that has 
waited for its result. The receiving task is not yet, executed; this fact is actually 
signalled by a succeeding Slice record. 

• Terminnte(S): This record is written before a task is going to terminate it.» execu
tion. 

• Priority(e); This record is written if a task has changed its priority. 

• Stop(7); This, record is written if a task is slopping another task. 

• GC(8): This record is written if garbage collection has taken place. 

• Mark(9): This record is written if the user wants to mark a particular moment of 
the program. 
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3 VISUALIZATION 

• End(lO): This record is written only as tho last one signalling the time when the 
program terminated execution. At the termination of a program there may be still 
other tasks running. 

Л profiling file may contain ten thousands of records describing the behavior of hundreds 
of tasks. 

3 Visualization 

PACVIS uses the XII facilities and the OSF/Motif widget set for displaying the required 
information. ЛИ required default values and constants (colors, default sizes, button names 
etc.) can be customized via XII application resources. The most important features can 
be also selected by command line arguments. 

In the following we give a general description of the graphical design of the PACVIS program 
(see also the accompanying figures, Fig I. Fig 7.). 

PACVIS has several windows that display two-dimensional graphs where the horizontal 
axis is always the time axis: 

1. Behavior window: displays for all tasks the time slices during which the tasks 
were active and their dynamic relationship. 

2. P r o c e s s o r window: displays the utilization of the processors during the program 
run. 

3. Task window: displays the number of ready, active, blocked and all tasks during 
the program run. 

A. Memory window: displays the number of free heap cells and the allocation rate 
of cells during the program run. 

5. Profile window: displays the statistics of the selerted task. 

Heside this, PACVIS is equipped with a trace feature also, which uses the parent window 
((he consul) to display the records of the profile in the focus in a human readable format. 

The windows have similar pulldown menu structures, each window has at least the follo
wing elements: 

1. File: contains the open (load), save, print, quit functions. 

2. Display: lets the user to control several displaying features. / 

;{. Information: contains the toggle switches to show the required information. 

The windows arc equipped with an automatic: scaling system, if the user resizes a window 
an appropriate scaling steps and distance are choosen. 
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3 VISUALIZATION 

3.1 Behavior 

The Behavior window is the central window of the PACVIS tool and created on the startup 
of the program. Front this window, a now file can be loaded for visualization, the other 
windows ran be popped up and the program can be terminated. The window has the 
following general appearance: 

The behavior graph is a two-dimensional representation of the program. The horizontal 
axis represents the program time; the vertical axis represents the executed tasks. Each 
task is represented by a (possibly interrupted) horizontal line that shows the time daring 
which the task was executed by a processor. The number of tasks and the total program 
runtime arc displayed at the top of the window. 

Fig. 1. Behavior window: task lines are displayed. 

All tasklines have equal distance. Tasks are enumerated from bottom to top in a tree-wise 
fashion. The bottom line represents the main task. The next line represents the first 
subtask created by the main task. Then all subtasks created by this subtask are displayed 
in the same recursive way. Then the second subtask of the main task is displayed and all 
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3 VISUALIZATION 

of its- siihtasks and so on. 

All tasks with the same "creation distance" from the parent task arc display«) by lint« of 
the same thickness. The main task is represented by the thickest line; all siihtasks of the 
main task (first generation tasks) are somewhat thinner; all snbtasks of first Reneration 
tasks (second generation tasks) are again thinner and soon. 

Pulldown menu: On top of the window, there are several pulldown elements by which 
the IIS«T ran control the program, select the amount of displayed information and pop np 
addit innal windows. The submenus are the following: 

• Kile; 

- Open: opens and loads a new profiling file for visualization. 
- Save: saves the current setting and state of the program. 
- Print: generates №Т|лХ (or Postscript) picture of the current graph. 
- Exit: exits the program. 

• Display: 

- Full: (toggle button) returns from 7.00m mode to full task graph. 
- Grid: (toggle button) shows dashdot help lines along the tasks. 
- Trace: (toggle button) prints the the relevant profiling file resords on the 

consol. 

• Information: (all of the elements are toggle buttons) 

- Wait: displays the wait dependencies in the Behavior graph. 
- Result: displays the result dependencies in the Behavior graph. 
- Stop: displays the stop graph. 
- Mark: displays the user marks in the Behavior graph. 
- Garbage: displays garbage collections in the Behavior graph. 
- Priority: displays the task priorities with small triangles. 
- Start: displays the start task dependencies in the Behavior graph. 

• Windows: 

- Processors: pops up the P/ocessors window. 
- Tasks: pops up the Tasks window. 
- Memory: pops up the Memory window. 
- Profile: pops up the Profile window. 

• Help: 

- On Pacvis: pops tip a scrollable text window containing the help text. 
- About: pops up a window containing version info of PACVIS. 
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3 VISUALIZATION 

Fig. 3. Behavior window; zoomed area, tank lines, watt and result arrow* are displayed. 

Zoomingi Moving the mouse pointer within the graph lets the user zoom (i.e. enlargen) 
rectangular subsections of the graph; by the button Full, the full graph is displayed again. 

Serollbers: The horizontal and the vertical axis are represented by scrollbar areas (on 
the bottom and the right of the graph, respectively). 

Scrolling: If the user has zoomed a certain section of the graph, the user may scroll 
through the whole graph using the scrollbars. 

By default, only the task lines are displayed. However, some additional amount of infor
mation can be selected: 

• By the button Wait, the wait dependencies between tasks are additionally displayed 
by (e.g. red) arrows between waiting tasks and the tasks waited for. 

• By the button Result, the result delivery between tasks are additionally displayed 
by (e.g. green) arrows between tasks that deliver and tasks that receive results. 
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3 VISUALIZATION 

• By the button Stop, the stopping of tasks is displayed by (e.g. orange) arrows 
between stopping tasks and tasks being stopped. 

• By the button Garbage, garbage collection times are displayed by (e.g. black) ver
tical bars that show the triggering time, the start time and the end time of garbage 
collertion. 

• By the button Mark, the time marks created by the user are shown by (e.g. blue) 
vertical lines in the graph. At the top of the lines printed the relevant mark number. 

• By the button Priority, Priority events are represented by small triangles, which 
arc positioned on the time/task coordinates according the priority events. 

• By the button Start, the creation events of tasks is displayed. 

All these layers of information can be independently switched on and off and arbitrarily 
combined by the help of the Information pulldown pane. 

3.2 Processors 

The window displays a two-dimensional graph. The horizontal axis represents the time 
and the vertical axis represents the number of tasks that are executed at each moment 
(which equals the number of executing processors). The average utilization is computed 
and displayed at the top of the window as well as the total program run time. 

3.3 Tasks 

The window displays a two-dimensional graph. The horizontal axis represents the time. 
The interpretation of the vertical axis depends on which buttons are selected at the Info-
mation pulldown pane: 
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Fig. 4. Task window: all tasks and active tasks are displayed. 

• All: Number of all tasks (this is the number of tasks that are under creation or are 
created but not yet terminated). 

• Active: Number of alive tasks (this is the number of tasks that are r.rcated but not 
yet terminated). 

• Ready: Number of ready tasks (this is the number of tasks that are ready for 
execution or actually executed). 

• Blocked: Number of blocked tasks (this is the number of tasks that are blocked on 
a wait operation). 
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3 VISUALIZATION 

The total number of alive tasks is the number of ready tasks plus the number of blocked 
tasks. Selecting more than one button lets the different graphs be superposed on the 
display. The average number of alive tasks, of ready tasks and of blocked tasks are 
computed and displayed at the top of the window as well as the total program run time. 

3.4 Memory 

A window displays a two-dimensional graph. The horizontal axis represents the time. The 
interpretation of the vertical axis depends on which buttons are selected at the Information 
pulldown pane: 

Fig. 6. Memory window: free cells and allocation rate arc displayed. 

• Cells: the number of free heap cells. 

• Rate: the cell allocation rate per lime unit. 

Selecting more than one button lets the graph be superposed on the display. Garbage 
collection times are displayed by vertical lines and stipple in the graph denoting the start 
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4 TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS 

and the end of garbage rollertion. The average number of free heap cells and the average 
cell allocation rate are computed and displayed at the top of the graph as well as the total 
heap size, the number of garbage collections, the total garbage collection time, the total 
execution time and the ratio between garbage collection time and execution time. 

4 Technical Requirements 

• Hardware and Operating System: PACVIS runs on the Sequent Symmetry in 
Ilagenberg under the version 1.3.1 of the operating system Dynix/ptx (Unix V.3). 
However, it is written as |tortable as possible and ran in principle run on any Unix 
workstation. Until today we successfully installed on Silicon Graphics, Apollo, Dec-
Station, IBM PC (SCO). 

• Programming Language: PACVIS is entirely written in portable ANSI С such 
that it ran be compiled with the CiNU С Compiler version 2.0 or newer. 

• Graphic-1 Interface: PACVIS uses the X Windows graphical interface XIIR5 (or 
XIIR4) and OSF/Motif I.I (or higher) for displaying its results on a screen. The 
program can be used on monochrome displays as well as on color displays. 

• Printing Interface: PACVIS is able to generate files that contain the results dis
played on the screen in 1*'Г|лХ picture format (that tan be included in standard I^TJTX 
documents). In a further version, this feature will be extended to Postscript format 
(that can be printed on Postscript printers). 
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Cellular automaton simulation based on ASP 

GVza Odor * 
Hi sum It Institute far hint* rials Srirnrr., I'OH 0, II-1525 Hwlufust, Нппунгу 

(February Xi. НИМ) 

Ahstrnrt. 

Tli«' »|1|>Гнatit»n of ASP for simulation in statistiral physiis is discussed. 
The present lest in.ii bin*-: ASTRA is ap|>lirabte for simulating systems with 
4Hi|>l>- variables like ulliil.ir automata. Implementation of a random num
ber ^'iHTatur is iii'ifssiiry for storliastir models. Preliminary results for one 
anil two dimensional ri'llitlar automaton systems anil raniloin generators an* 
presented. 

I. CELLULAR AUTOMATA 

Cellular automaton ( ( 'A) models an* increasingly used in simulation of complex systems 
in physirs (example phase transition phenomena [I], fluid ilynainirs [2], driven diffusive 
systems [;{), saudpiles [•!}) in rhemistry [•r»|, in biology (example epidemiology , r a i r of popu
lations, Миши spreading [li]) anil in computet srieiue [I]. They an- used to model complex 
noti equilibrium systems of otlirr branches of science loo. For example, tin* dynamics of 
traffic flow, forrsl I ires or economical systems can also br studied »villi ('A (7). In s w w of 
these systems tin- CA inodrls provide only «мине general »pialitative fraturrs of t h r sy.strni 
while in other rases useful iptautilativc infonuatioii can he obtained. Computer simulations, 
especially IHI massively parallel machines gave a new impetus to investigate the complex be
haviors exhibited by the eollertive motion of simple CA variablen. T h e rule, which governs 
the evolution of the system usually local and simple, still the diversity of phenomena that 
ran hi- observed is very rich. 

Cellular au tomata »reclassified pheuoincnologirally according to the steady s ta te towards 
the system evolves in the infinite t ime limit. Titer are four classes defined by [I]. 

• ( 'lass I : convergence to a simple fixed |n>int 

• Class 2 : convergence to limit cycle 

• ('lass 'Л : chaotic evolution to a strange at tractor 

• Class | : complex localized or propagating structures 

It is the Class 1 hehavior, that motivated von Neumann originally to invent CA. Class 4 
(JA may show self reproductive structures modeling simple living organisms built up from 

* mippnrtod by Hungarian research fund i)TKA-.'J271 
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w r y simple, deterministi«- i ni ts (see example (Jatiw of l i fe). Als«» Class I (!A tno«!e|s are 
shown to In- equivalent I.«» certain general problem solving mod«-Is «»f computer s« ien«e (s«4-
example Tin inj ; Ma« h i m ) . ('lass : { ( *A ran gtiimrate fractal patterns ami behave as if random 
lioise were a«ld««l t«> tin* evolut ion. Th is tcature is use«! to generate рм>и<1»гап«1ош numbers 
«ni d ig i ta l computers. In fa« t all pscmloramloin i m m l x r g«-iterator is а С Л . Following this 
short in t roduct ion let ns define ( ' Л . 

( ' Л is a discrete dynamical system, «lelincd on i i-dimcnsional latt ice Zn, w i th integer site 
variabiles .s, о Л' ami w i th a common transi t ion nil«' lor all ind iv idual sites /: 

M'+O = /(*.-»(-) .s+r(0)-
The rule is usually local i.e. t in- range r is small . Tin» rub* can he either determinist ic 

«л stochastic. The / - • - » / + I updat ing i n n danism ran he synchronous or .se«piential. 
( 'A as a stat ist ical physical system has no l lami l to i i ian ami par t i t i on funct ion in general, 

;«> i|, is a iioti-c<|iii l i l>iii im system. It may exhibi t continuous (second order) or discontinuous 
(lii.-i. on 'e i ) phase transit ions. A sto« hastic CA may exhibit phase t ransi t ion even in one-
fÍMiHiisit.>i nnl ike «*<ptilihrium stat ist ical physics systems [ I ] . Universal i ty «lasses for cr i t ical 
:;'.ni-«'i|HÍIi? ' '.um systems arc far less ninli ' i 'stooil than for «-«piililuhiin systems. T l ic rc exist a 
hypir'hesis, that models w i th a scalar onlei--parameter ami short-range interact ion exhibi t 
ing "niitnti iotis t ransi t ion l<» an absorbing state l ic loi ig to the universal i ty class of directed 
;>«>r« olat ion ( l ) l ' ) or Ifeggeon field theory (sj. 

II. ASTRA FOR SIMULA H O N 

'»i '.his section I shall discuss the possibil i ty of appli i-atioi i of the present ASP prototype, 
the / \STRA machine for other purposes than it was d«-sigm-d original ly. Some general 
features apply for later ASI* archite« tures as w i l l . 

ASP as a bui ld ing block of mas:.'ve|y parallel processing iiiachines has been designed 
f«»l image processing relateil problems. It is meant to he a fast S I M I ) tool w i th relatively 
small memory / processor ( t i l hits) la t io . This feature draws t in* at tent ion to the simulat ion 
of systems with simple variables mapping one (or few) variable on one processing «•lement 
(ЛРК). 

The arithnieti« uni t of an A P K is a one hi t ai l i ler, hut any other logical funct ion «an he 
real i /ed very easily ami w i th in a few prixessing cycle. Integer ar i thmet ics can Im bui l t ( f rom 
exist ing procedure l ihrary) but presuiuahly l loating point ar i thmetics is not very cll'ectivc. 

This shows that possible appl icat ion in stat ist ical physi« s is l im i ted to s imulat ion «>f 
micro-canonical systems or ( 'A . K ip i i l ihr iu iu systems simulated by canonical a lgor i thm would 
l 'ff| i i irc exponential funct ion calculation on each A I ' K . Series expansion generation is rather 
memory space ami t ime consuming. Solving I 'DK w i th vii«I tuet lmi l ami simple integer 
ar i thmetics seems feasible on A S I ' too. 

Il l stalisti« al physi«-.-. our is usually interested in stochastic models. This requires a fast 
on -processor random number generator. As I meiitiou«-«! in the in t roduct ion pseiuloian-
«l«»m munlier generators ar«' just ('lass .'{ cellular automata. T h e op t ima l (speeil, space ami 
randomness) a lgor i thm for ASP is a crucial «pu-stuui to be solved for elfecl.ive simulat ion 
ott ASP. In the last section I shall show some prel iminary steps ami results achieved in this 
direct ion up to now. In the next section I give a short .summary of pseudorandom generators. 
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I h r |»iiM'iit A S T I I A mai h im-may have 'ДI ... max imum II» К processors. Th is means | ( i . 
Л2 ... max imum ГЛХ K B y t e memory. This l imi ts t in- size of problem Ihat ran h r investigated 
w i l h A S T I t A . I'or svstrms <>| иии г variables than i h r number o f A l ' l v s mul t ip le loading, 
ami par t ia l ly serial a lgor i thms « an h r developed. Th is is possihie w i th in t h r uhnvr i i i rmorv 
si/.r l imi tat ions only. 

Initially t h r p io r rss ing speed / Input --Output s p r n l of I h r A S T K A mai l i i n r suggi-sts that 
Ih is piol.nlyp»' may l»r more applicable for s imulat ion than for real on-lint- image prorr.ssin^. 

III. RANDOM tiENKRATOKS 

Thru- an I h i e r main l yp rs of random generators usn l i n digi tal computers. 

I. I ä l i ra l < 'o l lgr t l rn l ia l ' .Г; (ilJi ., \ «) rum/ t!*, 

where i h r length of I h r i i i i in l t r r is b - XI.M..., a is th r mul t ip l ier prr-srlr« t r d 
l»y r x p r r i m r i i l (it : Hi.N70,l»'MH»0 ...) ami •• II or n. 

J. I.aggnl l i h o i i a n i : r, ( i , / | i , ( | r) mini .?', 

whnr Ihr lags art- in pra. Iirr (/./.) : (17,Г>): (V./.M): (21. 10) ..., ami Ни- гапу 
«• routes Irol l l a previous gel|e| at ioll slep. 

4. Mixed ( ienera lo is ; allV l l l i x l u r r ol i h r •tl iovr »n i r ra lo rs . 

• í r r i r ralui i ' , " r o o d " random uuu ihns is nol .»u rasy task, ou r c m nrver h r surr of I h r 
l i n e randomness of a very Ion» sr i j i iem •»• ami as d ig i ta l i n inpu l r rs havr h r r n d r v r l o p r d n ior r 
ami titole le l te la to ls faifeil on 11 lore ami I l lo i r demanding s t . i l l s t i i . i l tests (i)j. In far t t h r 
f l o w i n g n i i i i ih r r of s r in i l i l i e papers ami disputes a iming t o increase th r «pialiiy of ramlom 
•'/ i terators shows that i* is lar f rom heil ig solved. 

fJ r i i r ra l l y i otn',1'»enlial t 'ei i rralors havr relatively short ("_''') r y c l r length d r l r r m i u r d by 
I» only, Fibonacci generators have much larger cycles, hut the ro r r r l a t i ou among I h r hits 
is stroll-gel. Considering A S I ' lo generate random m i l l l l n i s one t a l l see that KiliOliari Í 
generators lit much hel ler l o i t , hcrai lsr i h r s i inpl r r a! i l l i ine l i i s i i i vo lvn l . 

In conclusion test ing, developing ami opt imiz ing psci i i loniudoi i i number generators on 
AS I If A machine may result impor t .ml rrsults for computer s» jener . 

I V . D Y N A M I C A L M O N T H C A R L O S I M U L A T I O N 

In this section I show an appl icat ion in inni r ip i i l i h r i i nu .statistical physics wlirr ir , accord
ing to my Uiiowleili 'e t h r A S I ' could he applied w i l h success, result ing impor tan t s imulat ion 
fa i l s that lia:- s i ient i l i i interest. 

As I po in l r i l out in sei l ion ( I I ) . the memory si/.r l imi tat ions a i r «pule strong, ru l ing out 
a lot of appl icat ion. ( 'A w i th simple varialdes seems lo /it in t.lirsr strict, l imi ts . A max imum 
size of /, CHHIIIU of onr i l imr i is io i ia l or /, .'Kill of two «liineiisioiial stochastic CA could 
IK- simulated w i t h i n a IK machine. However, if I h r variahles havr more s ta i rs than two, t h r 
max imum si/e is shrunk f u r t h r r In-low. l o r large lat t ice sizes mul t ip le loading and par t ia l ly 
serial execution is iircr.ssa.ry lo achi rvr t h r ahovr goals (Note however, that mul t ip le loading 
for </ - I dimensional systems reduces the communicat ion overhead). 
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Tin* above mention*'«! os te in size figures fall already in the range of s< ientili» interest in 
many rases. The size necessary to get reasonable results is «letermine«! by the correlation 
length of the system investigated. Unfortunately we know that for the important rases 
of critical phenomena this length goes to infinity in tin« vicinity of phase transition point. 
Simulating on smaller lattices introduces strong finite size ejects . 

An other fact to he faced with is that simulating oil medium lattice sizes can be done 
ой any modem computer with much less programming effort. One possible area, where 
ASTKA (ASP) can heat any computer in the Held (even supercomputers) is the dynamical 
Monte Carlo simulation. 

The dynamical Monte Carlo simulation aims to obtain sealing exponent «lata «>f critical 
transitions. As it was mentioned in section (I), universality is an uii«'xph>r«'d area of n«m-
eiiuilihrinin phase transitions. It has a great importance, because one «'Xpe«t.s that second 
onler phase transitions are determined by symmetries and the dinu-nsion «if the systems 
«nily - like in Mi»' case of «'«piilibrium systems. Models simuld be arrange«! within tln'se 
universality «lass«-s, which are rhara«teriz«'«l by scaling exponimts like quantum numbers 
in atomic physics. 

The «lynamical Monte Carlo simulation assumes that «-«írtain «pianlities exhibit scaling 
behavior around the critical point. If we start to «'volv«- the system fr«>m a simple *1чч| on 
the renter «if the lattice the survival probability : 

/'(<) « / - A , 

the average number of «»crnpied sites : 

w(i) (X /", 

an«! the average mean-square distance «>f spreading from the c«'iiter «>f the lattir«* : 

Hl(l) a Is 

dfveliip ar«'ordiug t«> dynamical scalifig exponents <\//,~. The measurement «if these expo
nents reveals the universality «lasses «»f the critical transitions (see Figure I ami 2). 

Each simtdation run starting from a simple seed has a maximal duration of 1000 time 
steps [10] that allows the «letenniitatioii «if tin* «'Xp«ui«*nts. This implies, that the lattice size 
iloes not have to b«- very large (I, = 2000...S000 f«ir oni'-«liniensi«inal r ~ \..A ('A), b«'cause 
th«'ocrupie«! c«'ll spa««- incr«'ases with tin« time steps linearly. T«i get good statistical averag«'s 
for the measured «piaiititirs this see«l growing simulation ryrle must be wpeated about 10' 
\,\mi>. As we «an we finil«' síz«- elferts are eliniiiiated from this simulation, Wr.ause we stop 
the run before tin- growing system size «-«mid reach th«' limits «if the computer memory. The 
large nuinlxT of iteration on relatiwly small data set necessary to get good statistical 
estimators matches to the advantages of the massively parallel ASH machine. 

V. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 

OiH'-dimensional deterministic cellular automata of Knie 1H and Rule 54 have Irnen im-
pleitwnted on a 2K machin«- with periodic boundary conditions. These ar»* Class 3 automata. 
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Tht* extinction process of thein is explornl by [I I] re«cntly. With on«- сеИ/АРЕ algorithm 
2 x \i\~'J cell npilaU'/stT spec«! has l>«vn aclm-ve«! (see PiKiirt* 2). 

Two-iliinciisioiial rh'teriiiiiiistir (!Л, iim<leling family growing [12] «»f L = 25G size is 
implemented on a 2К iiiarhint*. Ky mapping the two-dimensional cellular space on the ASP 
.string Midi that 32 consecutive «ells of roliinins are placed within Ш hits of «lata registers of 
APE-s, I.К x If) -" «'ell update/sec speed has 1»«ч*п arhieve«l. The smaller np«late time than 
that «if the onc-«limensi«inal (!A algorithm arises from the smaller < onimii/ii« ation overhea«!. 

I.agge«! Fihonat'i'i generator of / = Г>, к — 17,/» = 1И is un«ler testing tin a 4K machine. 
This random numher generator is currently Wing use«! on the ('onu«'«tion Machine (fastrug). 
The ran« loin iiumln-is are generateil l>it-sli<-«'<| along the ASP string with 4t>ok аЬ«*а«1 carry' 
aihlition algorithm. The approximate time lor generating one IS hit ram lom number is : 
70 x ИГ'* s«-c. 
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FIGURES 
FUJ. I. Log log plot of th<> survival probability (upper panel), I lie average number of occupied 

sites (middle panel) and the average mean stpiare distance of spreading (lower panel) 

Fit J. 2. Local slopes -Л(<) (tipper panel), rj(r) (middle panel) and z(t) (lower panel) for the 
curves of Fig. I. 

FHJ. :i. Time evolution of 250 sites of the Ride IS (upper panel) and Rule 54 CA (lower 
panel) for 2.rrf» time steps generated on ASP. The definition of rules ran he found in [I]. For 
Rule IS deferts of the pattern show deterministic diffusion behavior, while for Rule .VI different 
particle-like structures appear, exhibiting complex interactions. 
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мжея OF пне steps t 

1000 

FIG. I. Log-tog plot of the survival probability (upper panel), 
the average number of occupied sites (middle panel), and the 
average mean-square distance of spreading (lower panel). Each 
panel contain four curves with, from bottom to lop, p ~0.7208, 
0.7212,0.7216, md 0.7220. 

FIO. 2. Local »lopes -tU) (upper panel), <j('» '"" , j . 
pinel). and t(t) (lower panel), as defined in Eq. (v •"'" 
for the curves in Fig. I. 
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. 1. Introduction 

Prolog programs can be executed on parallel computers by exploiting inherently available 
OR- and AND parallelism. A number of approaches have been proposed to implement Prolog 
on shared 111, |2 | . | 3 | and distributed memory parallel computers |4|. In Ihc present paper a 
Transputer based parallel Prolog machine called I/XiFI JOW-2 is described. 

Our research is concentrating on a data driven model in which Prolog programs are 
compiled into a dataflow graph (I)SG) that reflects the structure of the Prolog database. 
Nodes of Ihc graph represent basic operations of a Prolog interpreter like unification, body 
goal invokation, nondctcrministic selection of alternative clauses in a predicate and so on. 
Tokens of the model convey variable substitutions on the arcs of the graph. The main features 
of our parallel Prolog system arc as follows: 

' I) An all-solution Prolog system. 
(2) Both OK- and pipeline AND parallelism can be exploited. 
(3) The granularity of nodes in the DS(i can be tailored for different applications. 
(4) Coarse-grain nodes of the DSC» arc executed by the Warren Abstract Machine. 
(5) Fine-grain ninles of the DS(i are specialized for supporting logic programming. 
(6) Parallel execution of nodes in the DSfi are conlrolcd by a generalized data driven 

semantics. 
(7) A two layer parallel computer called I .(XiFI .OW-2 supports both con.:«;- grain 

sequential WAM | 5 | execution and fine-grain data driven parallel execution. 
(8) Mapping of the DSCi into I/XiFI„OW-2 is based on a neighborhood-oriented 

sialic or dynamic mapping scheme. 
(9) A graphical environment works as a user friendly program developing system for 

IXKIILOW-2. 

2. Highly Parallel Data Driven Kiecution of Prolog 

An execution model called l^ogicflow Model for implementing Prolog programs on 
distributed memory architectures lias been developed |Kais°4|. Based on die logicflow model 
Prolog programs arc transformed into a Dataflow Search Ornph (DSG) and compiled for the 
Distributed Data Driven Prolog Abstract Machine (3DPAM). The main features of the 
logicflow model and the 3DPAM arc given in Ibis section, however, Ihc interested reader 
should consult |6 | for their detailed description. 

Forexiuiiple, consider a piece of Prolog program and an initial query (goal): 

* The current paper is putt of ihc project lilHI "Highly Parallel fmpfcmcnlalnm of Prolog on Difflribiilcd 
Memory Computers" supported hv Ihc National Siicnlilic Research Foundation (Hungury) under Ihc Grant 
Number T4045. 
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a(g(X,Y)r f ( Y , l ) . Z ) : - b ( Z , U ) , c ( X , U ) . 
b ( 6 , b l ) . c ( c l , b l ) . 
b ( 5 , b 2 ) . c ( c l l , b l ) . 
Ь ( 6 , Ь З ) . C ( c 3 , b 3 ) . 
? - a ( g ( S , 5 ) , T , 6 ) . 

This Prolog database defines a Dataflow Search Graph depicted in Figure I. Noiles Ы the 
graph arc chosen from the basic symbol set shown in Figure 2. 

M.UM» 
(ill.Mrl)) 

kl.h.bl) Atr.».ft.Mi 

( (XAM) 

(•:.\.í..l'>.*íi.ll>)Y ötX.f»M> 
<-X.f..b.»>.<X.W>) 

(<Х.Й.Ы>.<.\>1>) 

М.Л.М) 
it 11,f..Ы) 

Iv.í.ft.M) 

in SI'I» 

wbrtc 
nrpsa •- |р|ХЛ').ИЛ 
env (ХУЛ» 
Btp\l> </.!> 
»rjr«* - (X.t'l 

srec 

.1)/) 

I M I 

Figure I. DSG and Tokens of the example program 

The model works in a highly parallel and distributed way. Tokens arc passed between 
adjacent nodes of the graph along the edges. Nodes are acti vated by an incoming token and as 
a response Ihcy produce one or more other tokens on their output arcs. Tokens carry 
information from one node to the other. The following token types яге used in the DSG: 

1. request token: 
2. reply tokens: 
3. request/reply token: 

DO (<cnv>,<args>) 
SUCC (<cnv>), FAIL 
SUB (<cnv>). 

The compulation is based on the concept of token streams. In reply to a request token each 
noilc will produce a token stream consisting of cither N consecutive SUCC tokens or N 
consecutive SUB tokens ended by one terminating FAIL token. The DSG of a Prolog 
program works as a pipeline. After sending a request token to a subpart off the DSG. a second 
one can immediately be sent again without wailing for the result lokcn stream of the first one. 
Token streams belonging to different request tokens arc distinguished by context fields. As a 
reply for a request token the DSG of a Prolog program will send back all possible responses 
packed in a lokcn stream. SUB or SUCC tokens in the stream represent proper solutions. 
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Figure 2. Graphical notation of nodes 

2.1. OR Node and OR Parallelism 

The OR node is the source of OR-parallelism in the DSG. It works by copying the incoming 
DO token on both request .out arcs. This way two new IX) tokens are generated and, as a 
resell, two subparts of the Dataflow Search Graph wil l work in parallel. The reply token 
streams arriving back from the activated subparts arc merged into one token stream by the OR 
node (see Figure 3). 

§T& & 

Figure 3. The work of OR node 

2.2. Pipeline Parallelism 

Each goalj o f a clause body can generate more than one solutions for a given SUB token 
and these solutions arc transported to the next goalj+| of the body. After goalj+i is activated 
by the first solution derived from goalj. the two goals can work in parallel: goalj+ j is working 
on the first possible solution, while goalj is working on the second possible solution. Goals 
o f a body arc organized in a pipeline. The input of the pipeline is the rcquc.sl.out arc of the 
UNIFY notk representing the clause head, while the output of the pipeline is the rcply.in arc 
of the UNIFY node. The elements of the pipeline arc the AND nodes of the UNIFY/AND 
ring (or clause ring). Partial solutions arc forwarded from ANDi to ANDj+ | and assuming 
that they are mapped onto distinct f'lis, they can work in parallel on different partial solutions 
of a query (DO token). This kind of parallelism is called pipeline AND-parallelism and should 
be clearly distinguished from independent and dependent AND-parallclisms where goals of 
the body can work in parallel on the some solution of a query. 

2 J. Distributed Data Driven Prolog Abstract Machine (.ЮРАМ) 

Based on the logicflow execution model a low level abstract machine called Distributed 
Data Driven Prolog Abstract Machine (3DPAM) has been developed. The 3DPAM instruction 
set can be classified into five classes: 

1. GET instructions 
2. UNIFY instructions 
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3 I'I IГ instructions 
4. WKITI i inst ruct ions 
S P R ( X I - | M ) R A I . instructions 

The Ч|)РЛМ inst ruction set shows many similarities wi th the W A M iiistructioti set. Tin* first 
lour classes of inslrt i i l ions arc closely related wi th the cnrrespomlin» W A M instructions 
Ch««tifli sonic modif ications and extensions are appl ied. However, The PROCEDURAL 
instruction set is entirely different í rom the corresponding one of the W A M since these 
instructions realize the dala driven execution scheine of the , 4 )PAM. The detailed description 
and explanation o| the .<DPAM can l>c found in | n | . 

X The S f n t r l t i r e «Г M M J I l , ( ) \V -2 

In order to improve Ihr performance of distributed memory multicompnlers llie processin» 
and communication capabilities of processors should he separated and executed in parallel. 
This separation of the two functions results in a two layer structure- where each 1*1! contains a 
calculation processor and a communicat ion processor. The connection of communication 
processors realizes the interconnection 1о|*>|о»у of the distributed mnll icompuler. ( 'adulat ion 
processors arc not able to directly comnnmii ale to each other. They arc connected only to their 
dedicated communication processor which is responsible to send and receive messages for the 
calculation processor. This function separation and distribution is reflected in the concept of 
the Т'ЯМОsystem where the (*HM lot i l in» processors arc responsible for огцагн/.in» inter PI* 
communication for the Т'НЩЩ) Transputers. 

Similar ly l . ( X i H , ( ) W - 2 is a two layer distributed memory multicomputer specialized for 
execution of logic programs. It has two layers: 

1. Sequential Prolo» Processor (SPP) layer 
2. Inlell i»e»l I o»ic network I I I ,N) I ayer 

A Prolog program is a collection o f sequential modules which can he executed i» parallel 
based on the OK parallel and A N D parallel principles.The first layer of LOUI I OW 2 »SPP» 
is a collection of sequential Prolo» processors, l a c h of them is a War re» Abstract Machine 
( W A M ) |WnrrS. l | to be used for eff ic ient ly executing sctpicnlial Prolo» modules. These 
W A M processors perform coarse «rain lo»ic programming computations independently of 
each olher. 

M i * I M I \ I 
i n » i 4 - . . . | : | . . . | 

*£) — I M I..I V I I I •ill ' 
• I IWi ".'H 

I (»lire 4. The architecture of I ( И il I .OW 2 

It is the task of the second layer ( I I .N) to organize the work of these W A M processors inlo a 
c»»hcrenl parallel Prolo» system. I L N provides an i i i lcl l igcnl conumiuicnlion layer specialized 
Tor connect in» and organizing.the werk of the W A M processors according to (he OK parallel 
and A N D parallel principles. Processors of (he U N laser work in a dala driven way based on 
I he Dataflow Search ( i r ap lHDSG/o l logic programs. Asa mailer of fact the DS( i is m;ippcd 
into this processor layer and applying I he generalized dataflow f i r ing rule of the |o»icflow 
model, nodes of ihr DSO perform logic and control funciions. l o r example U N I I Y and 
UNIT nodes of the DSO execute unif icat ion, the basic opeialioiis of logic programs, whi le 
OR and A N D nodes control f Ж and AND-paral lel ism respeclively. In this way I I ,N rc i l i /es 
no! only a simple communication layer but an inlcll igcnl logic це1и od. which is able to control 
parallel activities in the whole machine based on logic programming principles. 

Both layers of I .O í íH .OW 2 arc realized by Transputers, the actual machine to be used for 
I he experimental implementat ion is a PC connected H> transputer system w i th TK05 
Transputers and I Mbyte memory per Transputer modules. 
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A / . Sc<!itrntitilProlin; Рпчг\\пг (SPPlhi\vr 

The MM' htycr consists of Iranspiilrrs which can not communicate to c:ich other. Kach PK 
(Proees «in» Klemen!) оГ SPP is connected to one I ' l l of the other laver ( I I N ) . The connection 
topology of the two layers is shown in Kignre 4. The РКл of SPP serve for executing the 
inherently sequential Prolog subprograms represented by SKQ nodes in the l>S( i . Their local 
memory contains a complete Warren Abstract Machine which is the most effective sequential 
Prolog machine so far. i igurc .*» shows the prtness structure of transputers in the SPP layer. 
Here the main process contains a complete W A M interpreter work ing on the usual Prolog 
Stack. Heap and Trail data structures. The only extra feature o f this interpreter is that 
whenever a solution is found for a »oal o f the ('mal Queue. Ihc interpreter simulates a failure 
and backtracks unti l all possible solutions have been generated. A l l of these solutions art-
placed into the Result Queue. The Input and Output Transformer processes realize the 
interface l>ctwccii the W A M and the parallel 3 D P A M interpreter by transforming tokens into 
W A M goal format ami results of the W A M into token formats. 

Mart Пглр 

»null.»*»»1 

I I .HI 

Гч1ЙМ.*И1|Г 

I ink fmni II \' I .ml hi II V 

Kigurc 5. Process structure o f Transputers in the SPP layer 

.12. Intelligent l.<n'h- S'l'lwark (If \) hi\rr 

The Transputers of this layer are connected to three adjacent transputers of the same layer 
and to one Transputer of tlie SPP layer. The connection topology of Transputers in litis layer 
is based on the observation that the main components of the l>S(» are rings representing Ihc 
clauses of Prolog. In I he l )S( i the clause rings are connected by OR trees. The basic building 
block o f the topology in the II .N layer is a -I-Transputer ring. The system can be expanded by 
connecting four rings together according to the fol lowing rules: 

I. ( 'oiinecl I he edge Transputers in a ring. 
2 Connect diagonally the innermost Transputers. 

The new building block contains lo Transputers. Ну applying Ihc rules given above to four 
I f rT rnnsputc rb lmksa iV l Transputer block is composed and so on. The first three building 
blocks arc shown in r igure 6. Notice that I he corner Transputers use only 2 l inks, henc • their 
third l ink can he used to connect diagonal corner Transputers. 

As it was shown in Ihc previous section a Prolog program is lansformed in lo a Dataflow 
Search (»raph (DS( i ) and this DS( i is distributed among ihc PI is of KOÍ íKKOW 2 at compile 
l ime. A dynamic mapping scheme is described in | п | . Л Distributed Dala Driven Prolog (3DP) 
engine is placed on each PK of KOGI KOW-2. The 3DP engine mi l i tates Ihc dala driven 
execution o f ihe Dataflow Search f i rapl i allocated on the given PH. The general structure o f 
ihc 3 D P A M on each PK is shown in f igure 7. 

Unl ike functional dala f low machines, a remarkable feature of Ihc Jogicflow model is thai 
any single token is always enough to make a node fire. As a consequence. Ihe matching store 
of general purpose dataflow machines can be omitted in I ,OTJKI .OW-2 resulting: in a very fast 
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Figure 6. Transputer building Mocks 

ami efficient selection of firnMc nodes. The available tokens nrc stored in Ihc Local Token 
Queue (LTQ) and, therefore, the 3DP engine takes a token from Ihc LTQ whenever it runs on! 
of work. The fetched token points Ihc address of Ihc code of the dataflow node whose input 
ntc contains the fetched token. The 3DP engine starts the execution of the node code from thai 
address. As a result of executing a node function one of the following situations occurs: 

Ы The operator docs not produce any output token. In this case after finishing Ihc execution 
of the node function the 3DP engine runs out of work and hence searches for another token in 
Ihc IxxralToken Queue. 
' b/The firing node produces exactly one token. The 3DP engine continues Ihc emulation of 
the DSG by using the currently generated token. 

c/The activated node produces more than one tokens. In this case one token is kept by the 
3I)P engine for continuing its work (Depth birst Optimization), meanwhile Ihc other newly 
generated tokens arc placed either into the LTQ or in the Remote Token Queue (RTQ) 
depending on the mapping of the target nodes. 
' If Ihc LTQ is empty when the 3DP engine is searching for a token, the 3DP engine is 

suspended until a token arrives from another PK of IJXiFLOW-2. The Input Token Manager 
and Output Token Manager processes are responsible for delivering inter -PK tokens from a 
RTQ lo the LTQ of Ihc target PH. After placing a token lo the empty LTQ Ihc Input Token 
Malinger invokes the suspended 3DP engine that is now aMc to fetch a new token. 

For starling a Prolog program on IIX1FLOW-2, every 3DP engine searches for a token in 
its LTQ. However except for Ihc ROOT all 3DP engines arc suspended since only Ihc 
ROOT» LTQ contains a IX) token representing Ihc initial micry. The КСХТГ engine processes 
the initial DOfadtcn and sooner or later generates remote tokens according to the mapping of 
the DSG. The 3DP engines on Ihc other PEs arc gradually invoked as more and more inlcr-PE 
tokens arc moving in Ihc DSG. 

Conclusions 

The LOGFI-OW project well demonstrates Ihc applicability of Transputers in designing highly 
parallel logic programming machines. However, for large application programs Ihe need for 
virtual memory can be foreseen. LOGFLOW-2 is a Transputer based 2-laycr parallel logic 
machine where the first layer represents a pool of sequential Prolog machines and the second 
layer is responsible for conlroling parallel activities of the sequential Prolog processors. 
Furthermore Ihc second layer assures an intelligent logic based commin.icntion system for the 
sequential Prolog processors. 

All aspects of a parallel logic machine are investigated in Ihc I.OGFLOW |>rojecl ranging 
from Ihe language features towards a graphical program development environment. Future 
research will concentrate on identifying Ihc most efficien; mapping strategy and extending Ihe 
model with independent ami dependent AND-pnrallclism. 
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Figure 7. Process structure of Transputers in the II .N layer 
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I üt redaction 

Practical image processing tasks arc usually composed of different algorithms. These 
algorithms can be sped up by using special processors and/or a network of conventional 
processors Obviously, a network of processors with a given topology may be very efficient for 
a certain algorithm, but may perform poorly for other ones 

In some cases there is not an explicite restriction on the components or the topology of 
the network to be utilized, a straightforward architecture can be freely selected. In other cases 
the choice is more restricted: e.g., a certain parallel architecture has to be used as a basis and 
some other means have to be used to achieve further speed-up. 

Enhancing and specializing a general purpose transputer network 

In many image processing applications the speed delivered by a conventional image 
processing system is sufllcent. In other applications, where the time-constraints are somewhat 
more severe e.g., a general purpose distributed memory multiprocessor machine may deliver 
the required computing power. However, there arc time-critical applications, which require 
even Migrier processing speed. In such applications a combined use of the general purpose 
parallel architecture (referred onwards as basis architecture) and some special-purpose, high
speed processors) inserted into or attached to it may be an adequate solution. 

In this paper an array of transputers has been used as the paradigm of a distributed 
memory multiprocessor. This simple and frequently used architecture has been taken as basis 
architecture and its extension and also specialization with dedicated special purpose processors 
is considered This architecture is referred onwards as a heterogeneous transputer-based 
architecture. 

The inserted components can be e.g., convolvers, morphological processors, Fourier-
transformers, Hough-transformers. Some concrete examples arc given in [1]. These 
components usually have internal parallel architecture. Note that these components accomplish 
algorithms which are frequently used in image processing applications and which are rather 
time-consuming if carried out by a conventional processor. 

It should be noted that such a transputer-network is very appropropriate for solving 
image processing problems of medium and coarse granularity. The mentioned dedicated 
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components are meant for tine grain problems, so the extension of the capabilities of the 
network in the proposed manner also widens its granularity range. 

The mentioned heterogeneous transputer-based architecture was modelled on 
homogeneous trans/mler-nclwf>rks: firstly, by using a transputer-network .simulation program, 
then realizing the prototyped network on available parallel platforms. 

The parallel computing ЫтЫаге futilities usod in this work arc a commercial 16-
transputer machine and an experimental 64-transputcr machine. On software suit' I have used 
Occam 2 for programming the transputer-network For prototyping and simulating such a 
networks the Transim [2] and Gecko |3J simulation software packages were used. 

The program modelling the proposed network was developed in the occam-likc input 
language of the Transim package, then it was transcribed into Occam 2. 

Modetting the processing carried out by the proposed network 

The following assumptions were made to simplify the complex problem of modelling 
the heterogeneous transputer-based architecture 

• The dedicated components are 'transputer-like' objects in the sense that they 
communicate with the basis architecture (i.e., with the transputers in the transputer-
array) via transputer links 

• Each transputer handles а fixed-pttsiiion rectangular subimage (of the same or different 
sizes) of the consecutive images. 

• The processing carried out in one subimage has impact on that of the neighbouring 
subimages (4 or 8 neighbours were considered), i.e., neighbouring subimages need to 
communicate with each other. 

• The processing cannot he continued without the necessary data from the neighbours. 
The required exchange of data between the nodes working on neighbouring subimages 

results in a loosely synchronized network |4) 

Program for modelling and prototyping the proposed network 

Using the proposed heterogeneous network the processing is carried out in the 
following manner. 

• loading the appropriate subiimgc into the memory handled by the transputer 
• sending out data to the dedicated component 
• writing for the results produced and sent back by the dedicated component 
• processing the subimagc locally 
• sending out data to the neighbouring transputers 
• waiting for the data produced by the neighbouring transputers 

This computational model can be tuned to lots of practical image processing tasks 
carried out by a hetcreogeneous network with a given dedicated component. Tuning can be 
accomplished by varying the length of tbc messages scut, by varying the ratio of the different 
workloads (see message structure on Fig. I). 

In order to correctly estimate the processing speed of the heterogeneous network 
running a specific image processing task an extended homogeneous network was used which 
comprised the basis architecture completed with auxiliary transputcr(s) representing the special 
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purpose components. See Fig. 2. The processing carried out by the dedicated components and 
also by the transputers of the heterogeneous network are modelled with transputers running 
synthetized workload matching the time characteristics of the actual dedicated component 
used. 

The communicational characteristics of the processing carried out by the 
heterogeneous network when running the given task is modelled with sending messages to the 
neighbouring transputers and to the transputers representing the dedicated processors. A 
simple random router is used • over a deadlock-free communication layer described Hi [S] - to 
transfer the messages. 

(JOBCMSMMtS 

The proposed heterogeneous transputer-based network seems to be well-suited for 
speeding up a wide range of inuge processing tasks, because of its twofold nature. Firstly, it is 
bated on a general purpose powerful transputer network, which can be used to handle the 
medium and high level image processing activities, which are usually adequate for medium and 
coarse grain parallelisation. Secondly, the low-level processing activities (which are adequate 
for fine grain parallelisation) can be carried out by the dedicated, inherenry parallel 
components. 

An Occam2 program was developed to model the proposed hardware structure. It can 
be easily tuned to model a given dedicated component attached to the basis network. 
However, there are some restrictions which limit the applicability of this simulation program 
(e.g., communication is handled only through transputer links). 

Several parameters that may effect the processing speed can be easily modified in the 
mentioned program, parameters like original speed-up achived by the dedicated component in 
the processing that can be carried out by that component, portion of this activity in the whole 
computing task, the data-quantity that has to be exchanged between neighbouring transputers, 
etc.) 
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1 Introduction 

The commercial potential for applying image and signal processing technology ami 
massively parallel computing is increasing rapidly. Many applications, i.e. 
telecommunication, computer integrated manufacture, database systems, image and 
voice exchange, identification of objects and trajectories in scientific experiments, 
may benefit from the integration of parallel architectures and signal ami image 
processing technology | l ] . However, in order to transfer this technology into 
applications and industry, a lot of problems have to be overcome. 

Most of the algorithms of image and signal processing are very computationally 
intensive, i.e. require vast processing power. It applies also to other compulations 
where massive »lata handling is involved. To provide highly efficient solutions for 
these areas: 

• processing architectures and algorithms must be designed and selected in 
accordance to their mutual interdependence, i.e. they must l>c conform to 
each other, 

• architectures may be adaptive and their configuration dynamic, 

• the processing requirements can only be met by the integrated use of 
special purpose processors and migrating appropriate tasks to these 
processors. 

Development of efficient massively parallel systems requires methodologies for 
matching parallelised algorithms to processor array based architectures. To exploit 
the economic potential of advances of massively parallel computing systems, 
particularly in image and signal processing, there arc two primary needs that the 
investigations in this field should address: 

• Deeper understanding of the two way process of matching of algorithms to 
architectures. This requests methodologies for the design of parallel 
algorithms, mapping of algorithms onto parallel processing architectures, 
and the adaptive (and dynamic) reorganizing of the task mapping and 
processor configuration. 

• When methodologies have been identified, software tools are required to 
support implementation. This involves work in development environments, 
notations for expressing algorithms and their transformation. 
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2 Problem outlines 

Tue 'Mapping Problem' is commonly referred to as finding the best suited 
proccssoi architecture or, in the case of a given architecture, the optimal load 
distribution and scheduling scheme for the parallelized subtasks of the intial 
problem, using an objective function based on minimal communication overhead 
and maximal processor utilization. The mapping process naturally implies the 
interdependence of algorithm classes and feasible architectures. From the mapping 
efficiency point of view, algorithms can be classified as shown in Fig. 1. 

Algorithms 

Structured Unstructured 

Local Global 
Dependences Dependences 

Figure I Algorithm classes 

The branch of unstructured algorithms stands for ordinary programs that can be 
parallelized by vectorizing compilers detecting nested loop structures and functional 
parallelism. Some parts of such problems may efficiently be parallelized at a fine 
granularity level (e .g . nested loops operating on non-interdependent variables ) but 
the overall structure of the parallel code remains largely unstructured i.e. non-
repetitive. This implies that the mapping is to be solved at the task level (load 
balancing, task scheduling and migration algorithms) on an existing host 
architecture rather than on an algorithm-specialized one. 

Most pixel level image processing algorithms possess three common properties: 
regularity, recursiveness, and locality [2]. They belong to the class of structured 
•hjoritlmis with local data dependences that are characterized by a repetitive 
structure and can easily be decomposed into uniform sub-structures. The 
communication scope of a processing node in the data dependence graph of such an 
algorithm doesn't grow with the problem tize, in contrast to the case of global data 
dependences. The local nature of an algorithm results in localized communication 
among the processing elements (PEs) in the VLSI array processor realization. 
Some examples of the many important digital signal and image processing 
algorithms falling into this category arc convolution, matrix multiplication and 
decomposition algorithms, HR filters, image enhancement, edge detection, etc. 

A well-known example for global dependences is the FFT algorithm which 
requires global data exchange after each iteration step. 

Э Concepts of formal mapping methods for structured and localized 
algorithms 

The basic mapping methodology involves the application of various transforms on 
some representations of the algorithm and thus, the derivation of a formal 
description for the proper РБ array. The original dimensionality is usually reduced 
during the mapping process to decrease the number of necessary PEs. Among many 
formal approaches the most widely used is perhaps the method of projections [2], 
see Fig. 2, which employs a graph representation of data dependences, the acyclic 
dependence graph (DG) derived from the algorithm's single assignment code form 
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or its recursive equations, and a sequence of projections defined by a projection 
vector d over die index space of the algorithm. This leads to a signal flow graph 
( 5FG ) from which the processor array can be designed directly. The projections 
place additional load onto the PEs while reducing their number, which is equivalent 
to the transposition of the projected index dimension into the time domain. For 
example, die NxN matrix-vector multiplication algorithm has a 2-D DG, one node 
representing one multiplication and one addition. When this graph is projected onto 
a 1~D SFG along die projection vector [1 0 ] T , one array processor will execute one 
row multiplication, lasting *N times longer. 

\ 4./ 4 
Д 

MW 
Figure 2 The projection mapping method 

The scheduling of the PEs in the SFÜ is determined by a suitably chosen 
scheduling vector s, somewhat constrained by the previous choice on d, then the 
I/O timing and the design verification can be performed automatically. 

The projection is therefore defined by the two vectors s and d, the optimal values of 
which are derived for the most important signal processing algorithms in a number 
of case studies [3,4]. The aim of the research on formal methods is, nevertheless, 
the total automation of the mapping process in a future CAD tool «i which no 
human inference is needed. The automated solution could perhaps use an optimized 
algorithm-architecture library as a knowledge base, start the mapping т и п die 
optimized architecture of a similar algorithm and fulfill the optimization with die 
help of the formal methods aided with some heuristics. 

4 The target architecture 
As it was emphasized above, the hardware characteristics of the target architecture 
should be kept in mind during the whole of the mapping process. The design of die 
target architecture depends largely on the applied VLSI technology. Recent 
developments in VLSI technology and processor arrays have considerably increased 
the processing capability ?t various hardware levels: 

parallel computers using array» of processors, 
Inexpensive massively parallel computers are becoming a reality. Their effective use 
requires parallel algorithms and mapping them onto arrays of processors. This is not 
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an easy task. Massively parallel computers may be classified into a number of 
various categories based on the granularity ( sue ) of assigned tasks or operations. 
Some of the typical massively parallel systems are realized as networks of 
transputers, network of DSPs» RISCs, etc. [5-7]. 

Algorithmically dedicated components. 
Characteristic applications, algorithms, or protocols may be implemented by the eae 
of off-the shelf VLSI processing components, e.g. convolvers, contour tracers, 
dedicated transform chips, etc. Though these circuits are not flexible, the system 
design methodology must be flexible enough to allow their use in a convenient way. 

Application Specific Integrated Circuits f ASICs) 
Current VLSI technology offers high-level design aids and methodologies as full 
custom components to implement ASICs for selected applications. 

Programmable Logic Devices (PLDs) 
PLDs provide hardware parts for semi-custom design philosophy. For special 
applications requiring unique systems they may provide an economically feasible 
hardware solution. Their use however may impose a further mapping step in the 
realization of the individual PEs at 'deep logic' level (e.g. bit-level) (8). The 
possibility to build reprogrammable 'coprocessors' and modules using PLDs ( e.g. 
Xilinx LogicCells) attached to high-speed hosts opens new vistas to this design 
approach. This means of having 'soft' architectures that can be redefined and 
reconfigured dynamically (as the need arises) and adaptivdy during execution 
time, thu* providing adaptive architectures. 

The projection technique and the other formal methods successfully find the optimal 
array architecture and reduce the DG dimensionality. However, the enlarged gram 
size (amount of computation between two synchronizations of adjacent PEs) means 
more algorithm specific operation, which in many cases may endanger the versatile 
use of the array architecture. It is probably more advantageous to choose a 'slightly 
configurable' or 'soft' processor array as the target architecture even at the expense 
of sub-optimality. In other words, it would be desirable to find a minimal set of 
hardware features that enable a PE array to execute a maximal set of similar 
algorithms in a nearly optimal way (see Fig. 3 ) . 

Optimal Topology Operation sat 

Figure ЗА feasible mapping strategy 
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The most important hardware characteristics of a configurable PE array can be 
summarized as follows: 

• order of magnitude of the number of connected PEs, subject to grow as 
technology advances 

• overall topology of the array i.e. the number and organization of 
communication links 

• organization of communication in terms of wavefront vs. systolic 
scheduling 

• PE hardware features: operation set, size of communication link buffers 
and register bank 

• control of the array: the methods for programming local computations and 
I/O scheduling for the individual PEs 

The complexity of the PEs and the interconnection network should be kept as low as 
possible to allow feasible VLSI implementation of reasonably sized PE arrays. The 
following, relatively small operation set seems tc satisfy most image processing 
needs: addition, multiplication, division, Euclidean norm, circular and hyperbolic 
functions; a realization proposal for a similar operation set can be found in [4]. As 
for the supported topology, a bi-directional mesh-based topology seems to cover the 
majority of optimally projected array structures. 

5 Summary 
The paper discusses some aspects of the fine grain size formal mapping methods 
aided with some heuristics. The use of a 'slightly configurable' PE array is 
proposed that seems to suffice for a wide range of image processing problems and 
simultaneously offers a feasible VLSI realization. Further research is needed on the 
desirable hardware characteristics of such arrays. Also the available VLSI 
components' impact on the mapping process should be thoroughly investigated. 
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Abstract 
Due to the fast progress of VLSI technology and due to the huge 

demand on real-time video codecs in consequence of an increasing 
availability of digital visual communication services (e.g. multimedia, 
videoconference, etc.), algorithm-oriented array architectures appear 
to be effective, feasible, and econom- ic. In particular, a large class 
of regular computations especially those for image processing, coding, 
can be efficiently implemented on arrays of processors. In this paper, 
a short summary of the main aspects of mapping and of the most popular 
coding methods, is given. Furthermore, some real-time parallel 
architectures are shown. 

1. Introduction 

In recent years, a considerable amount of research has been focused 
on image data compression, which plays a significant role in image 
processing and transmission. Videotransmission will become a major 
service of future video communication networks (Fig. I). Improvement of 
network transmission capabilities - and particularly, introduction of 
the B-ISDN - will allow new services such as HDTV, TV to reach 
customers through optical fiber cables. The transmission of these 
digital image sequences requires that a very large amount of data be 
transmitted. Image compression techniques are used to reduce the 
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redundancies in ihe sequences und make their transmission more 
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economical. 
In the last decades, several new . requirements came into being: 

progressive image transmission, compatible coding, layered coding for 
networks. Progressive image transmission allows an approximative image 
to be built up quickly and the details to be transmitted progressively 
through several passes over the image. Compatibility between the 
various services which wilt reach customers (HDTV, TV, videophone, 
etc.) is clearly requested. In layered coding, the video information is 
divided into several layers with lower layers containing low resolution 
resolution information and higher layers the fine information in de
scending order of importance. Such a model has the potential to enable 
integration of the several video services for packet switched networks. 
The solutions of these problems are related to splitting the image sig
nal into required parts and to effective coding these subimages. 

Digital image processing opentions - naturally involved image 
coding operations - are usually computationally intensive, because of 
the large amount of data that must be -processed and of the complexity 
of the elementary operations. In addition, in the cases of video coding 
and transmission all calculations must be performed in real-time, i.e., 
at a rate cf 25-30 images per second. To achieve a throughput rate 
adequate for abovementioned applications, the processor arrays appear 
to be massively concurrent processing by special-purpose hardware. A 
processor array is a collection of many similar processing elements 
(PEs), which can be execu ed in both parallel and pipeline processing. 
Progress of VLSI technology, which allows hundreds of thousends of 
transistors to be manufactured in a single chip, has lowered implemen
tation costs for large processor arrays to an acceptable level. 

2. Parallel Methodology 

The applicability of an algorithm and its adequate architecture to 
image sequence coding problems strongly depends on the spcnl of 
operation. There are a number of alternative approaches to the problem 
of speeding up an algorithm, namely 

• hardware acceleration, 



- design of fast 4oqiieiili.il algorithms, 
- design of parallel algorithms. 

In the next, the last one will he discussed. 
Parallel algorithm expression is a basic tool for a proper descrip

tion of an algorithm for pjrallel and pipeline processing. There are a 
number of parallel algorithm expressions, such as snapshot, recursive 
equation, parallel code, .single assignment code,' dependence graph (DG), 
signal (low graph (SPG), etc. A gwnl expression should express algo
rithms clearly ami concisely so that the execution of the algorithm can 
be easily pursued. 

Here, we will use the following expressions: 
- dependence graph - DG is a directed graph, which is embedded 

in an index space and specifies the data dependences of an 
algorithm; 

- signal flow graph - SFG which explicitly express all time 
information in the form of delay edges is suitable to repre
sent a synchronous array operations; 

- data flow graph - DFG is suitable for the expression of 
asynchronous array operations. 

The mapping from an algorithm to processor arrays consists of three 
stages: 

- express an algorithm by the DG notation and, if necessary, modify 
the DG to achieve a belter algorithm, 

- map the DG to an Sl;('.i or a Df:G array, and 
- convert the SI;G array to a synchronous array and the DFG to an 

asynchronous array. 

In an array, the processor elements must be able to communicate 
data effectively and the total system lias to be controlled in an ade
quate manner. The communication structure, the structure of the 
processing elements themselves and the control structure together form 
the architecture [I I J.In parallel architectures the execution of a pro
gram is carried out in p.ir.illcl. The overall execution lime is usually 
shortened by a factor approximate!) dependent on tne number of 
processors participating in the parallel processing. One of the most 
promising version is (he PASM (Farlilionable S/MD M/MD) parallel 
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processing system. 'Flic PASM is a dynamically reconfigurable 
architecture designed to allow both S!MD (single instruction multiple 
data) and MIMD (imilliple instruction multiple data) operation, and to 
provide the flexible computation and communications capability needed 
for the wide range of algorilhms as found in image processing applica
tions [12]. 

3. Potential Coding Structures 

Video technology has made an explosive progress during the past few 
years. With the recent advances in VLSI technology, low-cost video 
communication services now appear and * veral compression algorithms 
are in the process of becoming international standards, each of which 
is suited It) different applications. The Joint Photographic Expert's 
Group (JPEG) standard specifies a method of compressing still images. 
In JPEG, there is no notion of a lime vari.-ble. However, JPEG can be 
used in a video environment by ignoring the temporal dependencies. 
ССПТ recommendation H.26I (Fig. 2) has recently been accepted as the 
international coiling standard lor providing audiovisual services at 
px64 kbit/s (p = 1.2 30). The video formats that the CCJTT has 
adopted in H.26I are called the common intermediate formal (C1F) and 
quarter-CIF (QCIF). 4'he resolution of CIF is 288 lines wilh 36Э pixels 
per line for the luminance signal and 144 lines wilh 180 pixels per 
line for the two chrominance signals. The resolution of QCIF is half of 
the CIF format in boih horizontal and vertical directions. For moving 
image sequences, Ibe four versions of Motion Picture Expert's Group 
(MPEG) standard has been proposed. At present, the Multimedia and 
Hypermedia Expert's Group (MI1EG) standard is already under 
invest igai ion. 

The hybrid coding structure is common foi both the H.26I and ihe 
MPEG (Fig. 3). The JPEG is involved in this structure. The main parts 
of a hybrid coder are the motion estimator, forward and inverse 
transform units, motion-compensated prediktor, quantizer, run-length 
coding. The real-time operation of these units requires parallel 
processing in many cases, therefore we will look over their schemes 
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from tbc point of vie« of parallel I saiion. 
Digital images are usually sampled on a grid and are stored on a 2D 

array. Therefore, they possess an inherent geometrical parallelism. 
This parallelism can be exploited by using a 2D array of processors, 
possibly one per pel. For practical reasons, ihe NxN size image is 
segmented in square MxM ( M < N < blocks or in strips and each block or 
strip is assigned to a specific processor array. The only problem is 
encountered in such solution is the blinking effect. 
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Abstract: 

The two-dimensional discrete cosine transform (2-D DCT) is one of the 

most effective method in image dita compression. In this paper an inner 

product algorithm for the NxN 2-D IXT is described. It is shown, that every 

transformed coefficients can be calculated as an N/2 size inner product 

operation. The inner product processors are realized using an efficient 

distributed vector multiplication arrangement. The hardware implementation 

directly calculates all the N 2 output values in parallel. The computational 

complexity of the fully concurrent bit-serial signal flow graph implementation 

for the tipical 8x8 size is less than 1000 arithmetic primitives. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The discrete cosine transform (DCT) is the most widely used transform in digital 

signal coding, mainly in speech and image compression. For highly correlated signals the 

DCT approaches the statistically optimal Karhunen-Loeve transform (KLT). Since the 

introduction of the transform f I ] many algorithms and VLSI architectures have been proposed 

to improve the computation speed and reduce the hardware complexity [2]-[4]. As the DCT 

is orthogonal, the 2-D transform is usually accomplished by two separated 1-D DCT, first 

along the rows, after along the columns. This conventional method require 2N 1-D DCT's 
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for the computation of the 2-D DOT. For parallel hardware implementation of this method, 

a complicated matrix transposition architecture as well as 2N l-D ГХТ modules arc required. 

Thus for more efficient computation or parallel implementation of the 2-D DCT, the 

algorithms that work directly on the 2-D data set have been introduced in |5]-[7]. These 

algorithms are based on matrix factorisation or indirect computation using the polynomial 

transform FFT, and reduce significantly the number of multiplications relative to the 

conventional method. 

The new algorithm proposed in this paper is based on the inner product calculation 

of the 2-D transform coefficient. The algorithm works directly on the 2-D data set, without 

transposition. To hold the arithmetic complexity of the parallel architecture at a reasonable 

level, serial arithmetic is used to perform the computation. Л fully pipelined structure based 

on the new method for inner product calculations [10] allows high throughput capability. The 

full structure is built up from the basic arithmetic primitives and doesn't make use of 

multipliers. 

The paper is organised as follows: Section 2 describes the algorithms, Section 3 

introduces the architecture of the coefficient dependent inner product processors. In Section 

4 the questions of the hardware realisation and an FPGA implementation using Xilinx devices 

arc discussed. 

2. DERIVATION OF THE ALGORITHM 

The NxN size 2-D DCT is defined as 

v/ x 2 . w v ^ n r i ' "* (2M)un (2j*l)vn X{u,v) = -c(u)c(v)£ £ xU,j)co&±~~~! — со»*-' ^ 
N ,.$ j,Q LN iN 

(1) 
| yfa) n,v=0 

u,v,ij=0, l,...,N 1; c(«),c(v)=< 
I 1 u,v*0 

where x(i,,j) and X(u,v) represent the NxN arrays in the data and DCT domain. Equation (1) 
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can be written in matrix form as 

XL = FtN\N*) xL (2) 

where XL and x, are Hnear sequences rearranged in lexicographic order of 2-D data and 

transformed array xL tx(0,0), x(0,l),... x(O.N-l), x(l,0), .... x(N-l.N-l)}, X, ={X(0,0), 

X(0,1), ... X(0,N-1), X(1,0), .... X(N-1,N-1)}. The F(N7.N7) matrix is the forward 2-D 

transform matrix, its elements are determined by Eq. (1) as shown in Eq. (3) 

N 2N 2N 

where m=0, l , . . . ,N4 , n=0, l , . . . ,N4, and Q(n,N), Q(m,N), R(n,N)and R(m,N)are the 

quotient and remainder of the integer division operation of m/N, n/N, and stand for the 

original i,u row and j,v column indices, respectively. According to Eq. (3) any component 

of X, or xL can be calculated as an NxN size inner product operation. Analysis of the 2-D 

transform matrices shows high degree of symmetry and redundancy between the matrix 

elements. Application of basic trigonometric identities leads more efficient computation of 

the inner products. The elements of F can be written as the sum 

N IN 2N 

<2<XnJt)+l)<XmMn -ßWHjD+DWm/On 
2JV 

(4) 

of two term. In a given row of F, Q(m,N) and R(m,N) are constant values, even or odd 

numbers. So the multiplier factors of T/2N can have only even or odd values in a given inner 

product. Taking into account the symmetry and periodicity of the cosine function the N2 size 

inner products have only N/2 (or less) numerically different multiplier factors. These 

multiplier factors can be described in the form of 
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Cx = c o s — ; x=0,lt..N-\ 
2N 

(5) 

The transformation matrix F is separable to the sum and difference matrices, 
according to Eq. (S). 

XL *{F *F )xL-F'xL+F xL 
(6) 

These separation cap be continued until all the matrices contains only one Cx 
numerical constant value. 

XLHFO*+Fr+...+FlN-iy)xL • {FO +Fl+...+F(N-l)-)xL 
(7) 

In the Fx* and Fx' matrices, for a given m,n index pair, m,n =0,1,..1^-1, there is 

maximum one nonzero elements. Using this the two matrices can be merged. 

* - i 

XL - (F0+F1 *...+F{ND xL*Y, Fk xL 
<i) 

Because of the odd-even property of the Fk matrices, k*0,l,.!N-l, the for a given 
X t value, the real size of the inner product is only N/2. 

The computation of the 2-D DCT consist of two phases, as shown in Fig. 1. In the 
first, рте-addition phase, the lexicographical input data is arranged according to the pattern 

.... v / 

Figure 1 The computational steps of the algorithm 

of the nonzero elements of the Fx matrices. As an example, the structure of the Fl + , Fl' and 
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Fl matrices of the 4x4 2-D DCT are shown in Rq. 9.1,9.2,9.3. 

» ! • • 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 О О О О 0 0 О О О 
0 0 -CI -CI 0 0 -Cl -Cl О О -С1 -С1 0 О -Cl -Cl 
0 0 0 0 0 0 О О О о 0 0 0 О О О 
0 0 CI -CI 0 0 Cl -Cl О О С1 -С1 '1 О Cl -Cl 
0 0 0 0 0 0 О О -С1 -С1 -С1 -С1 -С1 -С1 -Cl -Cl 
0 0 0 0 0 о 0 О О О О 0 0 О О О 
0 -CI 0 CI 0 -Cl 0 cl -С1 О С1 0 -С1 0 Cl О 
0 0 0 0 0 0 а О 0 • 0 0 0 О О О 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 О О О 0 0 0 О О О 
0 0 -CI -CI -CI -Cl 0 О 0 0 С1 Cl С1 С1 0 О 
0 0 0 0 0 О О О О О О О 0 О О О 
0 0 CI -CI -CI Cl О О О 0 -С1 С1 С1 -С1 О О 
0 0 0 0 0 О О 0 Cl С1 С1 Cl -С1 -С1 - О -С1 
0 0 0 0 0 О 0 О О О О 0 0 О 0 О 
0 -CI 0 CI 0 Cl О -С1 о О -С1 О -С1 О С1 О 
0 0 0 0 0 О О О О О О 0 0 0 О О. 

(9.1) 

n - i 

О О О О а О О О О О О 0 0 О О О 
С1 С1 О О С1 С1 О О С1 С1 0 О С1 С1 О О 
О 0 О О О О О О О О О О 0 О О О 
С1 -С1 О О С1 -С1 О О С1 -С1 О О С1 -С1 О О 
С1 С1 С1 С1 С1 С1 С1 С1 О 0 0 0 0 О О в О О о О О О О О О О 0 О О О О О 
С1 О -С1 О С1 О -С1 О О С1 О -С1 О С1 О -С1 
О О О О О О О О О 0 О 0 0 6 О О 
О О О О О О О О О О О 0 0 0 О О 
С1 С1 о О О О С1 Cl -С1 -С1 О с 0 О -С1 -С1 
О О О О О О О О О О 0 0 0 0 О О 
С1 -С1 О О О О -С1 Cl -С1 С1 в О 0 О Cl -Cl 
С1 С1 С1 С1 -С1 -С1 -Cl -Cl О О О О О О О О 
О О О О О О О О О О О О 0 О О О 
С1 0 -С1 О -С1 О С1 О О -С1 0 С1 0 С1 О -С1 
О 0 О О О О О О О О О 0 0 О О О. 

(9.2» 

Г1« 

О О О О О О О О О 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
С1 С1 -С1 -С1 С1 С1 -С1 -Cl Cl Cl -Cl -Cl Cl Cl -Cl -Cl 
О О О О О О О О О 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
С1 -С1 С1 -С1 Cl -Cl С1 -Cl Cl -Cl Cl -Cl Cl -Cl Cl -Cl 
С1 С1 С1 С1 Cl Cl С1 Cl -Cl -Cl -Cl -Cl -Cl -Cl -Cl -Cl 
О О О О О О О О О 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
С1 -Cl -С1 С1 Cl -Cl -С1 Cl -Cl Cl Cl -Cl -Cl Cl Cl -Cl 
О О О О О О О О О 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
О О О О О О О О О 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
С1 С1 -С1 -С1 -С1 -С1 С1 Cl -Cl -Cl Cl Cl Cl Cl -Cl -Cl 
О О О О О О О О О 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
С1 -С1 С1 -С1 -Cl о -Cl Cl -Cl Cl -Cl Cl Cl -Cl Cl -Cl 
С1 С1 С1 С1 -Cl -С1 -Cl -Cl Cl Cl 4 Cl -Cl -Cl -Cl -Cl 
О О О О О О О О 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 
С1 -С1 -Cl С1 -Cl С1 Cl -Cl Cl -Cl -Cl Cl -Cl Cl Cl -Cl 
О О О О О О 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

< 9.3) 

The signal flow graph of the full prc-addition phase is shown in Fig.2. 
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Figure 2. The signal flow graph of the 4x4 2-D DCT 

All the operations required by the Fx matrices are unified in one signal flow graph. 

The Fx(i) notation i =0,1,..N 2-1, at the output points of the pre-addition butterflies indicates 

the necessary inner product operations. To get the i-th transform domain data every Fx(i) 

linear combination of the input signals should be multiplied by the appropriate Cx value in 

the inner product processor. The necessary inner product processors are shown in Fig. 3. 
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Figure 3 The inner product operat.ons of the 4x4 2-D DCT 
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3. INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF THE INNER PRODUCT PROCESSORS 

Parallel hardware implementation of the direct 2-D transformation needs efficient 

arithmetic elements. To hold the hardware complexity at a reasonable level, the globally 

paralH, locally serial implementation style should be selected. This method has two 

advantage. The first is the simplicity of the basic serial arithmetic units, the second is the 

very tow communication cost. Both of these are important to reduce the necessary resources. 

There are different methods to realize the inner product processors. The most widely 

used arrangement is the memory look-up table based vector multiplier, presented in [9]. This 

unit contains memories to store the precomputed partial product sums and uses parallel 

arithmetic units internally to accumulate them. The are some drawbacks of this arrangement. 

Sometimes memory modules are difficult to realise (for example in FPGA devices), and the 

parallel arithmetic elements needs longer basic execution cycles. 

Recently a new efficient inner product processor arrangement have been proposed for 

the realization of fixed coefficient vector multiplications by serial arithmetic [10]. This 

arrangement contains basic arithmetic primitives only, all of the operations are realized by 

pipe-lined serial adders, subtractors. Efficiency is achieved by using the Canonical Signed 

Digit code (CSD) of the fixed coefficients of the operations and by exploiting the available 

digit pattern coincidences between the coefficients CSD codes. The amount of reduction is 

depend on the size of the inner product operation and the actual numerical values and its 

CSD codes of the coefficients. Typically the method provide more than 30% reduction in the 

number of arithmetic elements and more than 70% in delay elements [10]. 

The numerical values and the CSD codes of the coefficients of the 2-D DCT for the 

4x4 and 8x8 size are shown in Eq. (11), Eq. (12), the internal structure of the inner product 

processors are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, respectively. In the equations Cx are used 

according to the definition given in Eq. (5), with N=4 and 8. 

CO = »10 

CI rr 0.923910 

C2 * 0.7071, „ 

C3 - 0.3827w 

= 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C S D 

- 1 . 0 0 0 -1 0 -1 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 Одо 
= 1 . 0 - 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 \CSD 

- 0 . 1 0 I 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 C S D 

(II) 
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Figure 4. The signal flow graph of the 4x4 2-D DC Г inner product processors 
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Figure 5 The signal flow graph of the 8x8 2-D DCT inner product processors 

The inner product processors assume 12 bit number representations of the Cx coefficients. 
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4. FPGA IMPLEMENTATION OF THE 2 D DCT ALGORITHM 

Logic complexity of the available Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) are 

relatively low for computation intensive DSP applications. Implementation of complex 

algorithms, such as the 2-D DCT on FPGA elements needs special precautions. The 

limitations of the available logic resources requires direct mapping of the arithmetic 

primitives to the FPGA basic logic cells. In case of serial arithmetic the optimal mapping is 

the one to one correspondence between the signal flow graph components and the hardware 

logic resources. Using SRAM based FPGAs, the relatively large size of the basic logic cells 

are ideal to implement the pipe-lined serial arithmetic primitives. All the necessary logic are 

contained in one cell. This provides single level logic delays, high utilization of internal 

combinational and storage resources and minimum number of external connection points, 

reducing the routing complexity. As the routing resources of the FPGAs are designed for 

general usage of the high fan-in logic cells, in case of serial arithmetic most of the routing 

channels remains available to realize the topology of the signal flow graph of the given 

algorithm. 

The hardware cost of the 2-D DCT is consist of two part. The first is the pre-addition 

module, the second is the inner product processors. The cost of the pre-addition module is 

proportional with the size of the transformation and is given by Eq. (12). 

C^-NMogjN 1 0 » 

The cost of the inner product processors for the selected 12 bit precision can be 

calculated from Fig. 4 and 5. For the 4x4 2-D DCT the realization of the 12 two-point inner 

product needs 68 arithmetic and 96 delay elements. For the 8x8 transformation size these 

numbers are 576 and 384, respectively. As the cost of the independent delay elements in the 

FPGAs is almost the same as the logic modules, the necessary size of the FPGA devices can 

be determined. In case of Xilinx FPGAs the 4x4 point size 2-D DCT algorithm needs 180 

basic logic cells and the 8x8 needs less than 1000. 

The execution time of the computation using the conventional LSB first computation 

scheme is B,+B c +log ;N 2 bit clock cycle, where B, and B, are the number of bits in the input 

data and Cx coefficient representation. The available bit clock rate with the Xilinx FPGAs 

is about 30-40 MHz. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper an inner product algorithm is proposed for the 2-D DCT. It is shown, 

that any transformed domain data element can be calculated as an N/2 size inner product. 

The algorithm consist of two phases, these are the pre-additions and the in. er products. The 

inner products are realized using the efficient method developed for vector multiplication. 

In the inner product algorithm of the 2-D DCT the optimization parameter is not the number 

of multiplications, but the global number of arithmetic primitives. The complexity of the 

proposed algorithm in this respect is comparable with other algorithms and it is ideal for bit 

serial implementation on FPGA devices. 
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